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What the Unions Have Accomplished.
Their Object, and What They Propose
To Do.
A meeting of the Farmers* Unions on the
Belfast Branch of the If sine Central R, R. was
held in Union Hall, Brooks, Tuesday, August
25th. There was a large attendance at the
morning session, which was increased in the
afternoon. C. H. Gardner, president of the
Farmers* Union of Maine, was nnsbls to attend
and Edward Evans of Waldo, vice president,
substituted on the program. The meeting was
called to order at 10 a. m. by Joseph Ginn, vice
president of the Brooks Union,and he presided

during the daj, introducing the speakers,
ing for questions, etc.

call-

be increased to 75.
Edward Evans of Waldo had about five minAt this point farmers from about every town
utes notice in which to prepare to tell the interested
began to ssk pertinent questions as
farmers of this vicinity what the State of to the
practical workings of a Shippers’ Union
Maine Union had accomplished and what it en- and its bearing on the local Union. At the
deavors to do, and he knew what he was talk- ! general conference which followed some were
ing about and how to tell it. He had been a ready for immediate organization while others
member of and invested funds in several farm- wanted time to think it over. The State repers’ societies looking to the betterment of the resentatives would not urge the matter, saying
farmers’ condition, but they had been dismal I that the local farmers were better judges of
failures. l*he two years history of the Farm- the local conditions and finally advised waiting.
ers’ Union, now State-wide and comprising 52
At the suggestion of Mr. Reynolds of Unity
local Unions shows that it has filled a a meeting will be held in Brooks at 10 a. m..
long-felt want and has come to stay. The Sept. 5th,to take up the matter with the presiGrange has paved the way for this or- dent, secretary and treasurer of the six Unions
ganization and the two are becoming a in this locality as delegates.
united power in Maine. The Brooks Union is
The Brooks Union has a prosperous grocery
one of the largest and best in the State. TheBeland a large grain house under the direction of
fast Union has an immense territory and much
Isaac Leathers and E. G. Cox. The Union as a
is expected of that Union, formed August 24th host looked well after the comforts of their

charter members. The time has come
when the Maine farmer should receive more
than 35 per cent for the produce that costs the
consumer one dollar, and the Union aims to cut
out the middle men and thus market their
goods for less cost. The Union does not aim to
injure anyone, but does intend to benefit the
farmer. It is here the influence of the Grange

guests.

gives trust and encouragement and exemplifies
the spirit of fraternity. Mr. Evans referred
briefly to the Shippers Union as it exists in
other sections of the State and expressed his
gratification in having at the meeting O. B.
Abbott, president of the North Penobscot Exchange, who was soon to go to Boston to break
a way into the markets for the Farmers Unions
of Maine and he urged the farmers in this locality to give him time and opportunity to hold
his place, which the speaker confidently thinks
he is well fitted to do. The State Union is
backed by the State Department of Agriculture, and other States are writing to Maine for

rabee, do.; land in Jackson.
C. W, Shorey, et als., Waldo, to Marriner
Smith, do; land in Waldo.
William A. Jackson, Belfast, to Mary E.
Hills, Union; land in Belmont.
Jessie L. Nickerson, Swanville, to Alfred E.
Nickerson, do; land and buildings in Searsport.
Dilla Goodwin, Lewiston, to George P. Blethen, Thorndike; land in Thorndike.
George P. Blethen, Thorndike, to E. B. Hunt,
do; land in Thorhdike.
E. I Young, Unity, to E. B. Hunt, do; land

with 40

information of her Unions, local and State—a
good illustration of her motto— Dirigo.
Mr. Abbott was the next speaker and was
greeted with applause. He spoke mainly of
the Unions east of Bangor, and of the Penobscot Exchange, of which he is president. Last
year they maintained two shipping houses;
next winter they will have twelve. That at
Kingman has done a great work and handles a
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in Thorndike.
Walter R. Nealley and Eliza Crockett, et al.,
Northport, to Delia M. Nealley, do.; land and

buildings

in

Northport.

Delia M. Nealley, Northport, to Georgia
Florence Bonney, do; land and buildings in

Northport.
Edward G. Turner, Palermo, to Lewis Day,
do; land and buildings in Palermo.
Eliza J. Oliver, Swampscott, Mass., to Ephraim Bragdom, Freedom; land in Montville
Sylvanus G; Cottrell, Belfast, to Edmund Q.
and Ellen M. Frost, Pittsfield; land and build-

large shipments to better advantage
with small shipments and the expense would be less and the grades of goods
more uniform.
kets with
than six

A.

pulling.”

He warned the farmers of the middlemen who
are paying more for some articles than the
market warrants, hoping to cripple the buyers
of the Unions. He advised the Unions in this
vicinity to form a Shippers Union with a general manager, as one man could reach the marmen

PERSONAL.
and Mrs. W. W. Fish of Freepor
guests of Rev. and Mrs. W. F. Sturtevant,
John Beckwith of Springfield, Mass., has
joined his wife in a visit with Belfast relatives.
Deacon

are

Eugene Hayes and little
Mass., are visiting
mother, Mrs. J. O. Hayes.
Mrs.

Readville

Gerard of
Mr. Hayes’

son

Wilbur Reynolds of the Unity Union comRussell Cook and friend, who have been visplimented the Brooks Union on its success and iting in Belfast, left Wednesday for their
said that his home Union were looking for- homes in Somerville, Mass.
ward to

store

and

house.

His

1
potato
Mrs. Mildred Mason Brooks and little daughbright and interesting. He urged ter, Aldana, of Portland, are guests of Mrs. A.
the formation of a Shippers Union and exT. Stevens, East Beliast.
pressed his loyalty to his local Union. He
Mrs. Charles Strout of Woburn,Mass., is the
thought Mr. Abbutt the right man for the Bos- i
Lombard at
marks

a

re-

were

their
guest of Dr. and Mrs. G. P.
ton store. He said the local Unions should
on the North Shore.
have stated meetings for the exchange of ex- | cottage
Mr. and Mrs. Will R. Howard, who spent
perience and new ideas. He spoke at length of
fertilizers and strongly commended the Thom- 1 the summer at The Battery, will leave to-moris used by the Unions of ! row, Friday, for Williamstown, Mass.
as brand, which
Maine.
Miss Nellie Hanson returned Monday to her
C. E. Embree of the Department of Agricul- home in Malden, Mass., after a few weeks
ture took up this subject and said that the visit at the Eaton home, Court street.
Thomas fertilizer was all that was claimed for
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Hutchings of Cliftondale,
it and that it was prepared from a formula
Mass., are spending a two weeks’ vacation with
furnished by the State Union and sold to its
Mrs. Hutchings’ brother, George C. Seavey.
members at a saving of $6 per ton.
Mrs. Annie L. McKeen returned to her
ti
t„i
a
_

of Agriculture then arrived, was introduced and given an enthusiastic recepHe is a pleasing speaker, has an
tion.
intimate knowledge of Maine’s opportunities
and advantages, and his plea for the Unions
He declared its chief obwas a strong one.
ject to be the bringing together of the rural

years
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Davis of Waterville !

ciation, gentlemen,

that

t,le State of Maine. You
1 le 8tore
and the shop, the farm
a,‘*i the blacksmith
shop. Their
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Clinton S. Grant, Brockton, Mass., to Charles
Towers, Stockton Springs; land and buildings in Stockton Springs.
is
a
crescent
which
is
Union
Shippers
placed
! James W. Luce, Troy, to Ralph M. and Oral
on the barrels and on the car doors, with “A”
E. Luce, do; land and buildings in Troy.
in the crescent for the first grade of goods and
Fred S. Jones, et als., City of Reading, Pa.,
“B” for the second. Their chief product, poto Charies M. Hall, Belfast; land and buildings
tatoes, have three values—dug, in hands of
in Belfast.
shippers and on the market, and it requires
Annie L. and Dexter Tiffany, St. Louis, Mo.,
skill in judgment to know how to handle the
to Marie S. and George S. Tiffany, do; land in
he
a
Mr.
Abbott
said
“to
have
expected
crop.
Islesboro.
hard time of it in Boston.” He intends to
Ira M. Cobe, Chicago, III., to Annie E. W.
work for the Maine Farmer's Union and the
Cobe, do; land and buildings in Northport.
farmers must supply him with their best and
Andrew M. Ross, Searsport, to Lucy A. Ross,
lay aside all petty jealousies, remembering
do; land and buildings in Searsport.

each local union has its business independent. The trade mark of the Penobscot Valley

past Maine farmers lived too much apart,
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following transfers in real estate were
Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending August 26, 1914:
The

recorded in

home in

Belfast,

Sunday,

alter

spending

tne

week-end at E. H. Colby’s at Sunset.—Deer Isle

Messenger.
Abbie Couillard of Boston, head bookkeeper of the firm of Chandler & Barbour, is
spending a vacation at the Burd cottage, Little River.
Miss

and Mrs. S. A. Parker and son Carroll
returned from a visit with Mrs. T, E.
Thompson of Woodfords at her summer home
on Chebeague Island.
Mr.

have

the telephone
by a condition but rural delivery, parcel post,
Mrs. T. A. Mitchell and sons Claude and Edeen surpassed
by any 742,000 and auto have brought about changed and ima' >
last Saturday to their home in
system of civil government
conditions. To market their crops and win returned
proved
A btate which has the
after a visit of several
proud
has been, and in some sections Roslindale, Mass.,
buy
.supplies
that it has the greatest
relatives.
al,eridance of school children in still is, the question with farmers, and the weeks with Belfast
tf any in the Union.
Miss Mary E. Pierce, who has been spending
Union is looking to the real solution of these
”’u can L continue that if
you
perplexities. He said the foreign conditions a few weeks with her mother and sister, Mrs.
:
the saloons or the brewers
would tend to open up the large markets of Sarah R. Pierce and Mrs. Essie P. Carle, left
*he distinguished leader-

J
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IN REAL ESTATE.

and

population tor co-operation, working together
and taking advantage of opportunities. In

THE REAL issue

TRANSFERS

produce to the markets for 10 cents
producer and at an actual cost of 6
in Belfast.
cents to the Union, making a saving of $996 ings
Eliza J. Oliver, Swampscott, Mass., to Ephfor their treasury and paying its stockholders
raim Bragdon, Freedom; land in Montville.
6 per cent. This Union has its sales manager
barrel of

net to the

LEAGUE,

'.N MAINE

r.-.-

demonstrator. U. O. Wilson of Belfast
Edward Evans of Waldo, Q. M. Shibles of
Knox, Percy Bessey of Thorndike, Wilbur
Reynolds of Unity and W. H. Batchelder of
Burnham were appointed by Mr. Embree.
Mr. Embree spoke of the an usually favorable
conditions under which the Belfast Union was
formed last Monday evening, having the largest number of charter members and the most
promising territory of qny in the State. [This
union was organised in Equity Grange hall with
40 member*.
M. O. Wilson is president, H. L
Seek ins, secretary and L. A. Payson, treas.]
Mr, Embree’s remarks were a general summary
of the preyious speeches. He urged the formation of a Shippers Union for the district, stating that the 52 unions would in a few weeks

1

down. They can afford
into the State of Maine if
down prohibition, which has
years.” Gov. Haines.

US
‘;rcak
WO

ak
v

country to the Maine farmer. Other States
are writing the Maine Department for seed potatoes, and from all sections
of our country are coming inquiries of the
Union, showing it is nation-wide and come to
stay. When Mr. Embree asked the Department for an appropriation for the Union it
this

in

the South

Monday for Boston, where she conducts
of stenography.

a

school

Mrs. Katherine Hills left Saturday for
Gloucester, Mass., after a number of week’s
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Maine Hills and Mr
and Mrs. Marion Brown. She
by Miss Katherine Brown.

was

accompanied

remarkably
experiment; today
good investment. He said it was easy to or- NORTHPORT.
The qottage of Mrs. W. H. Knowles of Banfarmers
the
present to use
titled An,erican finance and business ganize, but warned
H ^v
their best judgment in management and to gor on the campground caught fire Sunday
Inn,n^ its way. Stock markets still
•sj
subordinate individual ideas to the general morning about the roof around the chimxchange market resumes.
from a spark from another chimney or
thought.
NinitcrJlf 'nc,rfca8e. Financial problems At this juncture dinner was announced and ney, and for a time caused considerable exNational ships and
k We Da«fiifiarketingcitement as this cottage is situated on Maple
7 CrotPfmj- : Gotten marketing a prob- Mr. Roberts said he would add a few thoughts
better.
street in the midst of other cottages and near
dlVons
Improved trade at the afternoon session.
Don
Kood8 supplanting foreign.
lotions tC t'le
"“^he Ladies’ Aid of the Brooks church pro- the Northport Inn and Charles O. Dickey
south.
Some
in
reaction
PrK»fc
vided an abundant dinner in the banquet hall & Co’s, store. If it had not been discovered in
oradstreets, Aug. 22nd.
in the building, under the auspices of the time a serious fire might have started. The
N°rmal Cor» Crop.
Brooks Union. The menu was a good one and fire company, with the engine, arrived prompt4i*^_
•
the quality of the best and well served.
ly and W. Franklin Burnham, manager of the
0. Production of 2,700RE?**
inn, hastened to the cottage with fire extinafternoon
session
Seth
At
the
Norwood,
W,
Corn
in
»,ear in th» t cast the United States
’n0" 8laiiatipfi
today of the commit- teacher of the Brooks High Bchool, announced guishers, helping much until thd firemen arf/.nd standards of the Chamber that the Belfast Board Of Trade would help rived. Although the cottage was burned conIts report
fc1 is°n dat' the UnitedM States.
bear the expense of a firm demonstrator to siderably about the roof and damaged inside
25 for ftKB€Curednormalof Au£- 12* The come to Waldo
and chemical, the loan was a comsince the
lor in 0Qt.a
county from the University ol from water
crop,
yearB is 2,690,000.000 bushels.
Maine, and salted tnat eacn union appoint a paratively small one.
was an

^tite of Trade.
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NUMBER 35
Foreign Tourists.
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Birthday at the Beautiful Cobe Mansion in Northport.

The funeral service* for Payaon Chase of An Interesting Letter from Ralph C. JohnMias Frances A. Sargent is in Portland visitson.
Jackson, whose death, Aug. 10th, was reported
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cross Johnson and ing
were held at his late home, Aug.
and
most
last
week,
One of the Beeson's pleasantest
Frank M. Staples will go to Waterville SatMabel
are in London Mrs.Frances A.
daughter
Frank
Rev.
S.
Dolliff
leet
12tb,
Two
seThursday
officiating.
unique social events took place
meneion in lections were sung by the choir and a solo by M. Hopkins, her son Dr. Neville Monroe Hop- urday to attend the Deaf-Mute Convention.
evening at the beautiful new Cobe
Mrs. B. B. Grant of Boston arrived last FriS.
of
Jones
Brooks. A profusion of beauti- kins, together with his wife and two daughB. Keating and W.
Northport, when. Misses Clara
were tokens of the
deep love and ters, are in Psris, France, and it is their inten- day to visit relatives in Belfast and Sesrsport.
Marian M. .Heal were the hoeteasee for a j ful flowers
in which he was heljl in the commu- tion not to attempt to leave there for the presMrs. Madeline N. McDonald and daughter,
dance. The guests included many of the respect
Chase was a life-long resident of ent. No word had been received from th£| Mona, of Portland are visiting,relativesin WalMr,
and
a
nity.
at
Northport,
yonng people summering
and had belonged to the Congrega- latter party until recently and anxiety was do and; Belfast,
large party from Belfast. The hostesses, with Jackson,
tional church for many years, attending every felt by friends and relatives here and in WashMorley Durost of Fort Fairfield was a recent
Mrs. Ira M. Cobe received the guests, inforMr. and Sunday if possible. Having a fine baas voice ington over their possible situation. Dr. Hop- guest of his brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
mally, and were assisted by Mr. Cobe,
he bad sung in the choir since he wa? a very kins, who is an expert electrical engineer, is Samuel Durost.
and Mrs. Frederick Hauffman of Chicago, Mr.
man, helping in the Sunday school and very busy working with one of the relief comMiss Nora Coombs of Cast'ne, a former
and Mrs. Austin W. Keating, Mrs. Baker, Dick young
and Miss also singing at many funerals. He also taught mittees connected with the American Embas- teacher in Greenville, is
Perrine
Miss
Mrs.
Rieman.
Baker,
visiting Miss Elizaseveral terms of singing school and served as sy in Paris. Mr. Henri de Sibour, son of the beth Davison in
that town.
Dorothy Franck, all house guests, and wfio
selectman for several years. In all his busi- late Vicountesse Mary (Johnson) de Sibour
Misses Edith M. Southworth and Sue M.
helped to make the evening pleasant for.all
ness dealings he was honest and reliable and
received word some three weeks ago from his
present, From nine till twelve the marble
Partridge were guests at the Wilson Camp,
in France,
Of
a jowas respected by all who knew him.'
de
Count
Louis
Sibour,
brother.
and
of
pretty
floored porch was the setting
Quantabacook, over Sunday.
vial disposition he radiated good cheer where* that two of his children were with a governess
picturesque scenes. Music for dancing was
Mrs. Charles E. Rhoades and son Marion are
be
will
much
missed.
Mr
frontier
ever
he
went
and
at
Audin
Coast
on
the
near
Belfort
furnished by the Ladies' Orchestra of the
Chase is survived by his wife, Mrs. Myra and that Mrs. De Sibour and the third child spending two weeks in Washington, Me., with
Northport Inn, stationed in the reception hall.
two sons, John and Edward Payson, were in Paris. Mr. De Sibour took the first Mrs, Blanche Moody Johnston.
Between the huge colonial pillars of the porch Chase; by
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin A. Warren and Wiland a daughter, Mrs. Delbert Dodge; by seven available steamer for Europe, and a message
sofa cushions were placed, and between dances
and two brothers, Oscar and received from him today upon his arrival in lard Whiting visited Mr. Warren's father, Mr.
the young people enjoyed the wide prospect grandchildren
besides other relatives.
London, says: “all well and safe.” The father Lincoln A. Warren, in Searsmont last Sunday.
before them, beautiful even in the semi-dark- Herbert,
of the De Sibours was the late Vicomte de
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Carleton went to Winterness. The intermittent light on the monu- !
The many friends of Mrs. Julia A., wife of Sibour of France and it is thought that trie
port last Sunday to see his father, Joseph H.
ment, seeming almost unbelievably close, and
Joseph M. Massure, will be pained to hear of two sons will probably enter the army or some Carleton, who is ill, and found him much betthe line of lights on the Searsport road sparkher death, which occurred at Winterport, Aug. other form of
government service while the ter.
the
effect
of
all
had
festooned
like
jewels,
ling
20th. aged 77. Deceased was the daughter of present war lasts.
was
for
!
dancing
Mrs. H. F. Hoxie and 6ons David and Thoma special illumination.
Light
Thomas and Sarah Clark of Prospect and was
as returned Saturday to their home in
furnished from electrically lighted wrought
Augusta
in
the
reared
section
known
as
the
and
hprn
The Journal has received the following comafter a visit with her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
iron lanterns along the porch walls.
Clark settlement, her parents being among the munication from
under
C.
Johnson,
Esq.,
Ralph
to
Thomas E. Barr.
The guests were bidden, at intermission,
first settlers of that town. Mrs. Massure was
“You may fiod a
the porch on the west side, where they form- a most estimable woman and was much loved date of London, Aug. 12th;
Mrs. David L. Wilson and son Cuthbert came
in
interestwar-time
short note from England
ed pleasant groups and were served with
in .from Georges Lake, Liberty last Sunday
by all who knew her. The past year she had
ing for your readers. After a visit to Holland
chicken salad, sandwiches and olives,ice-cream
evening and are guests of Mrs. Charles E.
been a great sufferer, but bore her sufferings
and then through Dusseldorf and Cologne to
and cake. While the refreshments were beOwen, 41 Cedar street.
with Christian fortitude. She leaves to mourn
we remained ten days—
Wiesbaden—where
the
had
also
the
privilege
guests
ing enjoyed
their loss an aged husband and five children:
Miss Maria Tibbetts of Rojkport is the
thence
through Coblence-on-the-Rhine to
of listening to the wonderful pipe organ, sitWelden, Noah and George of Winterport, and
guest of her sisters, Mrs. Jennie White and
with
most
Treves—a
many
be
interesting
place
can
which
uated in the music room,
played Mrs. Adolf Lesser and Miss Sarah B. Massure
Mrs. Fannie E. Shute, in this city. Mrs. White
old Roman remains— through Luxembourg and
either manually or mechanically, and which it
of Boston, Mass.; one sister, Mrs. Emeline
Narmur'to Brussells, from thence to Bruges has been quite ill for some weeks.
the only one of its kind in this vicinity. Its
Mason of Jersey City, N. J., and many nephMr. and Mrs. Harvey Self (Kate
for several days, then to Ostend, the sea-coast
Bickford)
full, rich tones and perfect harmonies were a ews and nieces in
Prospect. Rev. T. P. Hum- resort of
where we arrived August, of New York, who have been spending a few
It was with great
Belgium,
rare treat to the listeners.
officiated at the funeral,and
ofHampden
phrey
weeks
with relatives here and at Little River,
interest that the guests learned that Mrs. I interment was in the
lst.fc, Affairs then began to look threatening
Winterport cemetery.
left Tuesday for Boothbay Harbor,
so
we decided to get over to England the
Cobe’s birthday was being celebrated, and that
next day, Aug. 2d. Ibe Ostend-Dover boat
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Dorman and daughter
she had been presented, by her husband with
Everett E. Mank, formerly of Thomaston
had over 600 passengers, all anxious to leave HoDe and Miss Anno M. Kittrprfcrp warp u.-ppU_
the beautiful house and its contents that
died Aug. 19th at hiB home on Water street, the Continent. I landed in Dover after a end
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury
morning. The magnificent gift waa entirely
after an illness of about two weeks with tyrough trip, with my three ladies and one shill- at their cottage at Boothbay Harbor.
unexpected as she had previously received
and
19
42
11
months
fever,
aged
years,
phoid
what she supposed was her birthday gift. No
ing in cash. It was difficult to get any money
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Vinal, Mr. and Mrs. Wildays. He was born in Cushing, the son of in Belgium a?d the people there were loth to
lis Vinal and son Joseph, Jr., and Mrs. Julia V.
attempt at description of the house, with its
and
is
surJ.
John
T.
and
Mank,
Mary
(Perry)
take their own paper money—no gold being Robinson of Warren
beautifully harmonious fittings and furnish- vived
were recent guests of
by his wife and nine small children.
were closed
Mrs. Edwin A. Jones at the Windsor Hotel.
ings, or its appropriate setting in spacious When Bernes O. Norton was Warden of the procurable. In England the banks
had
if
one
and
even
the
to
3d
from
7th,
time.
at
this
Aug.
Later,
grounds, will be attempted
Mrs. Annie M. Weeman returned Tuesday
State prison at Thomaston Mr. Mank was emBank of England notes it was about impossible
it is hoped that our readers may enjoy an
from visits in Portland, Windham and New
there as wagon master, and when Mr.
ployed
the
AmerThe
office
of
adequate description of the beauties of what Norton resigned that position to engage in to get gold for them.
Brunswick.
She was
was
accompanied
ican Express was besieged by a crowd of
is undoubtedly one of the handsomest places
by her granddaughter, Miss Dorothy Weeman
business in Belfast Mr. Mank came here and
travellers all wanting to get their cheques
in the State. Among the Belfast people who
of Windham, who will be her guest at the
entered bis employ as teamster. He was alThe White Star Line offices were
cashed.
enjoyed the occasion were: Mr. and Mrs. Maine
home of Chas. H. Field.
ways obliging and faithful in his work and
to return as
with
■Iso
crowded
and
Mrs.
wishing
Dr.
Carl
people
H.
Miss
Belle
Keating,
Hills,
and there is much sympathy for the dependent
Miss Abbie Doak, a student at the Peter
German
offices
of
the
The
as
soon
Mrs.
B.
possible.
Holmes,
Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
family thus bereaved. The funeral service Lines in London are closed and the windows Brent Brigham Hospital in Boston, is spending
C. C. Pineo. Miss Katherine C. Quimby, Miss
a three weeks’ vacation with her parents, Mr.
was held Thursday afternoon, Rev. Haraden
are boarded up, all of their passengers being
Anne M. Kittredge, Mr. and Mrs.W. F. Schoppe,
S. Pearl, Congregationalist, officiating, and the ! thrown into the Cunard and White Star Lines and Mrs. George R. Doak, and will spend a
Miss Marian Hazeltine, Miss Margaret O.
week with her sister, Mrs. Marshall Martin, in
remains were taken to Thomaston for interThese lines are now refusing to accept for
White, Miss Edna Crawford, Miss Edythe
ment.
Providence, R. I., before returning to Boston
the prepaid return tickets by the GerMiss
Ruth
Miss
Hazel
Coombs,
passage
Doak,
Atkins,
Messrs. W. H. Upham of Lowell, Mass., and
man steamers. This action places many people
Richard
Misses Florence and Marjorie Shaw,
Frank V. Orcutt, for nearly 50 years a merdilemma as to how they are to get J. B. Shaw of Springfield, Mass., have been
E. Shaw, Dr. W. C. Libby, Dr. Ansel Lothrop chant tailor of Athol, Mass., and Boston, died in a decided
home again. We had our return passage on spending a ten days’ vacation at Riverside
Norman A. Read, Frank L. Keene, Herbert B.
Aug. 20th at his home in Athol, aged 78 years.
“Oceanic” Sept. 23d, but as that ship has i Cottage, Quantabacook. They made the trip
Foster, Herbert Dickey, Kenney Burgess, He was born in Castine, Me., and was a son ojf the
been taken over by the government, we have in Mr. Shaw’s Buick car and went to WinterFrank Hazeltine, Linwood S. and Harold S.
He
was
a
Orcutt.
tailor
Mrs.
Mr. and
Elijah
Jones, Harley Godfrey, Marthon Doak and
been obliged to charge to the “Cedric”, sailing port Sunday before returning to their respecin Athol 35 years and afterward in Boston. He
Dana Southworth.
It should tive homes.
or scheduled to sail, on Sept. 24th.
returned to Athol ceven years ago. Mr. Ocbe remarked that the action of the English
Rev. and Mrs. D. B. Phelan of Northport
eedTHE HOUSE AND GROUNDS.
cutt leaves a wife; two sons, Charles of
government and people has been most active hav'e received news of the arrival in Montreal
ham and Harry of London, Eng.; and two
[Correspondence Bangor Daily News ]
and dignified in this crisis into which they of their son, Dr. George B. Phelan, who went
Those who had the pleasure of going over brothers, Albert C. and Fred Orcutt of Boston.
foiced by German aggressiveness abroad for post graduate work. He writes
the house felt themselves very fortunate for He was a member of Star Lodge of Masons of have been
No excitement is evident here, only the pass- that he had a hard passage and will remain in
it is doubtlessly one of the most beautiful reswas held Saturday afterfuneral
The
Athol.
idences in Maine. Although the rooms are all
ing of regiments under arms showing that Montreal where he has a position in the
noon and there was a Masonic burial at Silver
verv large, the corridors wide and long, it had
1
thin gs are not in their normal state.”
Maternity Hospital.
withal the most cosy, warm and restful atmosLake Cemetery.
Claude B. Nutter of Montville, who has been
phere, It would never impress one as being
but
a
few
weeks
been
it
has
new, for, although
Mrs. Pierre Tartoue, who recently returned
The funeral of Mrs. Andrew E. Clark took
employed for some time in Belfast, is at home
since itB completion, so rare is the scheme of
at 10 a. m„ Aug. 20th, at her home, 132 from Europe with her husband, the well-known for a short vacation before entering the fall
decorating and furnishing, that it gives the place
is now at Northport,
term at Bates college. Mr. Nutter attended the
impression cf being very old and having been j Main street, Rev. Charles B. Ames, Unitarian. French artist, and who
lived in for some time. The big living room, I officiating. The bearers were Albert W, Has- has received a cablegram from her parents, Y. P. S. C. E. convention in Pittfield and trave
with its deep settles, chairs and couches, wide
of
NewYork
Dodworth
T.
H.
MarMrs.
of
Thomas
and
Thomas
Gannon
Mr.
George
a
and pic- 9an and
report of the proceedings at the Bapiist
open first-places and beautiful rugs
G. A. R., and Clarence F. Gordon who had been for some time at the Hotel Ce- church last
tures, is ideal, while the sun parlor on the ex- shall Post,
Sunday evening.
be
or
closed, and William A. Johnson of Camp A. E. Clark, cil, London, after returning from the continent,
treme south, which can
opened
I
Rev. E. S. Philbrook recently had his vaca! according to the weather, is a very delightiul S. of V. Thomas U. Marshall Circle, Ladies
| saying that they sailed from London, Aug. 18th, tion interrupted by a call to Sanford to attend
I place. This also has a Jarge fire-place and is
of the G. A. R., attended in a body and the Bel- on the Albania of the Cunard Line for Mont| furnished in deep tones of biown.
a funeral and had joined his family here last
Throughout the entire house the colors are fast W. C. T. U ,of which the deceased was a real. Mr. J. W. Dougan of New York, who
week, when he received another call and left
1
and
was with them |
them
abroad
The
remains
very warm and harmonious, and all the artifiwas
accompanied
represented.
loyal member,
Saturday for Sanford, accompanied by Mrs.
cial light is indirect, with beautifully wrought
on
the
home
doubt
took
no
for
interment
in
in
the
passage
taken
to
Camden
London,
were
fixtures and shades, Many quaint and curious
Philbrook and children, who had been guests of
family lot.
| same steamer.
lamps are also used.
her father. Mr. A. 1). Smalley.
V.
Parker
Miss
Melvina
from
The floors and stair in the first floor, like the
says
Letters
Nelson Gould was found dead in bed Thurs- that she is still in London near the Misses
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. McDonald, Mr. and Mrs.
porches, are of white marble and covered with
beautiful rugs, harmonizing with the walls and day morning, Aug. 20th at his home in FarmingRobbins of Lawrence, Mass., but was separat- Thomas W. Lothrop and son, Thomas W. Jr.,
draperies.
Me, Death was due to heart failure. Mr.
went to Quantabacook Tuesday, where they
ed from them in Paris. Both write that they
On thi second floors are suites, each with ton,
Gould served in the Civil War as a private in
dressing rooms and baths. On this floor, also, Co. C, 20th Maine Infantry. He was a past have had rather severe experiences and will will occupy the Bunker cottage for a week or
is Mrs. Cobe’s boudoir, a most attractive room.
commander of John F. Appleton Post, G. A. be glad to reach their homes. They expect to ten days. Capt. A. C. Batehelder will have
Each room opens on open-air porch.
R.
He is survived by a daughter, Mrs. Henry
eharce of Mr. McDonald's furniture business,
The third floor is the servant’s quarters. It
sail September 1st on the Laconia, if not bethree sons, Otis, Howard N.
P. White, and
70 Main street, during his absence.
contains two baths, an attractive sitting room and Wallace J. by
Gould.
The funeral was held fore.
and several sleeping rooms.
under the auspices of the GrandArmy.
Prof, and Mrs. Wm. F. Schoppe and son
Milliken is assured by Mr. R. E.
L.
S.
Mrs.
Saturday
in
house
the
rooms
beautiful
One of the most
Gallaher of New York, whose wife Miss Maude Billy went to Auburn last Saturday, where
is the dining room, done in soft browns and
who had the distinction of
Daniel
W,
Eaton,
furnished in the quaint Colonial. A breakfast
that they are they will be guests of his parents, Mr. and
having served in three separate commands Milliken accompanied abroad,
room opens out of this, which can be used with
during the Civil War, died Aug. 21st at his still in Carlsbad and that ho has cabled $1,500 Mrs. H. S. Schoppe, until their departure *or
glass or screens as the weather permits.
home in Manchester, N, H., aged 70 years.
for theii use. They had visited Dresden and Bozeman, Montana, about Sept. 1st. They
This beautiful home, with all its furnishings,
He served in Co. H, 3d Maine Infantry; Co. B,
was given to Mrs. Cobe yesterday by her husIn her last ietter to her mother under have rented a furnished house in Bozeman and
2d NewHampshire Regiment, which constitut- Berlin.
band, hs a birthday gift and their many Belfast ed a
of Berdan’s famous sharpshooters, date of July 29th, Miss Milliken said the head will go to housekeeping on arrival there.
part
that
it
friends are rejoicing in the knowledge
and in Co. C, 1st Regiment, Maine Heavy ArMr. and Mrs. F. G. Hoffman of Chicago are
waiters and others in the hotel had gone into
is to be their permanent home. They will later
tillery. He was a member of Capt. Freshel
give up their Chicago home and spend the Post, G. A. R., of Manchester. He leaves a the war and they were wondering what the re- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe at their
in
time
their
Northport, living
greater part of
sult would be. The report that Miss Milliken iNurmpurt uuiue. nuts, nuiuuun was miss
brother, James R. Eaton of Calais, Me.
at a club or hotel when business calls them to
had leit Carlsbad was incorrect.
Ruth Cube of Boston. Miss Dorothy Franck,
Chicago.
Mrs. C. Y. Cottrell received a pos. card who had been the guest of her uncle and aunt,
MAINE AND THE MERCHANT MARINE.
The exterior and surroundings are j ractically completed. A crew of 60 or 60 Italians has
August 25th, the first since the war began, Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Cobe, has returned to her
Washington, D. C. Aug. 24,1914. Among
been employed in building the roads. Sevenfrom her daughter, Mrs. &awin r. rrost, wno home in Boston, and Mrs. Reiman, who had
tkn
and diversified business interests of
teen thousand feet of bituminous macadam
The road througn
with her husband is with the Ames section of also been a guest at the Cobes, left Saturday
road have been completed.
Maine that largely depend for existence, to say
the estate starts from the town road opposite
the Dean Touring party. It was from Cologne for a visit in Plymouth before returning to her
auu
iiuusb
Kiavuiu.
me CUSloumii
nothing of prosperity, upon the policy of the under date of July 29th and speaks of the |
home in Chicago.
is that of shipcurves over the hill in a southerly direction
at
Washington,
government
of the trip and of their enjoyment of
past the rear of the house. The service drive, building and the shipping trade. Now that the beauty
Rev, Roland Cotton Smith, D. IV, of Washwhich leads to the servants’ quarters, is parellel
it, but makes no reference to the war.
ington and Ipswich, who officiated at the wedwith the main road in the rear, from which it necessity for the building of a merchant
of Miss Alice Appleto'n, who was married
ding
is separated by a hedge. The roads were laid
marine is being brought home to this country
to Mr. Hay in Ipswich early in August, has
SEARSMONT.
EAST
out in accordance with the plan of W>rren H.
He will
the
been at Magnolia since the wedding.
as never before through
paralysis of trade
Edwin C. ileal was called home from Massa- soon return to Islesboro, Me,, where lie ami his
Manning of Boston, a landscape gardener. The
due
to the war in Europe, Maine finds her op
hill
of
and
100
dale,
acres,
the
death
of
16th
his
by
grounds comprise
grand- family have spent the summer. Their Ipswich
chusetts Aug.
with many hardwood trees. The hill on which
portunity almost within grasp, finds a united father Maurice Heal,which occurred Aug. 15th estate, “Cottonfield,” has been occupied this
the mansion stands is of glacial formation,
all
over the country behind
season by Miss Henderson of New Orleans.—
sentiment
public
at the home of hiB daughter, Mrs. Leroy Morse. i Boston
principally granite, limestone and trap rock
Transcript
and everything right for the achieveand many of the surface rocks are to be kept her in it,
.Hon. L. C. Morse of Liberty was in town Aug.
Ellis Pitcher of South Weymouth, Mass.,
in their natural positions, including an immense ment of her long cherished hope and ambition
iss Sibelle Cummings and nephew,Rob- |
17th..M
boulder near the road in fro'.t. In the rear is a except the fact that the law that will estaband two daughters, Mrs. Will Mann and Mrs.
ert B. MacKenna, were in Belfast last week,
glen, where the wild flowers, of which Mrs. lish such a merchant marine and the policy
Rodney Adams, and Mrs, Mann’s two Httie
.Mrs. E.
Elkins...
F.
E.
Mr
and
of
Mrs.
Through
Cobe is especially fond, will thrive.
guests
Robert and Frederick, who have been
that will maintain it are shaped by a Demothe grove on the north and weSt will be severW. McCassie of Marlboro, Mass., and Mrs. sons,
of Mrs. Hartshorn Pitcher, Church
al miles of roads and trails. The plan for the cratic Congress and a Democratic President.
guests
of
were
recent
Belfast
of
guests
Ernest
Piper
grounds calls for the retention oi the natural And the Democracy is, and has been for all
street, are now at Rocky Point, Pitcher’s pond,,
Mrs.
Abbie
Marriner....
their aunt, Mrs. L.S.
beauties as far as practical.
to lay a solitary
guests of Mr. and Mrs. CharlesH. Walden with
The entire cost of the place when completed time, hopelessly incompetent
Marriner is in Belfast for a short visit with her
other friends.
feature of business development in the land.
will be in the excess of $500,000.
Mrs. Mark A. Wadlin-Mr. and
daughter,
Maine’s fight for a merchant marine, thereMrs. Robert McCollum of Twin Falls, one of
Mrs. Alvah Donnell have returned to their
SECRET SOCIETIES.
| the few surviving witnesses of the spike-drivfore, must begin by taking hold with single- home in
Salem, Mass., after an extended visit ing ceremony which united the Union and
ness of purpose to help the Nation elect a
with hia parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Donnell. Central Pacific lines it Promontory in lfc(>9, is
The United Order oi Golden Cross held their
House of Representatives. Among
friends at 158 P; ge street. As a girl
annual field day at Lake Maranacook Aug, Republican
.Mrs. E. M. Goddard has returned to her home visiting
of
the
candidates
Reof nine years, the daughter of L. G. Coombs, a
19th. Over 250 members were present from the four splendid
in Camden. She was accompanied by her
and man of prominence in the early
forty-niner
Gardiner,
John
this
for
Waterville, publican party
Congress
year,
Augusta, Hallowell,
Arad Mahoney, for a brief visit.
days, Mrs. McCollum was a passenger on the
Skowhegan, Bangor, Lewiston. Oakland and A. Peters, the present Representative of sister, Mrs.
first
train
that
went eastward across the conNorth Vassalboro. The following grand offithe Third District at Washington comes
tinent from San Francisco after the gold spike
cers were present:Grand Commander, Herbert
SOUTH MONTVILLE
was
driven by Senator Stanford. “It was a
McKenney of Portland; P. G., Lady Hattie from a coast region that has peculiar and
Mrs. F. E. Howes and son Robert are visitslow trip across the continent, as we rate
Ivers of Waterville; P. G. C., Lady Eva Brann
pressing interest in this great cause. In his ing her parents, Mr, and Mrs. W. B. Morse- things now,” said Mrs. McCollum, laughingly;
of Waterville; G. H., J. Walter Leighton of
brief career in Congress, he has already de- Mrs. C. E. Gilman and son Harold are spending “but it was a marvelous trip in those times.
Gardiner, and G. W. O. G., Charles Averill of
Auburn. The forenoon was devoted to sports monstrated a capacity for public service that a few weeks with her aunt, Mrs. M. A. Conner. The change that has come to the country due
of all kinds and after dinner at the Marana- amply confirms the public confidence that sent ....Mrs, Estelle Garland, who has been visit- to the railroads is the most marvelous thing of
all. There was a tremendous excitement about
cook Hotel dancing was enjoyed by all, McMashim there, and his usefulness has just begun. ing her brother, W. E. Prescott, has returned the ceremony and the opening of the road,
tar’s orchestra of Gardiner furnishing the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mass....
in
which I recall as well as though it were yesterLowell,
music. After a sail around the lake the party He is thoroughly in touch with the interests of to her home
L. Pease and son Pearl, who have been day.”—San Francisco Examiner.
took special cars for their homes.
Maine that are involved in the shipping trade; A.
their vacation with her parents, Mr.
spending
Mrs. McColIom was Miss Alice Coombs and
he is familiar with the subject from the laying and Mrs. W. E. Prescott, have returned to
First Aroostook Potatoes.
is a granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
of a keel to the return of the merchantmen their labors in Howard, R. I. .Albert Nason of
Haverhill, Mass., who had been visiting his Geo |R. Sleeper of this city. Her father.Lorenzo
Bangor, Aug. 21. The fir8t ®5r °* Potato®8 with her c«rgo and profits; his heart is in the
Mrs. C. S. Adams, for ten days returned G. Coombs, went to California in the bark Wm.
from the Aroostook crop oi 1914 went West cause of his district’s welfare, and his ripened aunt,
home last Saturday, accompanied by bis cousin, O. Alden in 1849 and later
from Northern Maine Junction tonight. It
became a resident
a
broad
will
be
and
El win Adams.... isaac Sprague of Dorchester,
experience
judgment
came from Houlton and is five mays later than
has been spending a few days with his of Globe, Arizona. Some time after his marthe first carload of last season. The Aroostook valuable asset in the councils of the Republi- Mass.,
Mrs.
John
riage the family came to Belfast and after renephew, G. A. Sprague....Mr. and
later than, last can
crop is looking well, although
party that alone can be'trusted to grapple E. Sales and son Everett, who have been viaithere for a time returned to Arizona,
year. The total crop is estimated to he not with the task of restoring the American flag
have returned siding
and
Mrs.
John
Esancy,
Mr,
ing
waa
about 27,- 1
lees than that of 1918, which
where Mr. Coombs died.
to their home in Norfolk, Mua.J|,(y|g^gi|||
seas.
the
to
bushela.
000,000
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FOE GOVERNOR,

WILLIAM T. HAINES,

[Special

to

Bliss

The Republican Journal.]

WATERVILLE.

Washington, p. C., Aug. 24, 1914.
An example of the diversified matters

FOR STATE AUDITOR,

that come here from Maine for consider-

ation by Senator Burleigh is afforded by
the case of the Mount Vernon Telephone
LEWISTON.
Company. It is onf of the little corporations in Maine doing business under
TOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS,
State Uws. According to the Income
Tax Statute the company was required
JOHN A. PETERS.
to make a return, but the blanks did not
ELLSWORTH.
reach them in time to fill out the requirWALDO COUNTY NOMINATIONS
ed information. The company accordingly paid a compromise fine of $50.
For Senator,
Winterport The company’s tax when figured out
CHARLES M. CONANT,
amounted to just one cent. The comFor County Attorney,
pany now wants to get back that $50 and
Winterport has
WALTER A COWAN,
appealed to Senator Burleigh to help
For Clerk of. Courts,
them out, He has responded with his
Thorndike usual spirit and has made several visits
JOSEPH H. SAYWARD,
to the Treasury Department in the ComFor Register of Deeds,
Waldo
pany’s behalf. It may be a little tediEDWARD EVANS,
ous, but probably one of these days SenaFor Sheriff.
Montville tor Burleigh will emerge from the TreasFRANK A. CUSHMAN,
ury with a warrant for that $50 in favor
For County Commissioner,
of the Mount Vernon Telephone ComSearsport
X.
MORTLAND,
FRANK
CLIFFORD J. PATTEE,

Belfast

For Representatives to the Legislature,
Belfast
FRANK R. KEENE,
Montville
CLEMENT,

JAMES J.
JOHN H. McKINLEY,

CHARLES M. HOWES,
ALBERT M. AMES,

Jackson
Liberty
Stockton

Springs
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Why Not Make Your Summer Travel

be more

I

3ANGOR-BOSTON

the alert

cor-

of the

in this manner.

jonn

with the income tax

same

time?

^

doskuu.

«

Belfast and Boston, $3.50 (Round Trip $6.50)
for Boston.
Leaves Belfast 5.00 p. m. daily
WinterLeaves Belfast daily for Searsport, Bucksport
at 7.30 a. m. daily.
Bangor
and
port
MOUNT
Leaves

Rockland

daily, for

IlESEKT

that coastwise

crying out unfairly
shipping was dominated

LINE

arrival of steamship from Boston,
Harbor and intermediate landings.

blukhill

line

Boston,
Rockland on arrival of steamship from
daily, for Bluehill and intermediate landings.

Leaves

SEDGWICK

LINE

arrival of steamship from Boston,
daily, for Sedgwick and intermediate landings.
PORTLAND AND ROCKLAND LINE

Leaves Rockland

1,

Leaves Rockland on arrival of steamship from Boston,
for Portland
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
4w34
and intermediate landings.

BANGOR

F. W.

The Guaranteed Remedy
Wm O• Poor & Son, Druggists.
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Composition Castings

Grey

Figure

on

Your

SEIHiWI 'K

Belfast Machine &

j

LINK

Iron

Castings,

Requirements

MANUFACTURERS OF

Nuts and Brake Weeels.

LINE

Orates or all Kinds, Shatting, Boxes, Collars, Couplings, Sleev,.
Pulleys and Gears, liege Rotary Mill Parts.

j|

LINE

ROCKLAND

Foundry Co, \

Sash Weights, Builders’ Supplies, Sled Castings, Wagon Shoes, nit

Leaves Sedgwi :k 3.00 p. m. daily, for Rockland and intermediate landings.
AND

Hall’s Stave Jointer
up to ICO Its.

Jobbing, Repairs,
Let Us

fl

College, Ltwiston, Maine,

Business

Bliss

Address

Bluehill 1.00 p. m daily for Rockland and intermediate landings, connecting at Rockland with
steamship for Boston.

LINE

Portland 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays for Rockland and intermediate landings.

Leaves

KEEPS YOUR HOME
I

SHERMAN, Supt.,

FRESH^/CLEAN

....

.I

Rockland, Me.

Belfast Me.

^&unt£ei/
director of the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing, “a frightful monetary panic

from recently. They~sailed
of'the several Maine Representatives in
the might have occurred.”
Congress and wanted to know what
to
Apropos of Mr. Ralph, who has been
reference
attitude of each was with
of the suffra- "on the job” twenty out of twenty-four
The
purpose
suffrage.
work in the hours every day for the past week lookgettes, however, has been to
for ing after the work of turning out this
interest of Republican candidates
at the offices

Euin the Pine Tree State.
have sidetracked
ropean war activities
and
many political plans at Washington
suffrathe
diverted
also
these may have

Congress

gettes for

a

season.

Washington Whisperings.

Washington, D. C., August 24, 1914.
the part of
As might have been expected, work on

new

money,

his wife said

to him the

ARNOLD S MARCH.

To

the

Editor

of

The Journal.

j!

I

m

read in a paper of recent date that the
local Son's of the Revolution are taking

Ij

up the work of marking “Arnold's trail,"
and that monuments will be placed in

i

Waterville and

Winslow.

i

The article

morning: "Dear, I would like to brought to mind some lines of an old
have ten dollars. I see several enticing song that I heard many years ago and
bargains advertised at the stores and now hoping that some one who reads this
is the time to buy.”
may know all of it and will send the
“Joe” skirmished around through his same for publication I send a few lines
pockets and finally fished up $1.75, all as I remember them:
other

the money he had.
"Isn’t that the

D. D. D.

Norton. The annual reunion of the Noring under provisions of law enacted by the applicants.
it not been for this act and the ton family will be held at the home of O. W.
“Had
Congress.
South Montville, Saturday, Auguat 29,
The Washington suffragettes, who preparedness of the department to turn Ripley,Relatives
and friends are cordially in1914.
out tbe emergency currency with prompt- vited. Picnic dinner. Eva N. Ripley, secrein
Maine
war
to
during
wage
proposed
Me.
the State campaign, have not been heard ness and despatch,” said Joseph E. Ralph, tary, South Montville,
the present

Shorthan;

LINE

DESERT

irony of fate,” Ralph
sequences of its own short-comings in by a trust and that it was
remarked to his better half, "only a dolAdministration policy since March 4, good legislation to let in some competiis lar and seventy-five cents—and I made a
many important waterway projects
1913, to the European war crisis. The tion.
million in the last hour.”
men employed laid
the
suspended,
being
a
makes
titanic struggle across the seas
w ag
li
iiujjwoaiuic iu oivjj uic icgwiais already
fine cloud of battle smoke to obscure i tion, which happened to be an after- off and in some cases machinery
From figures submitted by forty dealDemocratic incompetency just before thought of the emergency shipping bill. showing signs of rust and disintegration ers to the Department of Agriculture, a
of Congress to
election. The question for the thought- Senator Jones of Washington started the because of the failure
milk bottle will last from six to fifty
river and harbor bill.
ful voter to answer for himself,however, trouble by proposing that the ships of pass the pending
the average being 22 1-2 trips. If
of the Engineer trips,
has nothing to do with the war. It is, foreign build, admitted to American When the estimates
these estimates represent average conCommittee
to
the
were
submitted
simply, what was happening to the coun- registry, should be permitted to trade Corps
ditions, the average dealer would have to
and Harbors of the House
try in the way of business and financial between ports on the Atlantic and Pa- on Rivers
obtain a new supply of bottles every 22
money
depression as the result of Democratic cific coasts. Then Senator Williams of early in the present session, (all
1-2 days. If he delivers 10,000 bottles a
that
in
body
to
originate
misgovernment for months before the Mississippi, an old style Southern Demo- bills having
day and they cost him 3 1-2 cents each,
based
were
war broke out?
And, answering that i crat, wanted the same privilege for under the Constitution) they
his daily expense for bottles would be
there would be a
the voter may ask again, how much these ships to trade between Atlantic on the assumption that
$15, or $5,575.75 a year, which is going
act
the
each
river and harbor act
year,
worse off will this land of ours be along coast
some.
ports and Gulf of Mexico ports.
the long session to become
this same direction now that the war is The Senate assented to that, but later it passed during
In the opinion of the Department not
and
that
than
June
30th,
a law not later
on and the revenues of a boasted “comall of these bottles are lost or broken;
was discovered that this would be conbecome
the short session to
petitive tariff,” that were fast dimin- trary to the Constitution for ports of passed during
many of them have merely strayed.
1st.
ishing during a time of peace, must de- the United States must be treated with- a law not later than March
Seme of the bottles get into the hands
to
fit
seen
put of other
Now that Congress has
further because foreign out discrimination. So the
crease still
dealers and some are dumped
bars were let
off the passage of the annual river and into the ash
■“competition” is stifled by the conflict down completely.
barrel, which has suggested
harbor bill, at least up to the present, that milk bottle
of arms abroad.
clearing houses be estabPeople along the Maine coast have rethere is nothing left to the Engineer lished in the
cities in order that the
been showing much interest in
large
cently
THE BURNHAM SCHOOLS.
in charge of the several works on losses in bottles
may be reduced to the
affairs at Washington.
The shipping Corps
to
rivers and harbors but
suspend opera- minimum.
The schools of Burnham will open on bill, which encroached so strongly upon
no money available
Monday, Aug. 31st, and continue 12 the Coastwise interests, was responsible tions where there is
weeks. Teachers have been assigned
to continue such operations, disrupt the
Senator “Ollie” James was one worried
for this in some part. There is still conas follows:
Village, Miss Florice D.
forces and lay up the machinery, which, statesman during the first week of the
Foster; Reynolds Corner, Mrs. Ella M. siderable shipbuilding along the Maine
to expert testimony, is much war horror in Europe. Mrs. James is
Clark of Northport; Winnecook, Miss coast and hopes had been rising high according
is
among those Americans marooned someGladys Wiggin of Aibion; Mount, Miss { that the opening of the Panama Canal more costly than when said machinery
in operation.
where on the disturbed continent. Mrs.
Apphia Foss of South Portland; Dodge, would
both
for
bring
large
opportunities
Miss Evelyn Foss of South Portland;
Should Congress adjourn witnout pass- James has given her husband great conEeiweir, Miss Irene Merrill of Gorham. constructing and operating vessels bea river and harbor bill, it would sericern for a long time, for she was in very
ing
a
is
Of the new teachers, Mrs. Clark
tween ports. Many letters and telein
of
school
Castine
Normal
ously
handicap at least one-third of the precarious health for months after he
graduate
were
in
received
here
that
from
grams
this year’s class and has had five years
proj'ects carried in the bill and in many reached the “limelight” stage. It was,
of successful experience as a teacher. connection. President Frank M. Low, cases work would have to come to a comin fact, only last winter that she seemed
Miss Merrill, Miss Evelyn Foss and Miss of the Portland Board of Trade, teleentailing a posi- to regain her normal strength and spirits
Apphia Foss are all graduates of Gorham graphed here that the board of mana- plete standstill, thereby
tive loss of time and a serious interfer- and her trip to Europe was to recuperate
Normal school in this year’s class and
believed any legislation “which conhave had some < xperience as practice gers
ence to navigation, which works a decided from the rather strenuous months of the
teachers. All the teachers come with templates conferring the rights and privto both shippers and consumers. social life during the first winter of the
excellent recommendations and will try ileges of the American flag upon foreign hardship
Democratic administration.
hard to make their schools successful. vessels would be hostile and inimical to
Twenty millions of dollars in National
Co-operation on the part of the parents the
is
hours
interests
American
of
the
bank notes every twenty-four
highest
and friends will greatly aid in making
FAMILY REUNIONS.
This telegram was the record of the production of the Buthe coming year one of the most success- Shipping industry.
ful in the history of our schools. The printed with many others of like tenor in reau of Printing and Engraving, the
Boynton. The 25th annual reunion of the
names of all pupils not absent or tardy
the Congressional Record.
thus issued being authorized by Boynton family will be held at Liberty on
currency
for the fall term will be published in the
shore on Monday, September 7th.
Senator Burleigh has recently taken the Aldrich-Vreeland bill, which permits Marshall's
papers and inserted in the town report.
If stormy, the next fair day.
In the honor list for the spring term the up the matter of an immigration substa- the Secretary of the ..Treasury, in an
Mixer. The Mixers will hold their annual
name of Christine Cunningham of the
tion at Portland. Data forwarded here emergency, to accept State, municipal
Village school was omitted. Parents showed that a
family reunion at Silver Harvest Grange hall.
as security for
bonds
industrial
and
volume
of
large
immigraHaving children to enter school for the
Waldo, Saturday, Sept. 5th, rain or shine. S.
first time this year should send them at tion business is transacted there and that National bank noteB. Under the terms G. Sanborn committee on arrangements.
looked
upon
the opening of the fall term, as new many immigrants land in Portland. This of that act, which is today
Herrick. The twenty-first annual reunion
classes will not be made later.
is regarded as warrant for a building at as one of the greatest pieces of construcof the Herrick family will be held Labor Day,
in
this
Portland, ample for the accommodation tive statesmanship accomplished
September 7th, at the home of George D.
of this traffic. Senator Burleigh has generation, the total which the treasury Mahoney, Salmond Street. Belfast, Maine,
written to the Commissioner General of may issue under the act amounts to the Please bring dishes and silver.
Immigration, Mr. Caminetti, about it. enormous sum of one billion, two hunKnight. The Knight reunion will be SepThese notes are
The objection will probably be that there dred million dollars.
tember 4tb at the spacious and beautiful borne
—/or 15 yearr—
is not sufficient funds available for the full legal tender and are being distributed of Mr. and Mrs. Otis. E. Robbins in Searsmont.
The Standard Skin Remedy
building and that Congress must first to banks throughout the country as rapid- Picnic dinner on the lawn. Every one bring a
If stormy it will
act. Boston, of which Portland would ly as the presses can produce the money cup, knife fork, and plate.
to
be
next day.
it
office
can
the
and
ship
Secretary’s
a
new
buildto
have
be a substation, is
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Leaves Bar Harbor at 2.00 p. m daily, for Rockland and
intermediate landings, connecting at Rockland
with steamship for Boston.
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Leaves Boston 5.00 p. m daily.
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Turbine Steel Steamships Camden and Belfast

on

Bar
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will enjoy the short sea-trip of the
Summer tourists returning home
Line from Boston to New
and
Metropolitan
the
Bangor Line to Boston
of the Maine S. S. Line direct
York—or the splendid little sea voyage
Full information at local ticket office.
from Portland to New York.

the Democratic leaders of the Senate
con-

|

Equipped With Wireless Telegraph.

a

school in Maine
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for cruises among the islands along the coast.
Also connecting steamers In dally service

encountered in
country. The Treas-

and House have been

Watch the Democracy lay all the
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TRANSPORTATION
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Steamships PORTLAND-NEW YORK-Steel Steamships North
Land and Old Colony.

Turbine Steel

All

ury

office at the

Steamships Now

NATIONAL

'H

been

parts
Department has not been enforcing
When revenues under a miserable pre- penalties rigorously, but there will be a
tence of a Democratic tariff are failing tightening up next year on the theory
an inthat everybody has now had ample warnfast, how handy it is to resort to
ternal revenue tax and lay it to an Eu- ing and valid excuses no longer apply.
ropean war.
Many Maine visitors “fetch up” at
Senator Burleigh’s offices here. Those
The Administration has seized on the offices are a place of general rendezvous
their
for Maine people visiting in Washington.
European war as a pretext for ali
been for Former Maine
hadn’t
it
“If
troubles.
party
people, residing in other
the war,” is a familiar phrase with the States, go there frequently. One of the
Wilson explainers just now.
recent callers of that class was Claude
Boyle, who lives now in Newark, N. J.
The people are watching with a grim He iB a graduate of the University of
smile while the Democrats are vainly Maine and his people reside in Dover.
of
The wisdom of Maine Republicans in
trying to transform the old Ship
State into a merchant marine, now that Congress voting against the bill for rethe war in Europe has brought home to pealing free Panama Canal tolls some
this country at last the great necessity months ago is recently being vindicated.
for the upbuilding of American shipping Others in Congress from New England
along lines advocated by the Republican rushed to the support of the administration in that regard. Now there are Senparty for years.
ators and Representatives who have
If this country had been enjoying the been eager to “get back” at New Engbenefits of a Republican protective tariff land by smashing the coastwise shipping.
for the past year and a half, instead of Indeed, the emergency shipping bill, inbeing under the Underwood Democratic cident to the war in Europe, is to be
makeshift, it would not now be confront- passed, but prominent men have been
ed with the necessity for imposing the found earnestly championing it on the
always hated internal revenue war tax sole ground that coastwise shipping is
in order to meet the expenses of govern- entrenched in New England and New
ment, and that, too, all because of a war England turned out strong to help pass
in which we have no part.
the Panama Canal bill.
This may not be altogether fair, for
If the Administration’s declared policy there were many in Congress from New
of filling fourth-class postmaBterships England, who followed the lead of Senaonly with men that could pass a civil tor Burleigh of Maine, and Senator Galservice examination was meant to mean linger of New Hampshire in opposing
what it says, why are so many of these the Canal free tolls repeal. Senator
offices in
places where Republicans Burleigh took his stand on that measure :
stood first in that examination still un- without hesitation and positively. The
filled? Can it be that our public school three Republicans in the House from
system is such a miserable failure that Maine also voted against the repeal.
whenever it sufficiently educates a Re- The Maine Senators and Representatives
publican to pass an examination it des- have been doing their very utmost to
troys his character and fitness for public help the coastwise shipping people, but
other

Outing?

LUBEC PORTLAND
BOSTON—Steel steamships Governor Cobb (tur- BOSTON-NEW YORK-Steel steamships MassaAustin on the
bine), Governor Dingley, Calvin
chusetts and Bunker Hill.
St.
“Direct’’ and “Coastwise” routes between

corporations will be
for all provisions. Similar

difficulties have

—

Camden and Belfast.
ST. JOHN- EASTPORT

law and the smaller
on

Fast and Luxurious

BOOKKEEPING

!

11

The Eastern Steamship Corporation operates 15 lines of steamers, connecting the principal summer resorts of the Maine Coast, and linking the
Maine Seaboard with Boston, New York and the Maritime Provinces.

case

familiarity

part

PRACTICAL EDUCATION leading
influential positions. Our Curriculum,
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of Your Vacation
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of the kind Senator Burleigh has taken up in behalf of
his constituents. Next year there will

This is not the first
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Washington Letter.
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“They marched

with Arnold at their head,
Our soldiers true and brave,
To the far off heights of Canada

|J

By

wood and rock and wave.
They left those scenes behind perchance
They might not see again,
The orchards green, the fields which
Smiled with autumn’s ripening grain.
And forth they went to meet the foe,
The invaders course to check,
And marched with Arnold at their head
Beside the Kennebec.

And there was one, a noble boy
With kindling cheek and eye,
Whose smiie and voice brought light to all
Lay down at last to die.
To die with hunger’s gnawing pain,
A fate that some must share,
Who closed with tears his light blue eyes
And heard his dying prayer.
They took a bright curl from his brow—
A kerchief from his neck—
And laid him neath the autumn leaves
Beside the Kennebec.

|j

|

Only 25c.

Pittsfield Personals.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Q. Frost have purchased a home in Belfast.

Has the combination of the Pneumatic Suction Nozzle and
Brush. Very easily operated and absolutely guaranteed. In buying a Vacuum Cleaner, why not give
the "Duntley a trial in your home at our expense'

revolving
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An attachment

NO. 40 CEDAR STREET.

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY.

Children Cry
PO’t*

card and you

and
goods of every deFurniscription.
ture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc,
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
liave anything to
sell drop me s
con a- n

Corner Cross and Federal Str „■ ts,

Belfast,

i

to

engine which enables

ti

propeller blades withi
with the action of the tr
with illustration in the
lar Mechanics Magaze
consists of a bevel gear
shaft sleeve and lower
ward position. The e
thus turned so as to act
direction. The arrangi
its operation, requiring
the hand to accomplish
Fish

BELFAST, MAINE
8e

co.

Portable Marine Engine

DENTIST,

CASTOR IA

j

different addresses.

A John Broadwood &Sons. London, Piano,
built in 1785. Inquire at

Mrs. G. E. Pettengill and daughter,
Miss Rita, are in Northport.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Thompson of Unity
have been guests at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. E. S. Thompson on Middle street.
Ogden Porter of Boston, who is visiting his uncle, Dr. E. A. Porter, during 93 MAIN STREET,
the absence of his parents abroad, left
last week for the Porter cottage at Windermere, accompanied by Orrin Haskell,
where they spent a few days.—Pittsfield
Advertiser.

FOR FLETCHER*S
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Republican Journal Publishii.

at your

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Sores.

i

The Journal ana Woman’s Magazine,

songs.—Ed.

satisfied.

,

The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,

dread disease may result. Get a bottle of
Sloan’s Liniment. It is antiseptic and a few
drops will neutralize the infection caused by
inBect bites or rusty nails. Sloan’s Liniment
disinfects Cuts, Bruises and Sores. You cannot afford to be without it in your home.
not

j

We have to pay for these publications one
advance, and they are then sent from their uoffices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offer
folloyvs for one gear’s subscription paid in ad\

Infection aad Insect Bites Dangerous.
Mosquitoes, flies and other insects, which
breed quickly in garbage pr.ils, ponds ot stagnant water,barnB,musty places,etc.,are carriers
of disease. Every time they bite you, they inject poison into your system from which some

Money back if
Druggist.

j

cleans without raising dust,
pins, lint, ravelings, etc., in ONE OPERATION. Itmakes sweeping a simple task quickly finished. It reach
even the most difficult places, and eliminates the neces
of moving and lifting all heavy furniture.
The Great Labor Saver of the Home—Every home, large
fr
small, can enjoy relief from Broom drudgery and protection
the danger of flying dust.
Duntley is the Pioneer of Pneumatic Sweepers—

The following clubbing offers apply only to s
tions paid in advance; ard when payment is n
should be stated W'hat premium, if any, is des
is also necessary to say that none of these i
tions are mailed with The Journal or from this

There is a song composed during the
Civil War on the death of Cel. Ellsworth
which would be very pleasing to many if
it were printed in the columns of The
Journal. Such songs should be printed
Reader.
often.
We should be pleased to receive and
of these

DUNTLI.'i
npHIS Swiftly-Sweeping, Easy-Running
and at the same time p

Our Clubbing

And in the dear New England home
Are kept those relics yet,
The story of that stormy past
True hearts cannot forget.
A sister’s love kept well the theme,
It passed from sire to son,
And now when winter evenings come
And talk and song are done
The grandsire tells the story o’er,
With a tear he.cannot check,
Of the boy who died so long ago
Beside the Kennebec.

publish copies

Sweeper

Combination Pneumatic

Plentiful
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At

Eastport, Aug. 19.
plentiful now and about
time,
are running full
run of fish keeps up the
will boom in this secP
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Literary News

and Notes.

The September Strand is a
special
Ficton Number and contains a great
many short stories by such well-known
writers as RichardMarsh, Austin Phillips,
E. Temple Thurston, Capt. F. E Vernev

Harry Harper, etc. “How They ‘Broke
Into Print,” iB continued, the article
this month dealing with Elinor Glyn,
Basil King, Owen Johnson, George Barr
McCutcheon, Gertrude Atherton, Carolyn
Wells, Meredith Nicholson and Gene
cost.
Stratton-Porter. Miss Lillah McCarthy
f3t little
contributes her “Reminiscences,” which
S'.IFFLES AND TUCKS.
are amusing, and a number of well-known
.capitulated to ruffled skirts, caricaturists
have selected their “Best
that
t„, ': ning the long tunics
Caricatures.”
An article on F. W.
...

The under petticoat is

u re.

Foster’s remarkable feats of

Central Maine Fair
WATERVILLE, MAINE,

thrilling experiences.

farm in
In after years he settled on a
milk
Camden and carried on a successful
business
business, later going into the ice
with bis son-in-law, Frank Handley. He
Pines at
waa the owner of the "Isle of
Lake Megunticook where he spent many
a man of
Fanners* Union News Service. happy hours. He waa
friends to
manner and leaves a host of
He leaves one sister, Mrs,
mourn him.
and
Educational
UnCo-Operative
[Farmers’
D. J. Grant, and two daughters, Mrs.
ion of America.J
Frank Handley and Mrs. Harry PendleLONG HOURS FOR MAINE FARM LABORERS. ton, who have the sympathy of the comThe farm laborers of Maine work on munity. The funeral services were held
Rev.
an average of 9 hours and 39 minutes per at the late home Sunday afternoon,
day, according to a report which has just L. D. Evans officiating.
been issued by the United States DeAustin Bradford French died Aug. 12th
partment of Agriculture. More than
after a l<mg ill24,000 laborers are employed on Maine at his home in Sandypoint
failed
farms and. the average monthly compen- ness, aged 72 years. His health
over a year
sation is $25.50 with board and $36 if the about six years ago, and for
was
tenand
laborer Doards himself. These figures he was confined to his bed,
who
relate to the year 1913. The average derly cared for by bis devoted wife,
of the
wage for farm labor in Continental was Sarah Jane French, daughterFrench.
United States is $13.85 per month with late Hartwell and Martha Black
The funeral was held Saturday afternoon,
board and $19.97 without board.
M.
Aug. 15th, at his late residence, A.
FIREWOOD CONSUMPTION IN MAINE.
Ames of Stockton Springs, funeral direcThere are 748,000 cords of wood valu- tor. Rev. Harry Trust conducted the sered at $2,841,000 consumed on the farms vice in a
very feeling manner Bpeaking
of Maine annually, according to a report of his
work
years of service in church
which has just been issued by the United and
his musical talents which were
using
States Department of Agriculture. The of a high order in training church choirs
total yearly firewood consumption in this in Massachusetts, where he resided until
State is 1,228,000 cords with a value of the
past fifteen years, and later in help-

early fall, the demand for
..lothes being an especially inJET EMBROIDERIES.
done on the fabric
feature of fall trima notable

eleventh annual exhibition

Joseph B. Crane died Aug. HttAt'Mi
home in Camden after a general dseiine,
aged 76 year a. He was born in aHoeitpert.
mate in
He served as master gunner
the U. S. Navy under Admiral Farragut
and waa instrumental in c?**“’*
on the
cable at Forts Phillips and Jackson
oe waa
lower Mississippi river. Later
the Maine
keeper of lighthouses along at wagmn,
coast, among them the light

ijerics and Trimmings,
Galore.

s-a-*-ii T 11 i
RECENT DEATHS.

“whit-

fitting, and the ruffles tling” is illustrated with some very fine
models all made with the aid of a penon, straight around, with[
knife only.
made
of
lace
When
r
lip.
In The September ;Wide World Magaadornse ruffles need no
zine, Mr. Thomas S. Wilby describes his
are used they
or
net
tulle
remarkable
motor-car trip across Canada.
Wbcn
Some time ago, Mr. Wilby made a pio: with hems of satin or silk.
silk waist worn matches neer trip round the United States in an $5,080,000. The consumption in the citwho
„Iersfc
automobile, but the present tour is by far ies of this State is 460,500 cords and 20,- ing the young people of that parish, his
the long sleeves are usual- the more
exciting. He met with all sorts 000 cords are used in the mineral opera- will always remember with gratitude
patience in teaching them music. The
of adventures, and the utmost interest
ike the skirt.
tion of Maine each year.
following from out of town attended the
was taken in his ambitious venture by the
with
introduced
by
Beer,
j,t..
In Continental United States the anMrs. A. M. Thompson, Hyde
people living along the route. The article nual consumption of firewood amounts funeral:
Pari/- F PI Frorw*h Allatnn. MiSS MsrV
Lyings 011 both waist and skirt, is
illustrated with Mr. Wilby’s
excellently
at
valued
$250,000,000. Crosby, Lawrence, Hon. and Mrs. A. E.
-instically received either own photographs. Another highly in- to 85,937 cords,
Loomis
Of this amount 69,961.000 cords are used Nickerson,
Mrs.
Swanville,
re at first, but it is now
teresting and instructive' article is by on the farms,
» or
cords in the cit14,222,000
Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Eames,
Searsport,
and
deals
with
J.
Koch
the
means
Felix
ies of the nation and 1,751,000 cords are
Mrs. Ellery
!avor and we will see consideradopted to prevent “poaching” inYellow- used in the mines of the United States. Stowers, Searsport, Mr. and
the coming season.
French, Norwood, Mass.
stone Park.
There are many stations of
jn.5 tucking
The average value of wood consumed in
WRAPS.
five men who make long daily patrols.
jEtETU.N WAISTS AND
the United States is $2.91 per cord and
Mrs. Ellen Jellison died Aug 14th in
waists and These men have a double battle to fight
“skeleton”
for
in this State. The average con- Monroe at the home of her daughter,
>liking
all the forces of Nature and $4.14
—against
and
sumin
the
the
farm
United
States
spring
Mrs. William Small.
She had been fail■ring
the poachers, in his article, sumption per
is 11 cords per annum.
in health for sometime, but was conwrinkle that will against
ing
ther
style
ai
Mr.
Koch
describes
some
of
the
manifold
j.
fined to her room only a short time and
MAINE HORSES WORTH $150 EACH.
the woman who adventures which befall these solitary
in: a ooon to
before her
The Maine horse is now worth $150 per took her bed but two days
wardens
of
the wilderness. Other stories
and
wardrobe
fresh
her
p
born in Monroe
|K,
and articles in this issue of the Wide head, according to a report just issued death. Mrs. Jellison was
^aie this type of overwaist is World include an illustrated account of by the United States Department of 79 years ago last April, the daughter of
Rev. Oliver Whitcomb. Her husband,
net and brings a worn or In forloUon’a ftnon. A ir Thoufru
Agriculture, while a year ago his aver- Samuel
Jellison, died three years ago last
ist in line with modish re- tinuation of “East Africa as 1 saw it,” age value was $139. The average price
;;
and since then she had lived
and many personal adventures and ex- per head for horses in this State during January
sleeves
of
The
for
liking
alone until last April when she consented
(5r,ts.
shows
the
fourth
four
the
last
interest
and
excitewhich
for
years
periences
to move to her daughter’s, where she
out matching the waist in
mere
ment cannot be
approached by the largest increase, when compared with died. Mrs. Jellison
was a very estimable
fad that is majority of fiction.
other States. The Maine horse ranks
e i/i er continued
and a good neighbor. She leaves
fifth in price per head with all other woman
A memorial monument to Sam Walter
but one daughter, Mrs. W. H. Small of
States in the Union.
of
Foss, New England’s poet of the comThere are 111,000 horses on the farms Monroe, and one niece, Nettie Smart,
mon people, who for 13 years was libraof this State and they are valued at North Searsport.
was
unveiled
rian at Somerville, Mass.,
$16,650,000.
I1Q1A rhn nnmhop rtf Vi
in f ilia
opposite his birthplace in Candia, N. H.,
James Killman died Aug. 14th at his
Aug. 16th, in the presence of upward of State was 108.000 and had an aggregate home in Prospect aged 90 years. He
500 of his old neighbors, friends through- value of
leaves to mourn their loss one brother,
$13,500,000.
out Greater Boston, and admirers of his
In the entire United States there are Capt. Robert Killman of Prospect; one
poetry from all parts of the country. In 20.962.000 horses and they are worth $2,- son and daughter, W. S. Killman and
keeping with his character the exercises 291.638.000 or $109.32 each.
Mrs. Alice Hopkins, both of Prospect,
were simple.
Many handsome tributes DISEASES PLAY HAVOC WITH MAINE HOGS. and three grandchildren, Edwin Killman
exerand
the
were paid to his memory
of Bangor, Mrs. Sarah Boyd of Frankcaused the swine breeders of
close
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SEPTEMBER 1, 2, 3 and 4
The Best Attractions that
The

THE

PAP

nrooc

cises were followed by a dinner at which
Miss Mary
more than 500 were present.
L. Foss, a daughter of the poet, unveiled
the monument, after the Scribner Quartet had rendered “The Vacant Chair.”
The memorial is a rectanglar block hewn
from a bowlder of Candia granite and is
five feet long, four feet high and three
feet wide. It rests on a foundation four
feet below the surface. The inscription
on the face of the monument consists of
the name of the poet, the date of his
birth, Jure 19, 1858; the date of his
death, Feb. 26, 1911, and below these the
words: “He lived in a House by the Side
of the Road and Was a Friend to Man.
A handsome stone wall has beeri built
sround the lot and trees will be planted
around the sides.

Diseases
Maine to lose 5,800 hogs, wnich were
valued at $91,600 last year, according to
a report which has just been issued by
the Department of Agriculture.
This is an average death rate of 60 per
1.000 head. During 1913 the ratio was
28 per 1,090 head and a total of 2,800
head were lost. The latest census reports, which are dated January 1, 1914,
show that there are 97,000 head of hogs
in Maine and they are valued at $15,326.000 or $15.80 per head.
The farmers of the entire nation last
year lost 7,004,800 head of hogs from
disease. Their total value was $75,000,000 and the death rate 119 per 1,000 head.
Summer

Coughs

Summer colds

Call ue.>-«n
table

and that conserves
usually the

sleeves are

waist to show wear, and
be easily replaced with
If lace is
in

used

a

com-

color is

•eves

permissible,
having proved popuThe

iive dressers.

woman

how to spend to best adall such style points

t

lies

I

'all this month while rest-

mock, perhaps.
I S FOR SCHOOL,

i.-h frocks are recognized
aper for school wear the
he problem of keeping the
tressed is greatly simpliuse

one

or

two models for

Mit, arranging colors and
hes so that

effect.

Long

there is

no

warm coats

y cover and protect the
make them just right in-

Kather plain styles designip-to-date lines should be
material

or

and

nothing quite
satisfactory for wear
is

tevonshire cloth.

This is

proof and tub proof, and

especially clear
not printed on

and handthe

fabric,

'liich It outclasses both in
•arance.
HATS AND CAPES,

hat and velveteen cape that

smartly worn lately are
well into the autumn, hence
’client investment for peorount cost, and that means
tit

these

days.

small shapes have been
ar, but we are promised a

"Merry Widow” type of
i velvet hat, since Georgette
ade that

In
[Oc.

a

favorite in Paris.

Lucy Carter.

are

Dangerous.
dangerous. They indiare

fort and Mrs. Flora Ward, who assisted
her mother in caring for him during his
last illness. The family have the sympathy of their many friends in their
sorrow.

Capt. James L. Johnson, dean of Portland pilots and one of the most competent navigators along the Atlantic coast,
died Aug. 16th at his home, 5 George

street, Deering District. Capt. Johnson
while he had
was 49 years of age and

been in poor health for many months he
attended to his duties as a port pilot all
last winter.
News was received in Thorndike last
week of the death of Dr. Joseph C.
Whitney, an old and much respected citizen, who was visiting in Somerville, Mass.
home but
He had been gone from
a week.
Dr. Whitney had been feeble
and unable to practice for many years.

A record-breaking number of illustracate low vitality and often lead to serious
tions serve to make the September numand Lung Troubles, including Consumpber of Popular Mechanics Magazine one Throat
of the most interesting that has ever tion. Dr. King's New Discovery will relieve
been issued. It contains 404 pictures, the cough or cold promptly and prevent comWhen baby suffers with ezcema or some itchdepicting the advance of science and me- plications. It is soothing and antiseptic and ing skin trouble, use Doan’s Ointment. A
chanics during the past month, and 311 makes you feel better at once. To delay is little of it goes a long way and it is safe for
terse articles, every one “written so you dangerous—get a bottle of Dr. King's New children. 50c a box at all stores.
can understand it.” Among the pictures
Discovery at once. Money back if not satisthere are a large number of page views
fied. 50c. and $1 00 bottles at your Druggist.
IF.
and groups of views. Two of these groups
show eleven watercycles of various types
Piles.
for
Salve
Arnica
Bucklen’i
which competed in the first annual
By Bartholomew F. Griffin, in the Boston New
Bureau.
watercycle race meet at Paris recently.
CONFEDERATE WAR CLAIMS.
Others show the American hydroplane
(This
poem has been called by Elbert Hubof
dome
bard “The biggest and best thing in a literary
"Kitty Hawk VI”; the ornate
Robthe Palace of Horticulture at the PanaWashington, D. C., Aug. 17, 1914. way America has produced in a decade
in
steamwar
claims
an
ocean
Underwood Johnson calls it “admirably
ert
of
Thousands
mounting up
ma-Pacific Exposition;
and says: “It has the war question
ship passing through the Suez Canal; the millions may make a heavy drain written,”
moving pictures taken hundreds of feet upon the treasury, if the amendment of in a nutshell.”)
under the earth; a shark fight under wa- which Oscar Underwood, Democratic Suppose ’twere done!
The lanyard pulled on every shotted gun;
ter, filmed for the movies; the sleds of House leader, is the author, is forced
death-clutch sent
Mr. Underwood's amendment Into the wheeling
the Shackleton antarctic exploration par- through.
Each millioned armament,
ty; a California volcano in eruption; en- is the first instance in fifty years where To grapple there
the barrier of loyalty to the Government, On land, on sea and under, and in air!
trants in the recent international canoe
basis of all
race; the transatlantic flier “America” which has always been the
Suppose at last ’twere come—
Now, while each bourse and shop and mill is
equipped with its third, or lifting, pro- war claims, is absolutely shattered.
leader’s
Democratic
as the
of
dumb,
area
Salem,
Mass.,
far
So
burned
the
peller;
amendment is concerned, the flood gates A nd arsenals and dockyards hum,—
as seen from an aeroplane; restoring the
N
ow
all
complete, supreme,
collapsed Los Angeles aqueduct by means are thrown open for the filing of hunThat vast, Satanic dream!
of water pressure; how the world does dreds of thousands of Confederate war j
its family washing; a model rural school- claims. If the Democratic leader’s pol- j Each field were trampled, soaked,
Each stream dyed, choked,
icy is approved, it may mean the pay- j Esuh
j house, etc.____
leaguered city and blockaded port
ment of millions of dollars to the South. )
ore
mash
finger
I
Made famine’s sport;
when
you'll
Never can tell
And it looks as though it might be. since The
Be
wave
scald.
or
hum
preempty
a
bruise,
suffer
cut,
Elec- Democrats, south and north, followed Made reeling dreadnought’s grave;
pared. Thousands rely on Dr. Thomas'
U nuerwoou 111 Ilia uiean. uvu uic
Mr.
end
25c
it.
castle,
sells
50c,
Cathedral,
gallery, smoking fell
ic Oil. Your druggist
'Neath bomb and shell;
loyalty bars like sheep.
IvalIn deathlike trance
Republican Leader Mann fought
NO LABOR DAY PARADE IN NEW iantly against the establishment of this Lay industry, finance;
Two thousand years’
he
the
but
in
House,
unusual precedent
YORK.
Bequest, achievement, saving, disappears
was swept away by the Democratic curIn blood and tears,
In widowed woe
New York, August 24 1914. For the rent.
The particular claim was that of An- That slum and palace equal know,
first time in thirty years, there will be
tonio Q. Lovell and heirs-at-law of Con- In civilization’s suicide,—
no Labor Day parade in New York City
General Quitman for federal oc- What served thereby, what satisfied?
this fall. The labor unions have decided federate
of lands owned by that General, For justice, freedom, right, what wrought?
to take the money the parade would cost cupation
of 1865. The United Naught!—
and use it to relieve unemployed union in the crop year
States Court of Claims rejected the Save, after the great cataclysm, perhap
"
the owners of the land On ihe world’s shaken map
past, in New York City, many claim because
their loyalty to the New lines, more near or far,
thousands of union men have marched failed to establish
to king or czar
Their Government. The Standing Committee Binding
on the first Monday in September.
but In festering hate
likewise
it,
War
Claims
rejected
on
No
been
spectacular.
Some newly vassaled state;
parades have
them a the Democratic leader put it through.
And passion, lust, and pride, made satiate;
money was spared in making
has been expressed by those And
Concern
the
were
in
horses
The
just a trace
parade
success.
on
the
Treasdrain
Of lingering smile on Satan’s face!
union-shod and the men union-equipped. who see the possible
create,
lest,
this
may
precedent
union bands and union ury that
There were
after the coming elections,
badges. There were union-made uni- immediately
other such claims may be
of
thousands
forms and union refreshments. So that
and allowed, regardless of the
the expense to the union men for their considered
or disloyalty of claimants during
Labor
Day parade, in one way or loyalty
the war. Minority Leader Mann called
60
that has Lead
another, led to an expenditure running
attention to this danger, but he was iginto a great sum of money. All this is
Democratic
the
majority.
nored by
must be very, very good. Otherwise, it
to be foregone this year and the unions,
very cdmmendably, will turn the money
couldn’t stand this test of time.
PIUS
X.
POPE
OF
DEATH
to help their unemployed brothers.
Since 1850 “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
This instance ot practical charity on
ROME, Aug. 20. “Together in one, has been a leading household remedy.
Union organizations is atthe part
in Christ” these words which
tracting wide attention over the country !I all things as his motto in an
63 years it has proven its worth as
encyclical For.
and has caused considerable comment, he adopted
liver and bowel
Wilson’s ! issued on August 10, 1903, six days after a remedy for ail stomach,
of
President
view
in
especially
!
elevated to the pontificate troubles—and as a tonic of exceptional
statement that the hard times are purely he had been
were on the lips of Pope Pius X as he
effect.
“psychological”.
of death.
One goodnatured workingman says he entered the valley came at 1.20 o’clock
Mrs. Cutler’s letter simply adds to the
which
end
The
“sure
is
getting psychological pay
A few mo- overwhelming evidence:
was peaceful.
morning
this
is
he
also
buying
says
checks”. He
before he had been roused from Farmington, Maine.:
“psychological shoes” and probably will 1 ments
semi-consciousness and attempted to be“I have had quite a long experience
soon be eating out of a “psychological
stow a blessing upon those gathered in with ‘‘L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. I have
dinner pail”.
his
but
failed
him.
strength
chamber
the
used it for years as a family medicine, a
After a pause he murmured the scrip- laxative, and for the stomach. I use
tural text and did not speak again.
nothing else for the children. I know of
The question of a conclave to elect his no medicine that could take the place of
successor is being discussed today; it
“L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine as a house—

and 15c.

FfJ|t SALE

IN

BELFAST

BY

& JONES,

!Wai arrangement have all the
Sterns all the time.

[Waiting

to send.

IA
CASTOR
For Infanta and Children.

The Kind Yon Havi

Always Bought

probably will take place September 3rd.
The death of the pontiff in the 80th
and the twelfth year of
year of hiB life
his pontificate,while long anticipated because of ailments incident to advanced
age, nevertheless came as a shock ever
to those near him.

remedy.”
(Signed) Mrs. F. J. Cutler.
The Big Bottle-At Dealers-36 cents.
Trial Bottle-By Mail—FREE.,
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.
hold
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BETTER

DON’T FORGET THE TIME AND PLACE

THIS ISCERTAIH i
The Proof That Belfast

A

Readers Cannot

Deny.

A

What could furnish stronger evidence of the
efficiency of any remedy than the test of time?
Thousands of people testify that Doan’s Kidney Pillls have brought lasting results.
Home endorsement should prove undoubtedly the merit of this remedy. Years ago your
friends and neighbors testified to the relief
they bad derived from the use of Doan’s KidFills. They now confirm their testimonials.
say time has completed the test.
“I had been annoyed at intervals for a long
time by pains through my back and kidneys,”
of 6
says B. Robinson, retired blacksmith,
Waldo avenue, Belfast. “Any exertion or a
cold that settled in myi.kidneys cauBed me
much pain and discomfort. After I used Doan's
Kidney Pills, my strength returned and I could
work with ease. I never let an opportunity
of
pass whenever I hear anyone complaining
backache to say a good word for Doan’s Kidney

s

Typewriter Bargain

Oliver

new

Typewriter,

direct

[from

the factory,

never

used, and with all the latest improvements, will be sold at
a

discount for cash.

May be

at

seen

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

ney

They

Pills

STILL USES DOAN’S.
At a later date Mr. Robinson said: "I still
I think that
use Doan’s Kidney Pills whenever
and they fix me
my kidneys are not just right
in a very short time. We always keep them
in the house. I confirm all I said in their praise
in years past. I still consider Doans’s Kidney
Pills the best kidney medicine to be had.”
Mr. RobinBon is only one of many Belfast
people who have gratefully endorsed Doan’s
Kidney Pills. If your back acheB—if your
kidneys bother you, don’t simply ask for a kidDOAN’S
ney remedy—ask DISTINCTLY FOR
KIDNEY PILLS, the same that Mr. Robinson
up

had—the remedy backed by home testimony.
60c at all stores. Foster-Milburn Co Props.,
Buffalo, N. Y. "When Your Back is Lame—
Remember the Name.”

GAS ON THE STOMACH
Flatulence, or gas in the digestive tract,
of intes«
Is an annoying accompaniment
a
tinal indigestion and constipation. As
rule it indicates that food is being retained in the stomach and intestines longer
than nature intended.

When colicky pains accompany the
of a gentlelaxapresence of gas the need
resitive to dear away the offending food
due is imperative. If the condition of
a
constipation is not quickly corrected
coated tongue, eruptions on the skin,
and backaches soon show that

headaches
the poisons have found their way into
the circulation.
The use of the gentle laxative pills,
unPinklets, will not only banish these
if used
pleasant symptoms quickly but.,
will
regularly for a reasonable time,
really conrect chronic constipation.
Pinklets are not like harsh purgatives
that leave the bowels dry and in the end
Pinklets gently assist
worse than before.
so small and
nature, never gripe and are
easy to take that

dainty laxative.

they

are

known as the

druggist can supply you with
Pinklets or they will be sent by mail,
Medicine
postpaid, by the Dr. W ilhams
bottle.
Co., Schenectady, N. Y., at 25c per
Send forthebook “The Painty Laxative
telling how to treat constipation.
Your own

/g-

■

—=

rrriFWuRCROPs
They

)
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COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW

It

-T H i£-

and Progressive

An Ideal

Fraternal and

Insurance Order for Men and

Social

Organized November,

Women.

1887.

Be fast Lodge, No. 140, was instituted in the
City of Belfast December 28, 1889, and extends a cordial invitation to those wishing protection at minimum cost to become members
of this lodge. Anyjperson of good health and
habits between the ages of 18 and 45 will be
eligible. Certificates issued for $500, $1000 and
$2000. Information gladly given at all times.
EBEN M. SANBORN. Fin, Sec’y.
IDA A. MAHONEY, Cor. Sec’y.
6ml8

The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal o£ all antiseptics is

As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham

Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
with
in their private correspondence

women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
At
it is “worth its weight in gold.”
druggists. 50c, large box, or by mail.
The Paxton Toilet Co„ Boston, Mass-

12

m.

appoint-

to 3.00 p. m., and by

Tel. 149-13.

From 4

p.

m.

until 9.

Quantabacook. Searsmont.

a.

at

m.

Camp

Tei. 23-2.

GEO. E. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law,
Probate

Courts.

practice

2tf

m.;

a.

ROUND TRIP, $2.50

50

TRUCKING.
am jrejared to do all kinds of truexing
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Wain and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt atten-

I

tit n.

MAINE 7RANSPCRTATI0N COMPANY
WI LLIAM B. WILLIAMSON, Gcn’l Manager

14

Telephone

connection

126 Waldo

W. W. RLAZO,
Avenue, Beelfast

AUGUSTA, MAINE.

PUBLISHED ANNUALLY SINCE 1870

H. C. Hcfises

Orders Solicited

PRICE $2.00, POSTPAID.

For

Donham,

j

390 Congress Street,
MAINE.

DOAK & PATTERSON
Carleton Doak of Belfasl and Arthur W.
Patterson of Castine wish to announce that
they have formed a partnership for the general practice of law, under the firm name of
DOAK & PATTERSON, with offices at Belfast and Castine,
The Belfast office will be open on every business day—the Castine office will be open on
Fridays and Saturdays and at other times by
8m27
s pecial appointment,

headache, indigestion,

opening
a box at

CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING

stove wood, building sand and
quantity of bard wood

fitted

and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

gravel, and a small

GILES G.

lumber.

ABBOTT,

Lincolnville Avenue.
26tf

Tel 137-2

-^

causes

m.,

ment.

Practice in all

SEATS MAY BE RESERVED IN ADVANCE

any other Reference Book.

dizziness, drowsiness. For a mild,
medicine, use Doan's Regulate. 26c
all stores.

and Refraction.
During the months of July and August, I
will be in my office, corner Church and
bridge Streets, from 10 a. m. to 11.30 a.

BELFAST, MAINE.

fessional Men of Maine than

Constipation

O. S.VICKERY,M.D.

m.

FARE, $1

It contains more information
of value to Business and Pro-

i

NOTICE

Arrive Rockland, 9.80 a. m.; 3 30 p. m.
Leave Rockland, R T. & C. Waiting Room,
10.00 a. m.; 4 00 p. m.
Arrive Belfast, 11.30 a. m.; 5.30 p. m.

PUBLISHER,

Maine.

Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat,
A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.

Leave Belfast, Windsor Hotel, 8.00

AUGUST 1st.

PORTLAND,

Brooks,

PRACTICE LIMITED TO

2 00 p.

EDITION

Grenville H.

IABCELLDS J. DOW, Apit,

specaltv.

MAINE REGISTER
ISSUED

Light Draft,
Good £ Service,
Nothing Better.

SPECIALTO WOMEN

AUTO SERVICE
1914 15

YORKj

New England Order
of Protection

Rockland-Beiiast

1

decide

FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.
& HALL BELFAST AGENTS.

will tell you to use E.
in the Best Equipped

<

Years

i

Imported Animals

WITH LARGE CONTESTING FIELDS OF TROTTERS AND PACERS

in’times

for

of

Buy

Departments

PRODUCES

COUNTRY

Large Number

a

THE

...

a

and Best Exhibits in all

Largest

Besides

Can

Money

corner

house with bath,

Miller and High streets.

Inquire
t34f

room

of

L. L. ROBBINS,
14 Miller Street.

For Sale in Searsport

Corner of Main and Nichols
story nine-room house, an ideal
dence. Apply on the

a

two-

summer

resi-

streets

premises 0^^^

Searsport, Me., Aug.

11,11914!

Tel. 216-13

NOTICE.

To Let
Eight

At 52High Street.

4w83p

Guaranteed work In Chir.rody, ManlcurAlso Fecial Work.
nq and Shairicoirg.
Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
32j)

Tobacco Salesmen
WANTED.
$100 monthly.

EARN
unnecessary.

Expenses. Experience

Advertise and take orders,

merchants for Smoking and Chewing
Tobacco, Cigarettes, Cigars, etc. Send a 2c.
stamp for full particulars.
HEMET TOBACCO CO„
10w27
New York, .N Y. J
from

The

RepuDiican Journal

BELFAST, THURSDAY. AUGUST 27,1914
PUBLISHED

EVERY

THURSDAY

BY

The Republican Jour. Pub. Co.
CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

f B^t» Manage,

Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
-And 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
moiths.

The Colonel might as well give it up.
He will never again be President. It is
a sure rule in cards that he who quits a
game winner returns to it only to lose.—
Col. Watterson.
As a poker player of experience the
Colonel speaks by the card.
Cotton producers told the Secretary
of the Treasury last week they estimated that out of this

year’s

crop there
would be 3,000,000 bales of cotton for
which they could see no market at this

There would seem to be no excuse
just now for an increase in the price of
time.

cotton
One

goods.
lesson

the

European

war

has

DO YOU SUFFER
FROM BACKACHE?
When your kidneys are weak and
torpid they do not properly perform
their functions; your back aches
and you do not feel like doing much
of anything. You are likely to be
despondent and to borrow trouble,
just as if you hadn’t enough already. Don’t be a victim any longer.
The old reliable.medicine, Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, gives strength and
and builds up
Get it today.

kidneys

tone to the

the whole system.

tional importance, because Congressmen
are to be elected, and the sending of
Democrats to Washington would be an
endorsement of the administration policies which have proved ruinous to New
England industries and particularly to
those of Maine. Of State importance,
because it is for the interest of all that
the business-like administra^on of Gov.
Haines should be continued. Locally it
is squarely up to voters to decide whether
we shall have nullification or the continuance of law and order under Sheriff
Cushman, who has lived up to his oath of
office and in this and other relations has
the confidence and respect of all who
know him. Without disparagement of

opposing candidates it may be said
brought home to us is that we have been that the Republican county ticket is an
buying many manufactured articles exceptionally strong one, composed of
abroad which could be made in this coun- men of influence and standing and in
try, and in the future the words “Made every way qualified for the positions for
jn Germany” may not appear so often which they were nominated. Vote the
As to potash, it
on the things we buy.
Republican ticket.
the

the memory of some of our
readers when every, family made its own
The Lewiston Sun is generally classed
potash and its own soap; and it is not so as a Democratic newspaper,but it cannot
many years ago that a Belfast man made swallow everything of that brand. Of
a business of collecting soap grease and
the condition of the Lewiston cotton
mills under the present tariff it says to
making soaD for sale.
is within

Speaking
dinner in

a

of

a man

hotel

near

who refused to eat
New

because Col. Roosevelt

London, Ct.,

was

under the

roof, the Boston Journal says:
Col. Roosevelt is not built that way,
and if he should discover while dining or
lunching in any hostelry that among those
present were William Barnes, the wellknown boss of New York; Boise Penrose, the well-known boss of fennsylvania, and other equally well-known bosses
he would laugh cheerfully, exclaim Bully!
and keep right on eating and talking.
same

Yet

we

recall

one

instance in

Roosevelt refused to attend

banquet
opposed

a

which

public

because one of the guests had
his nomination at Chicago in

1912.

Maine sent a Roosevelt delegation to
the National Republican convention in
1912 and

though

the

subsequent proceed-

ings of their candidate alienated many of
his followers and made the judicious

Congressman McGillicuddy:
You see what bad work your blessed

Underwood tariff is doing right here in
jvui

onu

going

nuiiic

liij

to do about

w

nai—tvuaiaicpu

Mr.

McGillicuddy?

word to say to Hal P.
the windy Progressive candi-

It also has

Gardner,

it,

a

date for governor, as follows:
The Sun challenges you to take all
reasonable space in its columns to show
from the records of the Supreme Judicial
Court of Maine that Maine ought to have
recall of judicial decisions. You can’t
do it.
That plank, recall of judicial decisions,
that plank is the one distinctive feature
of your State issue, and you can’t make
good on it.
If you ignore it, you deserve to be
beaten —deserve to be distanced.
Col. Roosevelt in his
has singled out Senator

public addresses
Burleigh and Con.

gressman John A. Peters for denunciation as standpatters and obstructionists

—inspired, no doubt, by the Maine soregrieve he retains worshippers enough heads posing as Progressives who are
to assure him a welcome in this State seeking to revenge themselves on the
and his reception in Portland and Lewis- party which had honored them in.the past
ton last week was all that he could have beyond their deserts for not continuing
expected or desired. His address, how- them in office. As to Senator Burleigh,
ever, must have been disappointing to no man who has ever held office in Maine
Progressives and Democrats alike. It has a cleaner record or has given the
As State
service.
v;as not a stirring appeal for votes for State more loyal
Gardner, Emerson, Pattangall, et al., treasurer, as Governor, as Representabut was mainly devoted to expounding tive and Senator, he has worked unreprinciples that the Republicans of this mittingly for the interests of the State
State have been ready to support and and for the interests of his constituents,
endorse at any time within the past two individually and collectively. No one has
The Colonel’s visit to Maine asked his aid in vain. These things may
years.
be said of him the more freely at this
made only a ripple on the political sea.
time as he is not now and probably will
Col. Roosevelt’s visit in Boston was a never again be a candidate for public
frost and the chilling reception he met office; and this, with the knowledge that
there set his teeth on edge. On the train he is just recovering from a very critical
to Maine he is said to have denounced the illness, and has had afflictions which enmanagement there with the petulance of title him to heartfelt sympathy, makes
But what could he ex- the mendacious and malicious attacks on
a spoiled child.
pect? The Progressive party of Massa- him the more despicable. Congressman
Even Peters is a young man who has demonchusetts is confessedly bankrupt.
strated his ability in the legal profession,
a woman stenographer employed at headas
a member of the Maine legislature
some one to sue
to
find
is
trying
quarters
for her pay. Bird and his barrel have and as speaker of the House during the
pulled out. In three congressional dis- stirring session of 19l3. In the National
tricts in which Progressive nominations House, in which his party has only a
small minority, he has won unusual
were made two years ago there are no
The only daily prominence for a new member, and his
candidates this year.
all public questions shows that
newspaper in Boston which championed record on
the Progressive cause in the last cam- he is progressive ana sianas ior me oest
of
paign hauled down the Roosevelt colors interests of the State, The voters
some time ago.
The Progressive party the 3d congressional district, recognizing
of Massachusetts is dead, and Roosevelt these qualifications, elected Mr. Peters
to Congress at the special election last
snouiu not nave expecceu a very warm
September, with Democratic and Progresreception from a corpse.
sive candidates in the field against him,
The Wilson Administration has decreed and he was unopposed in the primary for
that “loans by American bankers to any nomination for a full term. That he will
foreign nation which is at war are incon- again be chosen to represent this district
sistent with the true spirit of neutral- in the National House is, we believe
ity,” and this prompted the New York assured.
World to enquire, “How about American
Roosevelt at Lewiston.
saies of grain, provisions and cotton to
Without being in the least intentionally unbelligerents?” The query is pertinent,
and The World answers its own question kind or discourteous, we were sadly disappointwhen it says:

The rights of private citizens of a neutral nation to lend money to belligerents
is as well recognized in international law
as the right of such individuals to sell
coal to ships of war. It is also covered
by the Hague Convention.
loans bv individuals
To discourage
while exerting the power of Government
to the utmost to encourage the sale of
our surplus products in belligerent markets is neither sound
business, correct
It is
sentiment nor true neutrality.
statesmanship at cross'purposes. It is
of
American
class
privdenying to one
ileges which are ueing heaped upon other
classes.
There have been a number of cases of
typhoid fever in this city, due to unsani-

ed in Teddy at City Hall, Lewiston, Now to
be honest we do not think he made a vote for
the Progressive party. Of-course he spjke
his little piece at the opening which was calculated to tickle Gardner and Wheeler, but after
that he delved into national affairs and almost
The Colonel confined
forgot local issues.
himself very closely to his manuscript, and
with
his impaired voice
was badly handicapped
in making himself understood in the rear of
the hall.
Fully one half of the audience left
the hall while he was speaking.—Lisbon En-

terprise.

It Give General Satisfaction and Every One
Congratulates Messrs. Dickey and Clifford
on the Successof Their Effort.

UW-WUbIV

Dull and featureless conditions prevail in
foo twear, current orders being spasmodic and
confined mainly to small lots. As a result of
the sharp advance in leather, manufacturers
are discussing the question of higher prices for
shoes, it being expected that increases will be
named on spring samples. Retailers apparently
are carrying only moderate supplies, but as
yet these interests are not providing freely
for their fall and winter requirements. Distinct firmness is manifest in all branches of
the leather market, with a further rise in
values noted in certain lines.—Dun’s Review,
Aug. 22nd.

fair grounds to an unusual height
dense black rain clouds and on the
signal from below dropped with the parachute,
a current of air carrying him to the northeast
so that he landed some distance from the
into the

grounds.
The racing was good, especially the free-forall, which was called off after five hard fought
heats, the money being divided by agreement.
The summary:
Free for all, trot

or

pace.

Purse $150.

Gamage, bra, W. J. Gamage, Portland.1 1 1
Allie cm, T. J. Hellenan, Portland.2 2 2
Mack Alfondly. bg, A. D. Estey, Waterville.3 3 3
Time, 2.18$, 2.18$, 2.15$.
Entries, 8.
2.40 class, Trot or Pace.
Purse $1C0.
Foxey Joe, rog, W. L. Davis, Dexter.. ..1 11
Don C., chg, C. L. Jackson, Bangor.2 2 2
The Witch, rom, Dr. O.P. Emerson.New3 3 3
port.
Time, 2 21$, 2 21$, 2.22\.
Entries, 18.
Wednesday afternoon all places of business
were closed on account of the fair and the
streets during the entire day were filled with
crowds on their way to or from the Fair
Miss

grounds.
There

was a

good

attendance

Thursday,

the

closing day of the fair. The balloon ascension
had a sensational feature caused by its taking
fire before being released, but it went up just
the same. All the other attractions were in
The
evidence and the racing was excellent.
track had fully recovered from its wetting of
the first

of the week, and the two last
in straight heats in fast time.

The

summary:

2.17 Class, Trot or Pace. Purse $160.
Miss Gamage, blm, by Kenton (Gamage). 1 1 1
Allie, chm, (Hallenan).2 2 2
Mack Alfondly, bg, (Estey).3 3 3
Time, 2 18$. 2.18$, 2.15$.
2.40 Class. Purse $100.

Foxey Joe,

by Midnight, (Davis).... 1
Don C.. chg, (Jack-on).2
The Witch, rom, (Emerson) .3
Time, 2 21$, 2.2V$, 2.22k
The Poultry Exhibit.
rog,

1 1
2 2
3 3

The poultry department had nearly 1,000 entries, mostly from out of the county, although
kind went
had 51 points,
Mrs. E
A. Washburn of Limestone, second,
with 47 points. The White China geese were
beauties and won the first prize at the Boston
the cup for the largest entry of
to E. L. Colcord of Belfast, who

poultry
as

show

last winter.

one

The awards

BARRED

PLYMOUTH

Walter

XX

Bennett,

xicagan, lot,

Ml

ROCK.

3d.
aim uu

uvu>

vu

Walter Bennett, 1st on cockerel.
Gay Holmes, 2d and 3d on cockerel.
Gay Holmes, 1st 2nd and 3d on pullet.
WHITE

PLYMOUTH

ROCK.

Walter Bennett, 1st on pen of fowl.
Walter Bennett, 1st on cock.
Walter Bennett, 1st on hen.
J R Scripture, 2nd on cock and hen.
J R Scripture, 1st on cockerel and pullet.
SILVER

PENCIL

PLYMOUTH

H. B. Heagan, 1st on cock.
A J Kenniston, Bangor, 2d
A J Kenniston, 1st on hen.
H B Heagan, 2nd and 3rd.
A J Kenniston, 1st and 2nd

on

2nd

on

ORPINGTONS.

BLACK

Walter Bennett, 1st on pen of fowl.
H B Heagan, 2nd on pen of fowl; 1st on
cock.
A J Kenniston, 2nd on cock.
Walter Bennett, 3rd on cock.
A J Kenniston, 1st on hen.
Walter Bennett, 2nd on hen.
H B Heagan, 3rd on hen.
A J Kenniston, 1st on cockerel and 1st and
2nd

on

pullet.

ROSE

cock; 1st and 2nd

on

GOLDEN

on

DORKINGS.

GRAY

cock.

Kenniston, 1st on
Walter Bennett, 2nd and 3rd on cock.
A J Kenniston. 1st and 2nd on hen.
Walter Bennett, 3rd on hen.
A J

on

LIGHT BRAHMAS.

HUDANS.

Walter Bennett, 1st
J R
E A

Scripture, 1st on cock and hen.
Drinkwater, 2nd on cock and 3rd on hen.

pullet.
E A

Drinkwater, 3rd

ROCK.

cock.

cockerel and pul-

let.
PLYMOUTH ROCK.
W P Woodworth, Dixmont 1st
BUFF

on

WHITE

CORNISH

and 2nd on
pen of fowl; same on pen of chicks and cock.
A J Kenniston, 3rd on cock and 1st on hen.
W P Woodworth, 2nd and 3rd on hen and 1st
and 3rd on cockerel.
A J Kenniston, 2nd bn cockerel.
W P Woodworth, 1st and 3rd on pullet.
A J Kenniston, 2nd on pullet.
Walter Bennett, 1st on pen of fowl.
H B Heagan, 2nd on pen of fowl.
A J Kenniston, 1st on cock.
Walter Bennett, 2nd on cock.
M W Hodsdon, Belfast, 3rd on cock.
A J Kenniston, 1st on hen.
J R Scripture, 2nd on hen.
Walter Bennett, 3d on hen.
COLUMBIAN PLYMOUTH ROCK.

cock

SILKIES
W P Wruiilurrtrfh Inf. on

on

insp^.

j

to.

CARLE & JONES

on

pullet.

rnek and 1st and 2nd

hen.

BANTAMS
W P Woodworth, 1st on silver Sea Brights.
A J Kenniston, 1st on golden Sea Brignts.
W P Woodworth, 2nd golden Sea Brights;
1st on Old English B R Red: 1st on Buff Cochins.
Walter Bennett, 2nd on Buff Cochins.
W B Woodworth. 1st on Partridge Cochins;
2nd on Partridge Cochins: 1st on White Cochins.
PEARL GUINEA HENS.
A J Kenniston 1st on pair.
Harold Herrick, Belfast 2nd on pair.
WHITE GUNIEA HENS.
A J Kenniston, 1st on pair,
PEKIN DUCKS
A J Kenniston, 1st and 2nd.
Walter Bennett, 3rd.
INDIAN RUNNER DUCKS.

J R Scripture, 1st
W'alter Bennett, 2nd

W P Woodworth 1st and 2nd.
DUCKS
1st and 2nd

MALLARD DUCKS

Walter Bennett, 2nd
E A Drinkwater, 3rd
CAYUGA
W P Woodworth, 1st
A J Kenniston, 2nd

DUCKS

WHITE MUSCOVY DUCKS
A J Kenniston, 1st ana 3rd
Walter Bennett. 2nd
COLORED MUSCOVY DUCKS
Walter Bennett. 1st

R Scripture, 1st

A

J Kenniston, 1st and 2nd

A

J Kenniston, 1st
WHITE

IADVANCI
•#

—IN—

►2

1 Coal Prices
>2

£

September 1 we shall
make the following prices on Coal

On and after

§R

►2
■2

Stove and

Egg,

$8.25

Chestnut,
Pea,

^

S

8.50

7.00
9.00

Franklin Chestnut,
These

jSr

prices

are

subject

of 25 cents per ton in 30

to the usual cash

i®

days.

GEESE

BROWN CHINA.

CHINA

GEESE.

A J Kenniston, 1st and 2nd.
PIGEONS.

|

Belfast Fuel & Hay Co,

i*ii*M*ai*ai*i

Walter Bennett. 1st on all: Fan tails yellow,
blue winged turbits, red winged turbits,
yellow tumblers, checkered Homers, old and
young, white Homers, old and ycung, ring
doves.

M^^V^^VV»

black

PARTRIDGE COCHIN,
J R Scripture, 1st and 3d on cock.
E A Drinkwater, 2d on cock and first
J R Scripture, 2d and 3d on hen.

on

hen.

BLACK COCHIN.
or*

Price,

Goods sent for

request.

promptly attended
Very truly yours,

and 1st and 2nd

GAMES.
pen of fowl; 1st

Waller Bennett, 1st on
cockerel; 1st and 2nd

AFRICAN

E A Drinkwater, 1st on cock and 2nd on hen.
A J Kenniston, 1st on hen.
J R Scripture, 3rd on hen.
E A Drinkwater, 1st on cockerel and pullet.

cock and hen and 1st

pullet.

Collection of tatting, Sarah T Harris 1st; W1NTERPORT
Mrs M L Sawyer 2d.
Rev. and Mrs. A. J.
French and eyelet doily. M rs H S McKeen 1st. ,
-I
Chase, Miss Sophia OmCrochet doily, Mrs Stephen Pierce 1st.
BRONZED TURKEYS.
Springer returned Saf.ir:
Crocheted shawl, Mrs Warren E Marsh 1st.
Harold Herrick, 1st.
Fancy bag, Mrs Warren E Marsh 1st; Mad- j where they have been ait
Walter Bennett, 2nd.
eline Coombs 2d.
.Miss Corrim- Barnai !
EGGS.
Fancy apron, Mrs Etta E Brown 1st; Mad- called here
by the ser:
Mrs E A Washburn, Black Minorcas.
eline Coombs 2d; Mrs G E Marsh 3d.
Mrs. Caroline Gutiem.
Mrs Rose Sheldon, 2nd on white; 1st on Black
Raffia work. Earl Chamberlain 1st.
Mrs
C
Rockwood
1st;
Mrs
E
Beaded
j who has been visting
Langshans.
purse,
W M Hodsdon, 1st on Rhode Island Reds.
G E Marsh 2d.
I
returned to i\
j
Embroidered night robe, Mrs Harold Hay- j George,
Gay Holmes. 2nd on Rhode Island Reds.
!
Abel F Stevens of Wellesley, Mass., was ford 1st; Laura B Holmes 2d; Josie A Knowl- C. A. McKennev retur
ton 3d.
tage at Bayside for a ti e
judge.
1st.
Lower
Will
Irish crochet pillow top, Mrs
HORSES AND COLTS.
repairs on his wharf
Velvet pillow’ top, Mrs A Jacobson 1st.
one of their de! iu
The following entries were made in this deIrish crochet squares, Mrs George Mahoney gave
last Thursday evenin.
1st.
partment:
Draft stallion to show stock, F O Follis,
Bead chain, Mrs G E Marsh 1st and 3d; Mrs and little daughter Eti
Etta E Brown 2d,
Bangor.
visiting Mrs. P. C.
C
D
Draft mare and colt,
Silk quilt, Mrs Della R Smith 1st.
Cross, Lincolnville,
Oscar Nichols of Bt
2 entries.
Flowers, Mrs Etta E Brown 1st.
Draft bred filly, Gay Holmes
Ribbon tidy, Mrs M R Knowlton 1st.
steamer Monday and
1st.
B
A
Knowlton,
two
Hand-made lace, Josie
Draft stallion,
Robbins,
years, Harry
Mrs. VV. B. Belches..
j
Solid work pillow top, Mrs Amy M Carter,
Norttiport.
One year old colt, W'eeley Robbins and Gay 1st; Mrs. Della R Smith, 2nd; Mrs Harold Hay- Hazel Young ha»re nj
her
mai
3rd.
Holmes.
approaching
|
ford,
Coronation braid waist, Mrs Etta E Brown, Wilhelm Ringevatt 1
Trotting bred brood mare, Gay Holmes.
1st.
NEAT STOCK
Mrs. Ada McCormick
|
Silk pillow, Mrs Etta E Brown, 1st.
The entries in this department were as folBeaded cushion, Mrs Etta E Brown, 1st and Monday after spending
|
lows:
2nd.
sister, Mrs, James !
|
Thoroughbred bull, one year or over, Arthur
Knitted hose, Mrs Etta E Brown, 1st.
Co. have closed out th
Bean, Camden, Harold Herrick, Belfast.
set with crocheted edge, Mrs M R
Luncheon
5
the Fernald building
Grade heifer, two years, Walter J Upham
Knowlton, let; Mrs Stephen Pierce, 2nd; Mrs J
Belfast.
Lee Patterson, 3rd.
gave one of his most
Best pair of trained steers, under 2 years,
Band Mexican drawn work, Mrs Effie MathSunday morning. The
trained and shown by a boy under 15 years,
ews, 1st.
....Miss Harriet T
Norman Lear, Lincolnville.
Battenberg scarf, Mrs George Mahoney, 1st.
from Rockland Saturday
LADIES DEPARTMENT
j
cloth, Mrs George Mahoney, 1st.
Tray
The following awards were made in the ladies
Embroidered petticoat, Mrs Harold Hayford, with Mrs. Elizabeth Nu
j
..

LANGSHANS.

BLACK

J R Scripture, 1st on fowl pen.
A J Kenniston, 2d on fowl pen.
E A Drinkwater, 1st on cock.
Walter Bennett, 2d on cock.
J R Scripture, 3d on cock.
E A Drinkwater, 1st on hen.
Walter Bennett, 2d on hen.
J R Scripture, 3d on hen.
E A Drinkwater, 1st on cockerel and pullet.
J R Scripture, 2d on pullet.
WHITE LANGSHANS.

E A Drinkwater, 1st and 2d
hen.
SINGLE

on

cock and 1st

BROWN LEGHORNS.

COMB

Walter Bennett, 1st cn pen of fowl.
Hodsdon, 2d on pen of fowl and 2d
cock.
H B Heagan. 1st on cock.
W M"Hodsdon, 1st and 3d on hen.
H B Heagan, 2d on hen.
W M

on

BROWN LEGHORNS.

COMB

J Kenniston, 1st and 3d on cock and 1st
and 3d on hen.
J R Siripture, 2d on cock and hen.
A J Kenniston, 1st on cockerel and pullet.
J R Scripture. 2d on cockerel and pullet.
A

BLACK LEGHORNS.

Walter Bennett, 1st on pen of fowl and 1st
on cock and hen and 1st on cockerel and 1st
and 2d on pullet.
SILVER LEGHORNS.
E A Drinkwater, 1st on cock; 1st and 2d
hen; 1st on cockerel and pullet.
SINGLE COMB WHITE LEGHORNS.

on

Walter Bennett, 1st on pen of fowl.
A J Kenniston, 1st on cock.

Scripture,

2d

J W Wallace, 3d

on

cock.

cock and hen.

on

J R Scripture, 1st on hen.
A J Kenniston. 2d on hen.
J W Wallace, 1st on cockerel.
J R Scripture, 2d on cockerel.
J W Wallace, 1st on pullet.

J R Scripture, 2d

WHITE

1st

E A Drinkwater,
cock;
hen; 1st on cockerel and pullet.

1st

and 2d

on

LEGHORNS.

BUFF

C I Davis, Waterville, 1st on pen of fowl; 1st
snd 2d on pen of thicks; 2d on cock; 1st on
hen; 1st on cock and pullet.
Walter Bennett, 1st on cock; 2d and 3d hen.
BLACK

MINORCAS,

Walter Bennett, 1st and 2d on hen.
E A Drinkwater, 3d on hen.
J R Scripture, 1st on cockerel and pullet.
COMBED

BLACK

MINORCAS.

Mrs E A Washburn, 1st on pen of fowl; 1st
and 2d on pen of chicks; 1st and 2nd on cock;
1st, 2d and 3d on hen, cockerel and pullet.
WHITE MINORCAS.

Walter Bennett, 1st

on

cock.

ROSE COMB WHITE MINORCAS.
Drinkwater, 1st and 2d on hen

E A
cockerel.

and 1st

on

on

Pickles, perserves etc Mrs C B Thompson 1st.
Crocheted spread, Mrs E H Sanborn 1st; Mrs
James Applin 2nd; Mrs nenery vyeniwortn ora.
Drawn rug Mrs E H Sanborn 1st.
Embroidered toilet cushion, Mrs Etta E
Brown 1st; Mrs George Mahoney 2nd and 3rd.
French embroidery and eyelet collar and cuff
set, Mrs A Jacobson, Roxbury Mass 1st.
Irish crochet bag, Mrs George Mahoney 1st.
Irish crochet collar, Mrs F K Pre-cott 1st;
Mrs J A McKeen 2nd.
Embroidered Dutch collar, Effie C Mathews
Lower *st,
French embroidery and eyelet centerpiece,
Mrs M J White 1st; Mrs Harold Hayford 2nd;
Mrs J Lee Patterson bid
Battenberg sideboard scarf, Mrs G E Marsh
1st.

French embroidery and eyelet sideboard
scarf, Mrs A S McKeen 1st; Mrs Harold Hayford 2nd.
Embroidered pillow cases, Josie Knwlton 1st,
Embroidered towels, Mrs George Mahoney
1st; Mrs Harold Hayford 2nd and 3rd.
Drawn work guest towels, Mrs J Lee Patterson 1st; Mrs George Mahoney 2nd.
Embroidered guest towels, Mrs George Mahoney 1st; Mrs Harold Hayford 2nd and 3rd.
Eyelet and French embroidery waist, Mrs.
Effie Mathews 1st; Madeline Coombs 2d ard,3d.
Beaded waist, Mrs G E Marsh 1st; Mrs Warren E Marsh 2d.
Embroidered dress, Mrs Arthur Coombs 1st.
Embroidered corset cover, Mrs Arthur
Coombs 1st.
Mexican drawn work lunch cloth, Mrs Lme
Mathews 1st.

Drawn work handkerchief, Mrs Effie Math-

ANCONAS.

Walter Bennett, 1st

department:

Battenberg centerpiece,Mrs Will

LEGHORNS.

on

1

1st.

pullet.

on

ROSE COMB

ROSE

on

INDIAN

cock and

on

sent on

CORNISH.

P Woodworth, 1st
hen.

in

MAINTAINED

Mail orders

tion.

W
on

and hen.

cock

Samples

on

TOULOUSE GEEse
A J Kenniston 1st and 2nd
Walter Bennett 3rd

COCHINS.

BUFF

J R

cockerel and 2nd

on

pullet.

EMBDEN GEESE

COCHINS.

WHITE

SSrOLC PRICES WILL BE

Walter Bennett, 2nd on hen and 1st on cockerel
J R Scripture, 2nd On cockerel and 1st on

J Kenniston, 1st and 2nd
Walter Bennett, 3rd

R Scripture, 1st on pen of fowl.
Walter Bennett, 1st on cock and hen

ROSE

pen of fowl.

on

Advance

the

Before

Large invoice of Table Damask, ^
Linen, Dress Linen, Fancy Hucts
Guest Towelling, Crashes, Etc.

BLACK HAMBURGS.

A

J

Bought

A J Kenniston. 1st and 3d on cock; 2d on hen.
Walter Bennett, 2d on cock; 1st on hen.
E A Drinkwater, 1st on pullet.

J

BRAHMAS.

DARK

PLAIN AND NOVELTIES

HAMBURGS.

PENCILED

WHITE CRESTED DUCKS

Walter Bennett, 1st on pen of fowl.
A J Kenniston, 1st on cock and hen.
Walter Bennett, 2nd on cock and hen.
J R Scripture, 1st on pullet and cockerel.

on

hen and 1st and 2d

on

WILD MALLARD DUCKS

DORKINGS.

COLORED

A J Kenniston. 2d

on

W P Woodworth, 1st

E A Drinkwater, 1st on cock; 1st and 2nd
hen; 1st and 2nd on cockerel and pullet.

Fall Dress Goods

HAMBURGS.

'cock; 1st and 2d

on

FABRIC3

on

E A Drinkwater, lat on hen and cockerel;
1st and 2d on pen.
Walter Bennett, 2d and 3d on hen.

on

pullet.

J R Scripture, 1st

THE LATEST MODELS AND

SILVER SPANGLED HAMBURGS.

Walter Bennett, 1st on pen of fowl; 2d
cock and hen.
A J Kenniston, lat on cock and hen.
SILVER PENCILED

Skirts

THE FAMOUS M. & O.

V

pullet.

Walter Bennett, 1st
hen.
E A Drinkwater, 3d
on cockerel and pullet.

*

Fall Dress

WHITE FACED BLACK SPANISH.

B Heagan, 1st on pen of chicks.
Walter Bennett, 1st on cock; 1st and 2d on
hen.
H B Heagan, 3d on hen.
E A Drinkwater, 1st and 2d on cockerel and
H

E A Drinkwater,

WHITE DORKINGS.

J Kenniston 1st on cock; 1st and 2nd
hen; 1st and 2nd on cockerel; 1st and 2nd
SILVER

on

ROUEN

A

CARLE A JONES
Fall Awnouncemejir

ENGLISH RED CAPS.

E A Drinkwater, 1st on cock; 2d and 8d
hen; 1st on cockerel; 1st and 2d on pallet.
Walter Bennett, 1st on hen.

AYLESBURY DUCK
on

I"-

on

Mrs. Rose Sheldon, Belfast, 3rd

COMBED BLACK ORPINGTONS.

A J Kenniston, 1st
hen and 1st on pullet.

on

Walter Bennett, Limestone, 1st on pen of
fowl.
Gay Holmes, Waldo, 2d and 3d.
Gay Holmes, Waldo, 1st on pen of chicks.
H B Heagan, Norridgewock, 1st and 2d on
xx

ROSE COMBED BUFF ORPINGTONS.
on cock and 1st and

Kenniston, 1st

hen.

were

follows:

cock;

AJ

A J Kenniston, 1st on pen of fowl.
B A Drinkwater, let on pen of chieka.
A J Kenniston, 1st on hen.
E A Drinkwater, 2d and 8d on hen; lat
cockerel and pullet.

races

were won

A J Kenniston, 1st and 2nd on cock and hen;
tary conditions which should be remeJ R Scripture, 1 on pullet.
died. Several of these cases admittedly
A J Kenniston, 2d on pullet,
J R Scripture, 1st cockerel.
originated from contaminated well water,
A J Kenniston, 2nd on cockerel.
and others from open sewage and condiWHITE WYANDOTTES.
of
matter
The
tions at a public dump.
E L Colcord, Belfast. 1st, 2d. 3d on pen of
sewage is for the city to deal with, and
fowl, and 1st and 3d on chicks,
E P Michaels,Belfast, 2nd on chicks.
under the Revised Statutes the board of
Paint
E L Colcord, 1st, 2d, 3d on cock and hen and
health is authorized to “order the sup1st on cockerel.
work.
a
costa
painter's day’s
Every gallon
Walter Bennett, 3d on cockerel.
pression and removal of nuisances and
Poor paint, more gallons; good paint, leas
conditions detrimental to life and health gallons.
E L Colcord, 1st, 2nd and 3d on pullet.
COLUMBIAN WYANDOTTES.
Every extra gallon adds to your job its price
found to exist within the limit of its
and the painter’s day’s work; not far from $5 a
A J Kenniston, 1st and 3d on cocks,
shows
recent
A
analysis
jurisdiction.”
gallon.
Walter Bennett, 2nd on cock.
There are a dozen good paints and hundreds
the water furnished by the Belfast
A J Kenniston, 1st on hen.
is one of the dozen. The
Devoe
of
cnes.
poor
J R Scripture, 2nd on hen.
W ater Co. to be in good condition to use chances are: there isn’t another in this town.
Walter Bennett, 8d on hen,
DEVOE
ior all domestic pvpdses and “free from
SILVER WYANDOTTE.
sell
it.
Hall
Mason
&
sewer
wastes
with
contact
all evidence of
A J Kennedy, 1st and 2d on cock and hen.
or with polluted surface drainage.” The
SILVER LACED WYANDOTTE.
Veterans to Meet tn Camden.
location of the city is favorable for
Walter Bennett, 1st on pullet.
2nd
Members of the 14th Maine Infantry,
SILVER PENCILED WYANDOTTE.
drainage, the conditions generally are Maine Battery, Navy Veterans and Berdan’s
A J Kenniston, 1st on pen of fowl; same on
healthful, and the few plague Bpots now Sharpshooters’ Association will hold their anCamden.
chicks; same on hen and cock; same on cockerel
Sept. 10th, at
known to exist should be eradicated at nual reunion Thursday,
A full attendance is desired from each organiz- and pullet.
■once.
ation. Members will report at the Poet hall at
PARTRIDGE WYANDOTTES.
10.30 A. M., following which a business meetA J Kenniston, 1st on pen of fowl; same on
be
will
than
more
and
is
of
Dinner
held.
election
will
be
supper
The coming
ing
cock.
in Grand Army hall.
-local interest and importance. Of na_ served

/

WHITE CRESTED BLACK POLISH.

DlUUiO

the

over

beo end let on cock-

on

GOODEN BEARDED POLISH.

WYANDOTTES.

BUFF

F A Drinkwater, 8d
erel end pullet.

E A Drinkwater, let on cockerel and pullet.

Wednesday Aug. 19th, the second day of the
A J Kenniaton, bt and 2d on cock.
Belfast fair, there was a large attendance and
Walter Bennett, Sd on cock.
A J Kenniaton, 1st and 2nd on hen.
although a few acattering rain drops fell in till
Walter Bennett, Sd on hen.
afternoon the full program was successfully
GOLDEN WYANDOTTES,
carried out and the general verdict wae: “The
A J Kenniaton, lat on ppn of fowl.
beat fair in years." It was Governor's Daj
Walter Bennett, 2nd on pen of fowl.
and Governdr Haines, who was the guest of
Walter Bennett, bt on cock.
the management, apolce briefly on non-politiJ R Scripture, 2d on cock.
A J Kenniaton, 3d on cock.
cal lines and was given a rousing reception,
Walter Bennett, 1st on hen.
Congressman Peters was also present and wai
A J Kenniaton. 2nd on hen.
3 R Scripture, 8d on hen, and bt on cockerel.
warmly greeted. The governor spoke especBLACK WYANDOTTES.
ially of the poultry show and of the *fine exhibits in the ladies department, but expressed
A J Kenniaton, lat on cock.
Waiter Bennett, 2d and 3d on cock.
his disappointment in the agricultural, orchard
A J Kenniaton, lat on hen.
and cattle exhibits. This msy be explained is
Walter Bennett, 2nd and 8rd on hen.
part as due to the lateness of the season, esSINGLE COMB RHODE ISLAND REDS.
for
and
another
season
there
fruit,
pecially
Walter Bennett, lat on cock.
will no doubt be a better showing in these lines.
J R Scripture, 2nd on cock.
The governor gave many interesting statistics
Walter Bennett, 1ft and 2nd on hen.
J R Scripture, 3rd on hen and 1ft on cockerel.
concerning apiculture in Maine, stating,
J W Wallace, Belfast, 1st on pullet.
among other things, that there are now 75,ROSE COHB RHODE ISLAND REDS.
0G0 men, women and boya engaged in agriH B Heagan, lat on cock and hen.
cultural pursuits, and spoke of the great good
RHODE ISLAND WHITES.
the government and State are doing in holding
W P Woodworth, lat on pen of chicks, cock
in
various
of
the
demonstrations
State and hen.
parts
in agricultural, horticultural and orcharding.
AMERICAN DOMINIQUES.
Space was occupied in the exhibition hall by
A J Kenniaton. 1st and 2nd on cock and lat
J. L. Sleeper & Co., Victrolas; A. J. Goodhue & and 3d on hen.
E A Drinkwater, Sabattus, 2nd on hen, and
Co., plumbers; Ervin Rockwood, with the Allen
1st on cockerel and puliet,
portable bath apparatus, De Laval separator
A J Kenniaton, 2nd on cockerel and pullet.
and Peerless steam washer; Mosher, the music
BLACK JAVAS.
man; J. M. Whitcomb with Beagle pups.
A J Kenniaton, 1st on cock and hen.
The midway, the greatest ever seen in BelWalter Bennett, 2nd on same.
fast, was thronged all day. The Ferris wheel,
WHITE ORPINGTONS.
the first to be set up in Waldo county, was a
Walter Bennett, lat and 2nd on cock.
the
was
lib
attraction,
great
merry-go-round
H B Heagan, 3rd on cock.
erally patronized and dancing in the pavilion
W Bennett. 1st and 2nd on hen.
There
H
B Heagan, 3rd on hen.
was one of'the most enjoyable features.
J
R Scripture, lat on cock and 3rd on pullet.
side shows, refreshment
were
numerous
Walter Bennett, 1st and 2nd on pallet.
booths, etc. In front of the grandstand, six
BUFF ORPINGTONS.
free acts were given, including trick bicycle
Walter Bennett. 1st on pen of fowl.
Kvwv....»Uvto,
Gay Holmes, 2nd on pen of fowl.
and trained dogs. The Belfast Band, which
waller Dennett, ist on coca.
R B Heagan, 2nd on cock.
each
was
furnished
excellent
present
day,
Walter Bennett, 1st on hen.
music. The balloon ascension in the afternoon
H B Heagan, 2nd and 3rd on hen.
was one of the best ever seen here.
Prof.
Walter Bennett, 1st on cockerel and pullet.
J R Scripture, 2nd on cockerel and pullet.
Henry Graham of Boston went up directly

PARTRIDGE PLYMOUTH ROCK.

The Shoe Situation.

!

Bennett. 2nd on cock,
riptan, >d on eoek.
bt on hen.
• wcnniaton,
Wnlter Bennett, 2nd on hen.
J R Scripture, 8d on ben.
A J Kenniaton, bt and 2nd on pullet.
3 R Scripture, Id on pullet.

THE BELFAST. FAIR.

cock and hen.

ews

BLUE ANDALUSIANS.

J R Scripture, 1st on cock and hen.
E A Drinkwater, 2d on cock and hen.
Walter Bennett, 3d on hen.
white polish.

A Drinkwater, 1st on pen of
2d on cock; 1st on hen; 1st

E
and
cockerel and pullet.

on

chicks; 1st
and 2nd on

cock and hen.

silver bearded poli&h.
R Scripture, 1st on cock and hen.
A Drinkwater, 2d on hen.

J
E
J R Scripture, 1st

on

A MISTAKEN IDEA

people who still resort
to
drugged pills or alcoholic orsyrups
general
overcome colds, nervousness
the
pure,
debility, and who know that in Scott
a
There are some

to

silver polish.

Walter Bennett, 1st

1st.

cockerel and pullet.

golden polish.

Walter Bennett, 1st and 3d on cock.
E A Drinkwater, 2d on cock.
Walter Bennett, 1st and 2d on hen.

unadulterated nourishment
but refrain
Emulsion is eminently better,
it may
from taking it because they fear
lead to excessive fat or obesity.
a
This is a mistaken idea, because Scott
before
Emulsion first strengthens the body
tnolring flesh. Its blood-forming properties aid nature to throw off sickness by
and
building health from its very source,
flesh is formed only by its continueduae.
Avoid alcoholic substitutes for SCOTT S.

1st.

Towels, Mrs Harold Hayford, 1st; Mrs J Lee
Patterson, 2nd; Mrs George Mahoney, 3rd.
Handkerchief, Mrs Harold Hayford, 1st.
Crocheted cap, Mrs Harold Hayford, 1st and
3rd; Mrs M R Knowlton, 2nd.
f'tif

nmrlr

Hrtilioa

Mrs

M R Knowlton. 1st

Worsted quilt, Josie Knowlton, 1st, Mrs Guy

Gray,

2nd.

Embroidered baby’s bonnet, Mrs John Beckwith, 1st.
Crocheted lace centerpiece, Mrs. Stephen
Pierce, 1st.
Patch work pillow top, Mrs Cordelia Sawyer,
1st.
Crocheted hat pin, Mrs M R Knowlton, 1st.
Plaster paris painting, Mrs Guy Peavey, 1st.
Indian bead work, Mrs W J Clifford, 1st.
Collar and cuff set, Mrs M R Knowlton, 1st;
Mrs Effie Mathews, 2nd and 3rd.
Waist, French dots and soiid work, Mrs G E
Marsh, 1st.
and best exhibit by Mrs Effie Math-

First Maine Ca»
The

forty-third

Cavalry

Wednesday
at G. A. R. i
to notify Comrade N
they are coming and t
Maine.

SHOW.

There were ten entries at the Baby Show,
held in the hall Thursday afternoon, with Mrs.
H. A. Drinkwater, Mrs. L. P. Miller and Mrs.
J. L. Sleeper, judges, although the True cup
prizes were awarded by weight.
Morris Robert Upham, Belfast, aged 16
months.
Whitehead, Belfast, aged 2
years and 6 months.
Shirley Izetta Salisbury, Belfast, aged 3

Georgia

Emma

months.

Maurice Lee Sanborn, Belfast, aged 8
months.
Eleanor Hart Burgess, Belfast, aged 13
months.
Eva Elizabeth Horn, Belfast, aged 2 years
and 2 months.
Llewellyn G. Mitchell, Belfast, aged 9
months.
Frank Edward Charlton, Lowell, Mass., aged
9 month and 28 days.
Hope Heald Andrews, Belfast, aged 5
months.
Helen Rebecca Vinal, Cambridge, Mass.,
aged 26 months.
Heaviest over one year, Helen R. Vinal, 31

pounds.

Heaviest under one year, Llewellyn G.
Mitchell, 23 3-8 pounds.
Lightest under one year, Shirley I. Salisbury,
14 pounds.
Lighest over one year, Eleanor H. Burgess,
213-4 pounds,
1
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44 South Main Street
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MON

1

H.

Forest House, Monro.
tember 2nd:
York’s Hotel, Brooks. :
The Hotel, Thorndike

Hr-

Hj

Hr
H
Hr

ber 4 th.

Central House, Unity.
ber 4th.
Bellows House, Freed.-n
tember 5th.
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I hereby forbid all p
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date.

Belmont, August 25.
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6-HORSE PO\o ^
saw titl'd
Giant threshing much
Will sell cheap for cash

ONEgine and

Searsport, August
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of Belfast
runpnieeting

Tte

at

I'^j News
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Mrs.

Tbe

the G. A. K. will have their

large
Tuesday, Sept.
"meetingJesired
consider the work for
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quality

A

to

1S

Bttendance

let.

Bar Room i» tte special
s’ichts in A
House. This film in five
the
Opera
»t
t
the big
Jrawn capacity houses in all
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or new
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Virgil L. Hall,

Miss

i<;i
‘0
a»yt0
s Hud®00'
Club have given
A .man's
T”'

B"d".

W illiam Holt.

'■

wili be a dance at Silver Harvest
i..a!l, Waldo, Friday evening, Aug. 28th,
-very Friday evening thereafter.

gfO

!

1 second hand Cadillac
from William Hoi
Both of these machines
will be sold at a bargain.

3

Marian have
I Mrs. Ida Frankel and daughter
returned from a trip to New York.
to his home
Charles S. Bickford is confined
rheumatic trouble.
on Cedar street by a

pairs Women's Silk Holeproof,
guaranteed 3 months without
holes,.$3.00
prs. Men’s Silk Holeproof, 2.00

To be found

only

who came to
Geo.ge U. Russ of Stonington
has
the Belfast Fair with his merry-go-round,
Belmont Aveune.
located on Alto street, near
of Thomas H. MarThe flag at Memorial Hall
half mast last Thursshall Post was placed at
whose
in honor of Mrs. Andrew E. Clark,

at

Keen’S orchestra.
sphere Monday afternoon was opcold
l ot at night it became decidedly
lands
st was reported on the low
morning—the first frostof the season,
Me

I

|
j s,

j

3

.„rs

‘"“'eO

Hose FREE?

holeproof

taken the agency for the
Norton
,re and has sold two seven-passenger
and a
a six-54 to Virgil L. Hall
has

day

funeral took place that morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Q. Frost of Pittsfield
G. Cottrell house,
have bought the Sylvanus

yesterday morning.

ost

..

masted schooner Henry S. Little
of coal last week at Lewis’
.arc. 1 1 cargo
the Fuel & Hay Co. A large part
;
■
*
the Penobscot Bay Elecit-go was for
& Co and was delivered
Sherman
and
vessel.
;.,r. the
The following letters
-ED LETTERS.
ur

The dates of the Monroe fair are Sept. 8th,
and 10th, and as usual everybody will go

...

i
1

^
T'.’

j

unsightly hedge
having the rocks removed
It will add greatly to
ry to grading.
y attractive grounds.
he

night

now

ij
j

Mrs. Jane Cole has gone to her home
is

Mrs.

for her.

She is

much

Rolerson
24th

celebrated her tenth birthday August
her young friends from 2

by entertaining

C. E. Embree and Charles Howes
were guests of M. O. Wilson last Monday....
Lincolnville
Center
in
■;
ulton spoke
Mrs. George Daggett attended the campmeetveiling. Mr. Madigan and Judge !
in Washington, Me., last week-Misses
ing
were to speak in Searsmont last evenDora and Marian Brown and friends spent
Sunday with their mother, Mrs. Ella Brown.
nence that nearly filled the old theatre
N ew Advertisements. Carle & Jones make
wing greeted the first episode of
this week. They
ion Dollar Mystery” at the Opera , their Fall Announcement
fall dress skirts in
Monday and Tuesday, and bids fair have the famous M. & C.
models and fabrics; fall dress
the latest
greatest picture that has ever been
before the
this city. The next episode will be goods, plain and novelties, bought
in price, and a large invoice of table
advance
4th
and
5th.
and
Saturday. Sept.
r.day
art linen, dress linen, crashes, etc.
,ly has an equal chance to win the damasks,
Harry W.
will be maintained
Old

i

j
1

:

I

...

Pendergast caring
improved in health.... Mrs. Arthur Higgins and daughter Vesta are spending the
week in Waterville visiting friends-Helen
and

mcratic campaign in Waldo county
j [ast week by Hon. W. R. Pattan;Poke in Unity Saturday afternoon
Liberty in the evening. Monday he
V\ interport and Hon. John B. Madi-

..

to 5 p.

m....

|

i

|
i

i

prices

...

Clark & Co., the Main street clothiers, have
Colonial Theater Friday and Saturday about 100 more men’s suits and 5u boys’ suits,
and 29th, with matinee Saturday at and about 50 fall and winter suits from last
:he story of “The Bishop’s Carriage,” j
fall and winter’s stock, which they would like
e “best sellers”, will be presented in i
to close out before their fall line arrives. See
ctures by the company in which Mary \
the offer they make to customers on these
is the leading lady.
Monday and j
goods and on rain coats and fall overcoats...
Aug. 31st and Sept. 1st, The Jungle The Holeproof pure silk hose are guaranteed
will present at the Colonial the Paul
to wear three months without holes. They are
y African Hunt, the most marvelous
to be found only at the Dinsmore Store.. .J, W.
pictures ever taken, a $250,000 proa caution notice..
Morse of Belmont

A...

;

.,

:r

|

j
ji
*

r’:

j
j

ai

j

;

asaocintion
The Waldo County Veteran
will meet with Union Harvest Grange, Center
Hontville, Sept. 3rd; if stormy, the next fair
day.

I

Also

|
I;

we are

the rain

tric

lights.

§

4

HARRY W. CLARK & CO. j The

way of electric cars from Camden. The campJudge George G. Johnson had an ill turn last
meeting at Temple Heights is still on and week and is confined to the house at present
landings will be made there each way and though steadily improving.
there is a band concert at Oakland Park every
who would
Any one wishing to take a girl
Sunday afternoon.
work for her board while attending High

William

record, in fact, since six years ago, when I.
T. Clough was chief, and the city went from
just after Thanksgiving until March without
There have been no
an alarm of any kind.
est

alarms this

month up to date.

THE MAINE KEGISTER.
was

ureen,

wno

was

caugut

me

fair grounds with 16 pints of whiskey on his
on Bridge
person, and whose boarding place
street was later searched and 16 pints found
was
there, was tried before Judge Knowlton,
convicted and sentenced to pay a fine of $100
and costs in each case, and to serve 60 days in
jail, and in default of payment of fine and
costs 60 days additional. As he was unable to

Mr.

See

diamond Disc
| 44\7'bu

1914-15.

This

birds.”

Albert Morse of Camden was operated
Saturday at the Waldo County hospithas enal, and Vernie Robbins of East Belfast
tered as a medical case. Mrs, S. P. Shaw returned home Monday and Mrs. Hannah StevMrs.

Tuesday, both medical

ens

v.

starreu

delivering that indisMaine Register, for
book, starting as a manual of
the

in 1870, has grown in size and merit
with each succeeding year, until the present
edition gives a book of 1070 pages, every page
filled with information concerning the State of
Maine. Mr. Grenville M. Donham of Portland has compiled the book annually for over
forty years and the edition of today shows the
result of his careful work in every page. It is
a book which no man doing business in Maine
can afford to be without.

370 pages

icimond point, instead

i

to every

||

It might be told that there is fifty per cent more
music on one of these new records than on any other disc;
that this means that the compositions of the masters can
be played without cutting, just as the masters intended
them to be heard. There could be pages of description
about the diaphragm, the staunch power of the motor and

j
I

ever-changing

f

|
I

|

the skill of the governor.
But none of these facts can adequately picture the
tone colors possessed by the new phonograph. The secret
of recording and reproducing them is the secret of this

[

new

!

Saturday and is with Miss Millie Mitchell...
Mr, and Mrs. Edward Mason and grand-daughter, Barbara, went to SabattUB last Saturday
to visit their children, Mr. E. A. Mason and

F. Sturtevant officiating. The former
be at 2 and the latter at 3 o’clock.
The Belfast Band will have an excursion to
Crescent Beach next Sunday on steamer May ;
Archer,leaving Lewis wharf at 8.30 a. m. The
tickets are 50 cents and are limited to 200. j
They will give a concert at Glover’s Point. It i
will

is

Mrs. Nina Stevens.

England Telephone

and Tele-

died in

The remains of Seth M. Conant
Worcester, Mass Aug. 24th. arrived Wednesday night, accompanied by his mother, Mrs.
Elizabeth A. Conant, and aunt Mrs. John R.
who

The funeral will take place at the
Waterman house but the arrangements are

Waterman.

not

yet

made._
The Churches.

10 30

Conference,
Conducted by W J Weir, Gen Sec

11 00

“Personal Equipment,”
Rev A A Blair, Kev W J Setzer
Business Session. Report of Sec and
Roll Call of
Tie as and Co Supts.
Schools. App of Com.
Picnic Dinner in Vestry
Rev H S. Pearl
Praise Service,

Address, “Our Goal,”
Rev Horace B Sellers

Music
2

30

Departmental Conference
Teacher Training,
Wesley J Weir
Adult,
Temperance,
Home Dept,
Missionary,
Elementary,

4 00

inyention.

7 30
8 00

8 30

Rev J J Hull
Orlando E Froet
Rev A J Lockhart
Mrs Nellie Morgan
Rev C H McElhiney

at

**■VXTff
*

m

!

am

j

31 tf

Watches,

YOUR

Clocks and

Jewelry

of. and be sure to have your work done by

Jeweler,

W. M. THAYER,

Phoenix Row.

held

through the principal streets. The speak-

ers at

the

the fifth biennial Christian

mornirtg

exercises

were

Rev.

George

Farm for Sale.

C. Sauer of Bangor, Rev. Chester W. Doe of
Dexter, Harry W. Rowe of Waterville, Rev. A.
J. Shartle of Waterville, Frank Dunn of Houlton. Miss Harriet H. Cole of Brunswick, Arthur C. Hall of Waterville, Mrs. Ida Quimby
Moulton of Buckland, Mass., Rev. J. B. Coy of
Harrison and W. P. Breneman of Auburn.

The justly celebrated Robbins-Frank

Berry
Heagan place; three miles out only, an
among splendid neighbors; 120 acres splen-

“Temperance and Citizenship” was the subject of the afternoon session. Hon. Daniel A.
Poling of Columbus. O., spoke on “The Challenge of the Kingdom to the Youth of the

did soil; lots of timber and wood; buildings

Church.” The temperance conference was led alone worth over $5,000.00. Make offer.
by W. P. Breneman. In the evening a ban32tf
F. E. ELKINS. Belfast, Me.
quet was served, many of the Christian Endeavor workers making brief a ddresses. The
general subject was “Christian Endeavor at Dental
to Close
Work for Christ and the Church.” The convention closed Friday. At the forenoon sesat
Noon
sion Rev. Francis E. Clark. D. D L. L. D., of
Boston and Rev. George C. Sauer of Bangor
the undersigned, agree to close our offices
installed the following officers for the coming onWe,
Saturdays at noon, during the months of
year: Vice presidents, Baptist, Rev. W. S.
July, August and September.
Sturtevant of Belfast; Free1 Baptist, Harry W.
W. C. LIBBY,
Rowe of Lewiston, Rev J. C. Gregory of
ERNESTS WEBBER,
Presque Isle; recording and corresponding
C. W. JENNYS,
secretary. Miss Edith M Nash of Portland;
G. P. LOMBARD.
treasurer, Frank Dunn of Houlton; transportaA. M. LOTH ROB,
tion manager, Arthur C. Hall, Watervill*-; deA. O. STODDARD.
partment superintendents, junior and intermediate, Mi8s Harriet H. Cole of Sedgwick.
Missionary education. Rev. J. B. Coy of Harrison; Quiet Hour and Evangelism, executive
committee; Temperance and Christian Citizenship, W. P. Breneman of Auburn; IntroducNearly 200 Bred Sows for August and Septions, Miss Florence Taylor of Springdale;
Summer School, Harry W. Rowe of Lewiston. tember farrow, including O. I. C. Yorkshires.
Poland Chinas, Essex. Cnesters, Berkshires and
At the afternoon session Governor W. T.
Mulefeet.
Haines was highly commended for his stand
About 125 young hoars two to six months
and work for the enforcement of the prohibiO I. C Poland Chinas, Essex,
tory law by the Fifth Biennial State Christian old,
Yorkshires,
Chesters
and Berkshires. Pigs shipped at two
Endeavor convention at Pittsfield Thursday.
months old in lots to suit purchaser from one
The principal speaker of the afternoon was
Hon. Daniel A. Poling of Columbus, Ohio. ( to a carload. We do not get fancy prices, and
we guarantee shipment of nice stock.
W:e have
Following an address by Judge F. F. Lawrence,
Mr. Poling in words of strong emphasis told ; approximately 5.P00 head to select from
NEW ENGLAND
his audience that he wished he was a voter of
LIVE STOCK COMPANY,
Maine in the coming election and if he were
2m32
he should vote for Governor Haines. He urged
Peabody, Mass.
that every voter in Maine cast his vote for Mr.
Haines because of his work in the interest
of prohibition. He was accorded a big ap|
plause.

Offices

Saturdays.

For Sale

FRANK A.

PERRY’S.

CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY.
8EARSP0RT and 60 MAIM ST., BELFAST
Telephone connections at both places.
All calls answered

2
Price Sale

on

Has three sleeping rooms, a
also a large piazza.

room

LOUVILLE J. POTTLE, Belfast. Me.

WANTED

Pork Sausage.15c
Sweet Oranges .19c doz
Large Bananas, very best grpde.19c

A

seven

or

with born for

Fancy Smoked Altwives.17c
Large Queen Olives...32c quart
Fancy Prunes, 3 lbs for.25c
Campbell’s Canned Soups. 9c
9c
Canned Salmon.
Peanut Butter, 2 lbs for.25c

_

Tel

a

more
small

room

tenement

family. Apply
R.

K.

134-14

to

YOUNli.
JOlf

LISTEN-MR.

Corn Flakes. 8c

PERRY’S CASH MARKET

living

a kitchen,
Apply to

Nice Bay Haddock.;. 5c per lb
Tender Rib Roast.. .14c
Large Mouthed Preserving Jars.6.\c per qt
Fancy bugar Cured Bacon.1§; per lb

Kellogg’s

33tf

SHORE COTTAGE AT THE BATTERY.

\
and

j

promptly.

TO LET

Grape Fruit!

Just received 20 boxes Grape Fruit, which
This
we shall sell at ONE-HALF FRIGE,
fruit is large, heavy, juicy and fine flavor,
7c. each or four for 25c. Just one-half
the regular price. We also offer:

NYE,

Undertakorand Licensed
Embalmer.

i

Opportunity is knocking at your door, so why
not let him in by way of an
agency with our
company. A Massachusetts Stock Company 30
years in the Accident and Health business.
Some one will be appointed as our
ag£nt in
your town, so why let the opportunity
slip
through your fingers? Write for
and terms to
C. I) DEM NETT;
4w34p
No, 15 Cress St., Iiangor, Me.

particulars

To be given away at the

SOCIAL DANCE,
MEMORIAL

HALL,

WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY and

B.

B.

GREENLAW,

CABINET
47

MAKER,

Northport Avenue,
Belfast, Maine.

Telephone 211-12

3m32

TOl-Et

FRIDAY,
September 2, 3 and 4, 1914.

House with barn, 41 Miller
Street. Inquire at
CITY DRUG STORE.
gold to the lady holding the lucky
each
night.
coupon
CARD OF THANKS
to the gentleman holding
We wish to thank the many friends for-their
Governor's Day $2,50 In gold
kindly assistance and beautiful flowers sent in
the luoky coupon each night.
Endeavor State
our late

convention which opened at Pittsfield Wednesday evening, and Gov. Haines and several

JONES,

BUY

Music
Report of Committees
Election of Officers
Picnic Supper at Park
Rev H B Sellers |
Devotions,
Rev J J Hull
Address,
Silver Collection
$2.50 in
Message from the Chicago Con
Rev W F Sturtevant

Adjournment
Thursday, August 20th, was

EDISQN PHONOGRAPH DISTRIBUTORS.

I

lar^e stock,

1

Hayes remains as
graph Co.
chief operator, Mr. Eugene R. Spear as commercial representative and manager and Miss Ella
I. Smalley, the bookkeeper, will become the
Miss Grace H.

1 30
2 00

I

1

j

their first excursion in five years.
The Waldo Telephone Co. on Sept. 1st will j

become the New

j

*

1

Walter

11 30

But the difference between the sound of familiar
machines and the tone colors of the Edison Disc Phonograph
is as readily appreciated as the difference between a plain
drawing and the painting of a master. Hear it—then you
"iours truly,
will know.

CARLE &
I

Hilton of Chicago, Mrs. Charles Millhouse of
South Bend, Ind., Mrs James Pfeston of Lowell, Mass., Mrs. Hugh D. McLellan of Lexington, Mass., Miss Anne C, Crosby of Boston and
Mrs Ralph Em ?ry of Kalamazoo, Mich.

I

CHAS. R. COOMBS, Belfast, Me,

funerals of the two infants, Edgar C.,
and Mrs. John H. McAuliffe, and
W.
Ralph Elmer, son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Rev. 1
Patterson, will take place this afternoon,

Phonograph

reproducer.

an

at your

of Mr.

|j

j

|

Main St. Clothiers,Belfast

With C3iip3t3.it assistant,
service, day or night.

|
:

The

son

...

|

&

cases.

j

t

I

last

on

I

i

I
I

AT YOUR REQUEST. My services as Undertaker
will be subject to your call^at any hour. Bv the use
of telephone and automobile, I can assure you the
same prompt and considerate attention
that has
characterized my work in Belfast for thirty-two years,
and at no extra charge.

|

ijn

the

for

cellent

k

i

Raincoats and Fall

on

Searsport and Swanville

cashier.
n.

in Bel last last week

pensible handbook,
S.

opportunity

indefinitely.
the steamer Golden Rod will make another
excursion next Sunday to Crescent Beach by

Good races, etc.
last
The Bangor Daily News of Monday
Voluntary Bankrupts. Petitions as volunpublished a list of Republican campaign speak- tary bankrupts have been been filed in the
WilScott
Hon.
ers and their appointments.
office of clerk of the U. S. District court by:
25th, and
son was to speak at Unity August
Philemon W. Pitcher, Northport, Liabilities,
26th and at
Hon. J. A. Roberto at Troy August
$517. Assets, $256. Principal creditor listed,
29th,
August
27th.
Saturday,
Freedom August
Horace Chenery, Belfast. Others for smaller
We
Governor Haines is to speak at Palermo.
amounts of Lincolnville, Belmont, Camden and
as to appointhave no further information
Belfast. Attorney, J. R. Dunton. Belfast.
ments for this county.
Frank M. Fairbanks, Unity, undertaker. Limeet
will
The State W. C. T. U. convention
abilities $6095. Assets $4375. Principal crediState prestors listed, Waldo Trust company, Brackett,
in Houiton, Sept. 17-19. The acting
Turner, will pre- Shaw & Lunt, Somerswortb, N. H., and Geo.
ident, Mrs. Quimby of North
will send
W. Toppan & Co., Fairfield. Attorney, Arthur
side. I trust all Waldo Co. unions
and all
full delegations as well as send all dues,
Ritchie, Belfast.
8th, at least.
The report of
The Fire Department.
reports, in good season, by Sept.
our side of the work
By prompt attention to
Stephen S. L. Shute, chief of the fire departin
it
also
let us help the incoming leader, doing
ment, for July shows the smallest number of
remembrance of Mrs. Stevens. E. F. M.
fires for any month during the three years
on
that Chief Shute has served, there being only
The cottage Custer Dickey is building
Commercial street is nearing completion and three telephone calls for chimney fires, with
home.
This is the smallno damage in any instance.
is a very attractive and well arranged
exterior is painted a dark green with
roof is
white trimmings, and the shingled
stained a lighter shade of green. There is a
veranda across the front, which extends along
the east side. The interior is finished in cyfloors. There iB a bathpress with hardwood
water and elecroom on the second floor, city

same

You can figure the saving out for yourself and this grand opportunity is yours.
Commencing today, Thursday, August 27th, and lasting all through next week,
until Saturday, September 5fh Mothers will here be given an opportunity to
make a good saving on their boys’ school suits,

I

Word has been received from the State Superintendent of Schools that the Waldo county teachers’ convention hae been postponed

made hard walking.

The

to give you the

going

Overcoats.

publishes
Preaching service at North Belfast as usual
next Sunday afttrnoon at 2.30 o’clock, followed
appointments of E. H. Boyington, eye
to
committed
he was
jail.
Cases There have been two deaths specialist_B. O. Norton, Belfast, has receiv- give bonds
by Sunday school.
Wednesday afternoon, Aug. 19th, Mrs. Alphoid fever in the family of James H. ed in exchange for Hudson touring cars one
The Christian Scientists hold services in
L. (Dodge) Pumroy, at their home | second-hand speedwell touring car and one phonzo Jackson of belmont drove down from
The Masonic Club. This recently organtheir hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
a
from
in
in
exand
high
both
the fair grounds
stepping
street. Their son Omar D„ died
ized club, which now has a membership of 85
j second-hand Cadillac touring car,
11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
fell face
! and the remains were taken to the ! cellent condition, and which will be sold at a
express wagon caught her dress and
and is still growing, had a house-warming at o’clock, to which all are welcome.
the
to
auto
in
an
| its rooms in Masonic Temple Tuesday evening,
v u
rtaking rooms on Main street, where bargain.... Mrs. G. R. Ellis. Dr. H. M. Ellis. downwards. She was taken
next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
.; .-ral was held the next day, Rev. H. B.
Mrs. J. E. Douglass, Gilbert R. Ellis, Jr., and home of Mrs. A. H, Duhamal on Park street, a
j Aug. 18th, when refreshments were served willThebe services
He
held at 10.30 a. m., (followed by the
ffiiciatirg. The burial was in Swan- Mrs. A. M. Hatch publish a card of thanks- relative, and Dr. E. A. Wilson was called.
and a smoke talk enjoyed. The club rooms
were
and at Trinity Reformed church
former home of the family. Monday See announcement of social dances in Me- found upon examination that no bones
consist of a large reading and reception room, Sunday school,
bruised about
-•
ira Pumroy died, and the remains
■t 2 30 p. m., followed by Sunday school.
morial hall September 2nd, 3rd and 4th. Good broken, although she was badly
billiard
room opening from that, and a
with
This is the only accident j
aken to the Nye undertaking rooms,
music, a good time assured and $15 in gold given the face and head.
The services for the week at the Baptist
large card room. All have been re-decorated
the funeral was held Tuesday, the same away ...The Belfast Fuel & Hay Co. gives
reported in connection with the fair.
! and newly furnished and present a very at- churih will be as follows: prayer meeting this,
<»n
morning service, Sunday
officiating and the interment in notice of an advance in coal prices... .See
The Gladys Klark Company will begin a
j tractive appearance with their ivory enamel Thursday, evening;
No new cases have been reported,
advt. of Jones & Snow_Half price sale ort
three days’ engagement at the Colonial Thea- paint and quiet, effective wall papers. The at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday School at noon; Chris|
service at
W. Blazo and son Harry, Gardner Lane grape fruit at Perry’s Cash Market. See other ter Thursday, Sept. 3d, when they will pre- furniture is of the Dutch craft
type, in fumed tian Endeavor meeting and evening
Leadbetter, who have have been ill prices quoted.. ..The Consumers Fuel Co. An- sent Eugene Walter’s great American play oak with comfortable leather upholstered 7.30 p. m.
dramatic
The
critics chairs. The club is for members of the MaFull.”
nounce an advance in coal prices.
in
disease, are all reported better.
“Paid
The services for the week at the Methodist
everywhere are enthusiastic in their praise of sonic order.
church will be as follows: This, Thursday,
A Chicago critic says: “One of the
this play.
the prayer meeting; young people’s chorus at
There was a large crowd, considering the
strongest dramas of American life—the sensaat 10.45, morning
low temperature Tuesday evening at the band 7.15 p. m., Friday; Sunday,
tion of the season—a play you cannot forget.”
service
concert,which was one of the best of the season. worship; Sunday school at 12; evening
The pjay had a record run of two years in
The eighth concert will be given tomorrow, at 7 30 p. m.
is
The
cast
that
is
some.
and
New York,
geing
The subject of the morning sermon by Rev.
Friday, evening at the usual hour. Following
one that New York has applauded in this play
is the program:
B. Sellers at the Methodist church, !
Horace
and the scenic effects have -been carefully
Crosby next Sunday will be "Christian Growth” and |
March, “Battleship Calyonia,”
created. Don’t miss it.
Bellini
Overture, “1, Puritani,”
in the evening “Power.” There will be service
Meissler
A lawn party under the auspices of the Waltz, “silver Rhine,”
Bouel-Cluc at the Woods schoolhouse Sunday afternoon at
“La Sorella,”
March,
will
be
ladies of the Episcopal Mission,
given Serenade, “Soldiers Dream,
Ryley 2 o'clock. All the members of the young
this, Thursday, afternoon from 3 to 6 o’clock, Popular “Think of the Girl Down Home,”
peoples’ chorus are requested to attend the
Staate
the grounds of Miss Maude Gammans.
on
Friday evening at 7.15 o’clock to act
meeting
P.
Chase
R.
G.
H.”
“C.
Church street. Bags, baskets, fancy articles, March,
on special business.
America
Final,
aprons, trays, ices, jelly, candy and cake will
J. Lee Patterson, director.
The First Congregational Church, Church
be on sale. Among the ladies interested havMiss Carrie Brier of
North Belfast.
street,
opposite Court House, Rev. Haraden
are
the
of
Mrs.
Taliaferro,
party
ing charge
Winter Hill, Mass., spent last week with her S. Pearl, pastor. Summer services: Sunday,
Mrs.
Mrs.
do not know what you have,” said'a certain
A.
C.
Mrs. Lewis Pendleton,
Lane,
family at the Brier home, returning home last 10.45, morning worship and sermon, subject,
Hopkins. Mrs. A. C. Weeman, Mrs. Goodhue, Monday....Mr. and Mrs. Charles Conant of
famous musician when he heard the new Edison
"The Cruelty of Love." Prayer meeting this,
Mrs. W. H. Quimby. Miss Wilson. Mrs. PicksLowell, Mass., are passing a few weeks with Thursday, evening will be omitted owing to
Diamond Disc Phonograph. “You call this the
ley, Miss Helen Picksley, Miss Jennie Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Mackie and Mrs. E. C.
the Missionary meeting of the afternoon.
Miss Gammans. If stormy today the party
greatest phonograph in the world. Yes, it is that. But
Merriam ...Dexter Wiley and daughter of Communion will be observed one week from
the next fair day.
until
be
will
postponed
i' is more than that, It is the greatest musical instrument
Houlton, who visited his parents, Capt. and Sunday, Sept. 6th at the close of the morning
Mrs. William B. Swan was the hostess last Mrs. E. W. Wiley, l*st week, returned to their
in the world. It means more to music than anything that
service. Sessions of the Sunday school will
Mr. and Mrs. Harry A, resumed Sunday, Supt. 13th. The Christian
week at her home on High street of a very home Monday
1 .as ever happened before.”
Society will hold the first service
enjoyable thimble party, given in honor of her Furbish and daughter Clara Furbish, who Endeavor
for the Fall Sunday, Sept. 6th at 6.30 p, m.
guest, Mrs. W'alter B. Kelley of St. Paul, Minn., spent a vacation of two weeks in their home
The words of that music master convey more than can
The annual convention of the Waldo County
formerly of Belfast. About 30 of Mrs. Kelley’s here, returned to Howard, R, I. Monday to
> said in any description. It might be explained that the
Sunday school association will be held at the
former classmates and old friends called dur- resume their positions in the State institutions
Followin Belfast, Sept. 2nd.
ing the afternoon and a very pleasant reunion _Mr. and Mrs. W. s. Hatch and daughter Baptist church
recording method for these new records is known and
§ was
held. The afternoon was passed both in- Grace visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Reuben ing is the program:
That they
practised only at the Edison Laboratory.
doors and in the garden, and about 5 o’clock Sibley,in Freedom three days of this week....
Rev W F Sturtevant
had been in Bangor for 10 00 Devotions,
I sandwiches, ices, cake and coffee were served^ Mrs, M. F. Hurd, who home
consist of a harder and denser substance than has ever
Chas Rhoades
Welcome,
several weeks, arrived
Saturday.... Miss
out-of-town
the
Mrs.
Rev John N Palmer
were
Sadie
guests
I Among
een found for phonograph purposes, and that a permanent
Response,
Helen Brown, who was a teacher for six weeks
Music
arrived
in
of
Mrs.
Burlington, Vt.,
Henry Hoyt in a summer school
I Peterson Rockland, Mass.,
of
needles, is fitted

ducer..

j

here as soon as
63 Cedar street, and will move
Mr. Frost is the
arrangements can be made.
of Orlando
iather of Clarence E. and a brother

The rowboat recently adrertieed in The
Journal wea returned to the owner. Advertising in The Journal paya.

accomThe boys from Camp Quantabacook,
The Central Maine Fair at Waterville opens school will
please apply to Supt. of Schools,
in Belfast last
panied by the councillors,arrived
Sept. 1st and continues for four days, and will W. B. Woodbury.
were returning from a
They
Friday morning.
present the best attractions money can buy,
The Bangor fair opened Tuesday morning
the Campgrounds
hike to Mount Percival and
with something new and up-to-date and never
S.
tomorrow, Friday. Of the poultry
Dr.
O.
at
lunch
at
Band concerts every and closes
and were entertained
seen in Maine before.
exhibits the Bangor Commercial says: "E. L.
Church street. They
Vickery's residence, 74
afternoon and evening. Grand display of fireas
Colcord of Belfast shows White Wyandottes
returned to camp that afternoon by auto,
works Wednesday and Thursday evenings.
first time
Bangor and has some ex-

-.

is

|

|
|

E. Frost.

Poor’s Mills. Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Sheldon
It I
William Russell, Mrs. Eliza Shute came through in their car from Howard,
Mrs. J.
Harl L. Allen, Arthur L. Burse, last week and were guests of Mr. and
F. Sheldon_Mr. and Mrs. Abner Clements
Great De Villir.
and
the | of Waterville visited Mrs. Ella Brown
who
bought
recently
F.Smythe,
other friends last week... Several of the farmhis residence and
between
lot
,:ing
|
Union
Frost’s on Northport avenue, has ers in this vicinity attended the Farmers’
hall last Monday
on the street | meeting at Equity Grange
M

ii

to Monroe.

Seaside Grange hall tonight, given
a
by the Belfast base ball team. Go and have
good time and give the boys a benefit.

called for in the Belfast postoffice
.veck ending Aug. 26th: Ladies—Mrs.
Brown, Mrs. G. A. Bently, Mrs. S. C.

e

j.

are

I
I

9th

Dance in

n

$15.00 8u!t or better we will make you an absolute
present of a $5 gold piece.
On every $8* $10 and $12.50 Suit we will give you a $2.5o
j
gold piece.
On every $6.50 and $7.50 Men's 8uits and on every Widow
Jones $5.00 Knee Pants Suit or better we will give you a
brand new $1.00 bill.
On every

from V. L. Hall.

up

..enter
for u>e
nouse.

We have about 100 more Men’s Suits and SO Boys’ Suits we would very much like
to cldse out before our fall line arrives. Also we have about 50 fall and winter suits
from our last fall and winter’s stock which we shall put in. And here’s our
proposition to you,

price,

same

B. 0. NORTON, Belfast, Maine.

the idea
will remain
lh(. Robbins house and
in their present rooms in the

Msish

the

Of course not— no more
than hundreds of others
who have discovered silk

Edna Bewent to Portland TuesVVm, H. Hall
Mr. Virgil Hall's new car,
me down in
M re.

at

1

with the guarantee to wear
Three Months without holes

Potion.

T£,

SOME OF OUR GOLD?

would you continue to buy
ordinrry silk hose if you
could get the same pure silk

Ernest S. Webber are receiving
upon the birth of a 10 1-8

^Utions

P°“”d '°li8 of

WOULD YOU LIKE

FRANKLY

Maple Grove, North

begin* today.

members of his staff attended. The Governor
made a brief address. In the afternoon a
parade of Boy Scouts, the Sunday schools and
automobiles containing visiting delegates was

Good Music and a
Good Time Assured.

Tickets—Gents 35c.; Ladies 15c.

bereavement.
MRS. G. R ELLIS,
DR. H. M. ELLIS,
MRS. J. E.

DOUGLASS,

GILBERT R. ELLIS, Jr.,
MRS. A. M. HATCH.

Washington, Aug. 24, 1914.

Free Medical Poole—in celebration of sixty years we have
published a revised edition of
Dr. Humphreys’ Manual of all
diseases, giving in minute detail
of
treatment
the care and
Humphreys’
the sick with
Remedies.

war.”
"Will this suspension mean disaster to
our industries?"
"Not disaster, but inevitable interruption to some extent,” replied Mr. Lane,
"It means that suddenly marterials upon
which great industries depend must be
obtained from 6ther sources. Importers,
consumers and manufacturers are mak-

ft* Eflecct Upon the Resource* and Industries of this Country.
“A di-

rect benefit to the United States from

Hannah
/tar daughter,
while
jng to ota account,
another ukoont state* that her two

HUMPHREYS’

freight, will be held up and itt carriage
almost entirely suspended during the

The European War.

(laughers were still bekl by the Indians,
but two yean afterwards were seen with
them on one of their visit# to the island

and

ta

1

*

and is here reproduced as of local interest.]
The record of the family of Hatevil
Hall, chair-maker, relates that Hatevil
Hall was born in Dover, N. H., 1707.
His father was one of three brothers
who came from England, and were
among the early settleis of N. H.,Mass.,
and Conn.
He married Sarah Furbush
of Kittery, Maine, moved from Dover
to Falmouth, where he died Nov. 28,
1797, aged 90 years, leaving 475 descendants.
The names of his children were Dor-

the

countries,

and energy will almost at once
turn to the development of the native resources, rather than permit production
to lag and supply to be diminished in any

terprise

industry,

“f or the maintenance or agriculture,
more and more
for instance, we

rely

largely

upon mineral fertilizers.

The

plant foods are potash,
nitrogen and phosphorus, the latter used
of phosphates. We
the
form
generally in
have depended, with the rest of the
world, very largely upon the mines of
Germany for our supply of potash salts,
and war has cut off this supply, but we
have large deposits of potash in a California reserve which can be immediately
opened and developed if a bill now before
Congress to make these supplies available is enacted. Chile holds a practical
world monopoly of the most readily
three essential

available nitrogen in its great nitrate
beds, and not only the manufacturer of
agricultural fertilizers but also of many
kinds of high explosives, have been made
dependent upon the Chilean supply of
nitrates. If this supply should be cut
off, a new supply would have to be found
manufacturers and agriculture would
suffer, Fortunately this new supply is
We can draw nitrogen from
at hand.
the air and fix it with lime by the use of
or

]

othy, Daniel, Hatevil, Mercy, John,
Ebenezer, Abigail, William, Andrew,
Jedediah, Nicholas, Paul and Silas.

rail.”
“What immediate effects upon mineral
industries may be expected from the
war?” Mr. Lane was asked.
*'AlreaHv the

mnnpr

industry

Ebenezer Hall first married Hannah
Anderson and later married the Widow
Green, and settled on Matinicus Isle,
Maine, being the first white settler that
He was killed by the
ever lived there.
Indians about the year 1749, his son

has felt

the injurious effect of war,” he said,

as

production

has

been

curtailed.

Causes

telephone toll regulations provide

that unless you talk to the

person asKed for there will be NO CHARGE FOR THE TOLL CALL.
Formerly a reduced rate was charged when the number called was reached ever,
though the person asked for was absent or not ready to talk.
N. B. The above does not apply to two-number toll points to which calls for design;.t
ed persons are not accepted.

Why
from you

not make

call

a

now

No talk—no

today?

to

some one

who would like to hear

charge.

Wouldn’t it be worth the price?
If you don’t know the rate, ask the Toll Operator. No charge for a call for rate.'
If you want the Toll Operator to report to you the actual cost of a completed call, plea
notify her when you ’.ive the order for the call. ;

■

IV.

A toll call is more satisfactory than a letter or a telegram, and in
some instances is more economical, because you get the message and
the

answer

for

one

j

|

j

price.

Sickness.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
ANE TELEGRAPH COMPANY

[

—

Children

freight, especially low grade

Constipation

New

K

11UV1VIU

ocean

to the wild life or
the forest they declined to take but little
notice of him. The next day be went to
have a second tiilk with them, hoping to
induce tbemto return to civilized life, but
it waaof no avail.Mra.Hall,widow of Ebenezer, died in 1803, aged 89 years. In
subsequent years Daniel took up and settled on what is now known as Green Island lying south of Carver’s Harbor. He
married Mias Young of Old York, a slater of Susannah Young, of the aame
place. At the time of this murder and
the committing of these outrages by the
Indiana Mr. Hall’s son, Ebenezer, (born
March 19, 1736) was away fishing in one
of his father’s boats, in the vicinity of
Halifax, N. S. When he returned he
found his father was dead and the island
forsaken. He then proceeded to Boston
with his fare of fish and on the passage
up he put into Old York for a harbor.
There be formed the acquaintance of Susannah Young (born March 19, 1740)
They
whom he afterwards married.
came to Pemaquid and lived in the block
house instead of returning to Matinicus
French and Indian
on account of the
War and the hostilities' against the
whites. While there Mrs. Hall and another woman, while driving cows from
the pasture, were followed by the Indians and barely escaped death from the
bullets. After peace was declared Mr.
Hall and wife returned to Matinicus and
lived there many years and raised fifteen
children, their names being:
Hannah, born Sept. 11, 1759; Mary,
born Aug. 25, 1761; Susannah, born May
10, 1763: Jane, born March 4, 1765; Ebenezer, born Feb. 15, 1767; Margaret,
born March 9, 1769; Patience, born Feb.
16, 1771; Sally, born Feb. 9, 1773; Charity, born Dec. 1, 1775; James, born Jan.
26, 1777; John, born Dec. 25, 1778; Abagail, born March 6, 1781; George Washington, born May 3, 1783; David, born
Jan 30, 1786; Betsy, born May 30, 1788.
Ebenezer died Feb. 14. 1813, and was
buried on Matinicus. Susannah, his wife,
then came to live with her son, John,
and was buried in the “Old Cemetery”
at the “Head of the Bay,” South Thomaston. She dieij Dec. 9, 1831.

Don't permit yourself to become constipated,
I as your system immediately begins to absorb
kninrv Q «7 Q XT Q t tkfi t 1 fW U
While considerable copper is consumed U’knnnrrna. T
in the munitions of war, the construc- Ebenezer, first, was a lieutenant in the poison from the backed up waste matter. Use
tive arts of peace furnish a far better Louisburg expedition in 1745. (In manu- Dr. King's New Life Pills and keep well. There
world market for American copper than script letter. Vol. XI Journal of the is no better safeguard against illness. Just
will the destructive art of war. In the ; House of Representatives, Page 236, take one dose
to-night. 25c. at your Druggist.
case of zinc, however, the effect of the
Boston State House, one may find an acthe
The
war
is
and
the
j
death
of
of
the
opposite.
count
Hall,
capEuropean
Bucklen's Arnica Salve for Skin Eruptions.
smelting centers of the Continent are ture of his wife.)
in the zone of fighting. In Belgium for
Ebenezer Hall lived at what is called
CENTER MONTVILLE.
instance practically all the zinc smelters the Back Cove, Portland, Maine. There
lie along the line of attack chosen by he raised three children, two daughters
Harold E. Cushman is building a silo.
the German armies, while in Rhenish and one son, Ebenezer by name. The
Prussia, Austria-Hungary, and Russian girls married. One wedded a man by
J. Burkill has returned to Hudson,
J.
Poland the smelters'are likewise located the name of Proctor, the other a man by
Mass.
where military operations promise to be the name of Allen, and moved back into
M. C. Gordon’s health is slowly immost active. It is within the limits of the country in the town of Falmouth.
It was shortly after this that the proving.
probability to expect a loss of a half million tons in the foreign production of mother died and Mr. Hall married the
F. G. Boynton and family have moved
zinc or nearly half the world’s output, Widow Green. She had three children
to South Montville.
with beneficial effect upon the recent one son by the name of Daniel, and two
Mrs. Winfield Norton and children
over-production in the United States, daughters. The boy was 14 years of
especially as affording the opportunity age. and the girls nine and seven. Mr. returned to Forest Hill, Mass.
to export zinc and galvanized iron proHall then with his family moved to the
Charles Bagley and wife of Thorndike
ducts to South American countries, which island of Matinicus. it being at the close
were at M. C. Gordon’s Aug. 16th.
market has hitherto been only in part of the French and English war, at which
utilized by our exporters.
Mrs. George Greer of Maplewood,
time the English took_the Canadas and
“Fuel oil has a large use in naval war- Nova Scotia from the French.
He then Mass., is the guest of Mrs. W. J. Bean.
fare of today, yet the tying up of the built a stone house which he could use as
J. J. Clement and wife attended the
big tank steamers on both the Atlantic a fort for protection from the Indians. carnival at Northport, returning Sunday.
and Pacific seaports is already embar- The French, who were allied with the InMrs. G. A. Gordon and Miss Helen
rassing the oil producers of this c untry dians, offered a bounty for the scalp of
who depend so largely upon the export every white man they killed, whereupon were in Knox, at J. Webb’s, Thursday.
trade in all the forms of petroleum,crude a band of six Indians went to the Island
The Girls’ Needle and Crochet Club
and refined. On the other hand, Russia, and camped about thirty-six feet south
met with Miss Cassie Cushman Wednesour
rival in oil
the house between two
and

and cheap electrical development,
is done at Niagara Falls and in Norway, and all that is necessary to pave
the way to this electrical development is
the passage by Congress of the Ferris
bill now pending, which will make possible the utilization of the great unused
water powers of the Western States.
“The Southern States have for years
production,
strongest
largely supplied the world with phos- must suffer more complete and longer
the
distribution
of
because
but
phates,
continued interruption of exports, which
system, a large part of this supply has should tend to enlarge the market for
gone to Europe, and much of the phos- our oil.”
phates used in the Western States have
"The supply of cheap foreign barytes
We
been imported across the Pacific.
has prevented the development of many
have some 3,000,000 acres of phosphale
of that mineial, but with
lands in the West lying near the smelters good deposits
the consumers of the Atlantic seaboard
from which is produced the sulphuric acid
already looking for domestic supplies,
necessary to convert these phosphates some of the Southern mines should be
into form available for plant food, and
to supplement the outputs of
still there is no law by which these phos- reopened
those already in operation.”
phate deposits can be made commercially
“The closure of the European market
available, although a bill which would leaves but one
buyer for the radium ores
allow of their immediate development
of Colorado and Utah, which is decided-1
has been favorably reported by the Pubto the disadvantage of the miner.
lie Lands Committee of the House of ly
in Conthe ap- j Had the legislation introduced
and
is
awaiting
Representatives,
gress been promptly enacted the United
aad
Senate.”
House
of
the
proval
States Government would probably have
“Will these resources be developed if |
been buying these ores at this time.”
these laws are passed?” the Secretary
“While the United States leads in coal
was asked.
the Secretary, "tne six
“Of course they will,” he replied. mines,’’continued
nations now at war happen to
“You can depend upon American enter- ; European next
be the six
largest coal mining counprise and ambition to make good when it tries, producing together over half the
is given an opportunity. At present these
Interference with both
world’s coal.
deposits and resources are locked up out the mining and the commeice of these
of use. To open them to use when the
8UDDlv from other countries is cut off I
mand for our coal at least in the neutral
means to make American industries using
And coal is our
countries of the world.
these materials independent of the rest
one resource about which there need be
of the world, and business men will not
no
anxiety. The United States
neglect the opportunity to make our in- is present
now producing 40 per cent of the
of
the
from
safe
dustries
interruptions
world’s supply of coal, and the reserves
war we are now experiencing.”
to be drawn upon exceed, so far as
“What other industries are there now yet
known, those of all the rest of the
dependent upo the products of other world con bined. It is not generally
countries, which can be made independknown, however, to what an extent we
ent?” Mr. Lane was asked.
have been depending upon Europe, prin“The steel industry, for one,” he recipally Germany, for many of the chemiplied. "Manganese is of large import- cal
products derivable from coal, and
ance to this industry, and the largest
which we have been permitting to go to
ore comes from Russia and
of
supply
waste, in the most reckless manner.
other countries with which commerce is
tar obtained in the manufacture of
There are large deposits Coal
now paralyzed.
coal gas, and of coke (in retort ovens)
in South America which have not been
is capable of producing hundreds of
developed, but it iB not necessary even chemical
products, but the chemical inWe have
to go so far away as that.
dustries dependent upon coal tar as a
great stores of manganese in this coun- raw material have had little developtry which has been largely untouched ment in the United States.
Our imbecause it is somewhat inferior in qualiof coal tar products in 1913 were
ports
use
into
home
this
To
supply
bring
ty.
valued at $11,000,000 at initiating points
means merely adoption of methods for
and when they reached the ultimate conits purification, which are known and can
sumer probably cost double that amount.
be successfully used, and then we can
If the present war continues any length
continue making manganese steel withof time the American consumer will
out regard to foreign wars or sources of
have to do without aniline colors and
Material. There are other international
certain drugs, and numerous other
contributions, though, in the steel indus- dyes,
coal tar products or the American manuhave
upon
We
largely
depended
try.
facturers will undertake to supply these
the island of Ceylon for the graphite used
essential commodities which have hitherin the manufacture of the crucibles in
to carried the label “Made in Germany.”
which crucible steel for edge tools and
“The Panama canal is opened in time
Or to take anBmall firearms is made.
to help us in many ways.
Bolivia, for
other metal, European smelters, using
is one of the greateet tin proin part Chinese and Mexican ores, have instance,
countries in the world, but its
in late years furnished much of the ducing
heaviest exportations have been to Euworld’s supply of antimony, which is
and the United States has been
used in the manufacture of type metal, rope,
its supply of materials for the
and also medicinally. War has paralyzed getting
manufacture of tin plate and tin alloys
the production of antimony in England
have gone from London and Liverpool. With the
(at Newcastle), and prices
is easily Ex- suspension of European industry and the
up. Antimony, however,
of the canal, there is no good
tracted from many low grade ores which opening
reason why we should not now step in,
we have in great quantities in at least
bring Bolivia’s tin ore to this country
seven States, and there is no reason why
and and manufacture it.”
we should not make this extraction
"Would this change of Bupply mean
be independent of other countries, both
Similar condi- higher prices in this country?”
as to supply and prices.
"Not necessarily,” replied Mr. Lane,
tions hold in the case of arsenic..
the period of transition from
“A large tonnage of ferromanganese “During
Eng- one supply to another, and the initial
alloys comes from Germany and
of new sources of material,
land. It is only in the last ten years development
cost of production might possibly be
that we have freed ourselves from Sicslightly enhanced, but with a new proily’s monopolistic control of the sulphur
duction and distribution system, wholly
are common and
Flint
pebbles
supply.
once established, there iB no
the supply large enough in the United domestic,
reason why prices should be higher, and
States, but for such an apparently unimthe fine no reason why fluctuations in prices in
portant product as these, used id
have other countries should so affect our ingrinding of cement and ores, we
of dustries or prices of our products to
been depending upon the chalk cliffs
Ores home consumers.”
England, Denmark and France. wholand mineral freight depend almost
a carrier of
ly upon the tramp steamer, the
foreign parentage. Now and alltramp
FOR FLETCHER’S
kinds
steamer has taken to cover,

large

their brother he

interview, but they had be-

an
come ao accustomed

the European war will be its effect in
making the people of this country realize to a greater extent the value of its
mineral resources,” said Franklin K.
Pflco
tom
anxious inquiries as to where they Mo.
Lane, Secretary of the Interior, in an ing
1 Fever*, Congestion*. Inflammations.29
may find in the United States supplies of
“It
is
entirely
possible
interview today.
9 Worm*. Worm Fever.2#
crude materials to replace the foreign
3 Colic. Crying end Wskefulne** of Infants.29
to so utilize these resources and expand
now shut off. This is the oppor4 Diarrhea. of children end Adults.99
our industries that the label ‘Made in supplies
to free itself
of
the
States
United
2 Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.29
tunity
America’ will become familiar in our own from
Focesche, Neuralgia.*»
dependence of its industries upon 88 Toothache,
Headache, Sick Headache. Vertigo.23
foreign markets.”
men are
and
business
other
Weak Stomach.23
countries,
Indigestion,
lO Dyapeiitda,
"Of an importance second only to that
to this fact. They look to the 18 CrouP. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
of the food supply,” said Mr, Lane, "is awakening
Eruption*.23
.beem.
Salt
Government for aid in finding new sourc- 14
the supply of mineral products necessary ces of material with which to
Rheumatism, Lumbago.23
keep the 14
19 Fevor and Acne, Malaria.."J*
to meet the requirements of Twentieth
factories open and in operation. When
Flics, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal. 2 5
efthe
first
of
One
civilization.
century
have found the domestic supply and
9 Catarrh. Influenso,Cold In Head.26
fects of the war has been to make us they
its use, they will not return to de- 90 Whooping Conch.98
Asthma, oppressed, WHnult Breathing.S3
realize the interdependence of nations in begin
8t
upon the foreign supply, and
Kidney Disease.■••*5
the matter of food supply. Most of the pendent
thereafter
or bad times in the UnitWervous Debility. Vital We&tness.1A0
good
countries now at war are dependent up- ed
Urinary Incontinence, Wettlag Bed.23
States, so far as the maintenance of 20 gore
-29
Throat, Quinsy.
on importation of foodstuffs, and we
be more in- 94
will
is
industries
concerned,
the
La Grippe—Crip.25
have cause for self-congratulation in
77
of foreign complications.”
of price,
gold by druggists, or sent on receipt
United Stales that we are able to feed dependent
“What is the Government doing to aid
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO„ Comer
ourselves. What we possibly have not
these
matters?”
York.
industry in
William and Ann streets,New
so fully realized is that we are nearly as
"All it can do under present laws,” reindependent in the possession of essential plied the Secretary.
“The
Nation’s
mineral resources, and that the interfergreatest natural resources are a part of
Hall Family History.
ence with manufacturing caused by inthe public domain, and under the charge
terruption of the flow of importations of of the Interior Department. The anRecord Traced Back to Hatevil Hall, Born
many necessary raw materials, may be nual
reports on the mineral resources of
overcome almost wholly by development
In 1707-Ebenezer Slain by Indians on
the United States, published by the Unitcounown
of neglected resources in our
ed States Geological Survey for the last
Matinicus.
try.”
thirty years, contain not only statistics
“Do you mean,” Mr. Lane was asked, of
[The following historical sketch, written for
yearly production of all commercial The Rockland Courier-Gazette by Frank H.
“that the United States can make itself
facts
useful
but
also
regarding
minerals,
and published in that paper several
independent of the rest of the world in the occurrence, exploitation and appli- Ingraham
years ago, was reprinted last week by request,
its manufactures?”
cation in the arts and sciences of
“Very largely,” asserted the Secre- mineral wealth of the country. The
“The main difficulties to be overtary.
Geological Survey has been instructed to
come are in the rearrangement of the
furnish upon request the addresses of
distribution system necessary to estabproducers from whom buyers can supply
lishing this independence. Business is their wants if the mineral is produced at
established along certain well-marked all in this
country or information regardchannels, and usually follows the line of
the localities where reported deleast resistance. It has been easier and ing
posits are undeveloped. In some inperhaps cheaper, to import mineral prod- stances large deposits remain undeucts and materials from other countries
because of the fact that
than to go to the trouble and expense of veloped simply
distance from market has given to the
developing our own resources of the same foreign sources of raw material with
nature. Forced to the latter course by ! the lower ocean freights an advantage
suspension of commerce with other over domestic producers shipping by
I believe that American en-
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granite ledges,

of

plot of grass about eight feet wide.
Then they besieged the dwelling. Mr.

on

a

\

day.
C. E. Howard and wife and L. W.
Howard and wife passed Thursday at
Windermere Park.

Hall barred the door to keep them out
and was obliged to stay there nearly a
In their
them.
week surrounded by
Fred Turner and wife and little son
determination to capture him and his
are guests
sent
arrows
fire
into the i Arnold of Bridgewater, Maas.,
family they
roof and burned it. As fast as it took of friends in towm.
fire Mr. Hall would take a pole and push j
C. B. Cushman and wife, with Misses
off the burning rafters so they would not Cassie and Helen Cushman, attended
fall within the walls of the house, and at church in Morrill Sunday.
the same time his son shooting with a
Carney Shure is entertaining his mothgun whenever an opportunity offered.
At last the ammunition of the Indians er and sister from Boston. They arrived
Aug. 17th for a month’s visit.
was nearly exhausted and in their desire
Mrs. Inez Andrews and children, Alto lengthen out their supply they cut
their lead bullets in two, and as a decoy fred and Harrison, of Braintree, Mass.,
his gun are visiting J. H. Terry and wife.
one of the Indians who had in
the last half btillet went up back of the
Mrs. E, J. McCarthy and daughter
house and took a position overlooking it Edith of
Cambridge. Mass., are visiting
and prepared to discharge his gun at Sir. J. F. Burkill and wife at Hill View Farm.
Hall whenever he should show his head
During the shower of Friday evening,
above the wall of the house. The other
struck at Fred CarIndians made what noise they could Aug. 14th, lightning
ter’s and burst a water pipe in the cellar.
walking over the pebbly shore, and
Mrs. Freeman Johnson, formerly of
hauling their canoe af,er them. Mr.
Hall hearing the noise that they were [ this town, is visiting old friends here
a short
making and thinking that they had given and Mr. Johnson is expected for
visit.
up their hope and were leaving the island
climbed up and looked over the side of
Arthur Gilpatrick and wife, with their
children, Vaughan and Helen, of DanIndian back of the house brought his gun i
forth, are guests of Volney Thompson
to his shoulder and shot him through the and wife.
into
he
fell
back
the
room
and
head,
Herbert Drinkwater and wife and two
dead. When his wife realized that he [
of
and she left without a protec- children, with Mrs. Rachel Kingsbury
was killed
were recent guests of S. K.
tor, she screamed for quarter, and the Belfast,
Indians hearing her rushed up from the Thompson.
The many friends of P. C. Allen are
beach and said, “Your husband will not
after
give any quarter.” She said “My hus- glad to hear that he is doingatwell
Dr. Tapband is dead.” They immediately broke a serious surgical operation
in the door and proceeded to bind the ley’s hospital in Belfast.
mother and the two girls, removing the
The yoting people had a party Wednesscalp of Mr. Hall. The boy Daniel had day evening at the Grange hall. They
escaped by the back window and hidden were chaperoned by Mrs. H. E. Ramsay,
in the woods back of the house in the Mrs. E. L. Bennett and Mrs. C. B. Cushunderbrush. (Another account says he man.
was hid in the rushes for three days.) The
Justin Jackson has bought a separator
Indians took the mother and the two of
George Edmunds and has built a
girls in their canoes and after sinking crrninprv for thrpRhincr Drain. He is now
that
boats
in
the
of
the
one
fishing
lay
ready to thresh grain as fast as it is
harbor proceeded to Canada. The boy, hauled to him.
after remaining hidden several hours and
The name of Daniel B. Plummer has
feeling satisfied that the Indians had been drawn for
grand jury man for the
given qp the hunt for him and had gone,
year, and that of Leon L. Wigemerged from his hiding place, and look- ensuing
for the traverse jury for the Septeming around upon the situation, espied a gin
ber term of the S. J. court.
fishing vessel lying at anchor off in the
bay. Finding half a canoe he paddled
off from the shore and when he had pro- Telephone Line Across The Ccntinent.
ceeded a proper distance from shore he
With the completion of the line from
took his paddle and placing his coat upon
it, signalled to the vessel. Seeing him Denver to San Francisco there is now
line
they came to his aid and ascertaining his a continuous commercial telephonefrom
wants came on shore and helped him
stretching across the continent
bury his father. He then returned to New York to the Pacific coast, says the
the schooner (Capt. ^Robert Thorndike, September Popular Mechanics Magazine.
master) and Bailed to the Fox Islands, Construction parties working westward
where the schooner belonged. The boy from Salt Lake City and eastward from
the
was taken to Bristol, Old York, where San Francisco met in the desert at
he served as sentinel at Fort Frederick Nevada-Utah State line on June 17, 1914,
was
two
lines
under Capt. Alexander Nichols from and the junction of the
made at a pole erected on the State line.
August 14th to September 30th, 1759.
The evening previous to the final at- Flags were unfurled and the work of
tack the Indians built a fire below the making the last splice was accompanied
of driving
house and proceeded to get their supper. by a ceremony much like that
railThey took some corn and pounded it in a the last spike on a transcontinental
mortar and then cooked it. They then way.
emptied it out of the kettle into a large
dish and seated themselves around it and
with their spoons all ate from the dish.
Mr. Hall- seeing them all busy eating
wanted to take Daniel and three good
out of
guns they had loaded and creep
the back window to where he could get
«My corns dropped out and All Pain and
in range of them. There he thought he
from Callouses and
could kill them all, but his wife in terror Misery has disappeared
Bunions and 25 cents did it.”
seized him and would not let him go.
A package of Ezo for Feet, the quickest
At* the first opportunity Mrs. Hall
made her escape from the Indians and acting and surest remedy for painful, swollen,
returned to the island and later married iweaty feet, costs but 25 cents at druggists.
Dbipman Cobb, in Boston. (Another acIn every package there is a free box of Ezo
count states she was carried to Canada
for Corns. Use it as directed for three days.
to
where
she
Canada
from
England,
ind
3n the fourth day lift out the Corn-all of
was ransomed by Capt AndrewWatkina.)
Corns, 10 cents.
She walked from Boston to Portland and Separate box of Ezo For
_

_

"BY FEET ARE STRONG,
VIGOROUS AHD HEALTHY”

\
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;

To feel strong, have good appetite and di-

|

At a Prr bate Court Held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
A. I). 1914.
system tonic I August,
dock Blood Bitters,
B. BLANCH ARD, executor of the last
Price, $1.00.
will of Marietta Park, late of Sear«port, in
said County of v\aldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying th t the actual market value of the property of said estate, the
persons interested in the succession thereto and
the amount of the tax thereon maybe determined by the Judge ot Probate
Ordeied, that the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and | order to be published three week* successively
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day ot
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a ProAugust, A. 1) 1914.
of
bate Court, to he held at reliast, within and for
n. walnutt
said County, on the 8th day of September, A. I).
executrix of the last will of Joseph Walof
Walin
said
County
1914, at ten of the clock before noou, ami show,
unit, late ot searsport.
why the prayer of said
do, deceased, having presented a petition pray- cause, it any they have,
real
should not lie granted
certain
sell
and
petitioner
t<«
license
convey
for
a
1
ing
JAMES
LIBBY, Judge.
estate described in said petition lor the purposes
A true copy. Attest:
named therein.
W.
Leonard,
Arthur
Register.
Oidered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
At a Probate Court hem at Belfast, within ami
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubfor the County ot 'Valdo outlie second Tueslished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Proday of August. A. I). It 14.
bate court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
said County, on the 8th day of September, A L>.
will and testament of William II. Wight,
1914, at ten .>f the clock before noon, and show
of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceaslate
ol
said
the
have,
prayer
why
cause, if any they
1 ed, having been presented for probate
petitioner should not be granted.
JaMEs LIBBY, Judge.
Ordered. That notice be given to ail persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
A true copy. Attest:
aktbitr W. Leonard, Register.
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, publisher! at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within ami for sain County, on the
At a Probate court neid at Belfast, within and
second Tuesday ot September next, at ten of the
ft r tiie County of Waldo, on the lltli day of
1914.
clock
befoie noou. and show cause, if any they
A.
I).
August
have, why tire same should not he proved, apATTIE HUSSEY of Freedom, ill said ('unity.
and alioweu.
o!
proved
late
Freedom,
widow of Ji lin McDonald,
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
in said Couuty of Waldo, deceased, having preA true copy. Attest:
a
lowance
an
that
may
a
sented
petition praying
W.
Leonard, Register.
Arthur
be made to lit r out ol tile personal estate of said
and enjoy
the family

gestion, sleep soundly

life,

UBe

Bur-

]

I
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searsport,;
{

Catherine

j

A

....

H

deceased.
Ordered,That the said petitioner give notice to
all pei sons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published tlnee weeks successively
in 1 he Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 8tb day ot September. A. 1).
19H, at fen of the clock before noon, and show
of said
cause, if any tliev have, why the prayer
petitioner shoulfi not be granted.
James LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
of
for the Comity of Waldo, on the 11th day
August, A. D. 1914.
HUSSEY of Freedom, ill said; County,
widow ol John McDonald late of Freedom,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a netit.mn oraving that the Judge of Proesbate niav determine who are entmeu to
tate and their respective shares therein according to law.
Ordered, That the said petitioner gives notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order 10 he published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a 1 rebate
for said
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and
County, on the 8th day ot September, A.I), J14,
show
and
cause,
at ten of the clock before noon,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on the second luesday of August. A. 1>. 1914.
certain
instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament ot Darius K. Drake,
late of Frank tort, in said County of Waldo.deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
1 he Republished three weeks successively in that
they
publican Journal, published at Beltast,
be held at BelProbate
a
Court.to
at
may 'appear
second
fast, within and for said County, on the
Tuesday of September next, at ten of the clock
before noon, auu snow cause if any they have,
why the same should ljot be proved, approved
and allowed.

A

....

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

HATTIE

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur VV. Leonard,

Register.

88—In Court ot Probate, held at Bel1914.
fast. on the 11th day of August,
Howard 8. Fletcher, trustee under Uie last will
in said
of Susan A VVetherbee, late of Belfast,
County, deceased, having presented Ins second
estate
and final account of administration of said
for allowance.
three
Ordered, That notice thereof be given,
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
in said County,
a newspaper published in Belfast,
a Prothat all persons interested may attend at
8th
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
if any
show
cause,
and
next,
of
day
September
be
not
should
they have, why the said account

WALDO

allowed.

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W

Lkinard,

Register.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel1914. Robfast,on the llth day of August,
will anert F. lninton, administrator, with the
Wether bee,
A.
of
Susan
estate
nexed. on the
late of Belfast, in said County, deceased, having
ot ad
presented his second and final account
ministration of said estate for allowance.
be
thereof
given, three
Oruered, that notice
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
ALDO

in said County,
newspaper published in Belfast,
Prothat ail persons interested may attend at a
8to
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
if
cause,
day of September next, and show should notany
Le
the said account
a

they

have, why

allowed

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
NOTICE. The subscriber herebeeu duly apgives notice that he has
executor of the last will and testament

EXECUTOR’S
by

pointed

of
WARREN A.

SHELDON, late of Searsmont,
County of Waldo, deceased, and given
de
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
mands against tlie estate of said deceased are de^
an
and
sired to present the same for settlement,
indebted thereto are requested to make paymem immediately.
ALTON i>. FRENCH.
Searsmont, Me., August 11,1914.

in'the

NOTICE. The subscrlblie has been duly
er hereby gives notice that
of the estate ol
administrator
appointed
DAVID V. PORTER, late ol Winterport,
and given
lu the County of Waldo, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
are
demands against the estate of said deceased and
desired to present the-same for settlement,
make
to
payall indebted thereto are requested
ment immediately.
AJ|0B p CAKLKTON.
Belfast. Me., August U. 1914.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

A true copy. Aitest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

{
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ITT A EDO SS.— In Court ot Probate.
ff
fast, on the lltli day of .\i
John P. Blanchard, executor of
Marietta Park, late of Searspoit.u
:y, deceased, having presented l;.recount of administration of

i
i

ovvanee.

?

Ordered, that notice thereof l>weeks successively, in The Kepui
a newspaper published in Belfast,
that all persons interested may at;<
)ate Court, to be held at Beita^t.
>f September next, and show ru
liave, why the said account shou!
id.
JAMES 111
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Efonu

\<

IX7 A EDO SS.—In Court ot Prob.
V}
last, on tire llth day -»i
Kitzroy Kelley, executor on liif
W. Kelley, late of Winterpio t.
ieceased, having presented Ins
recount ot administration of
illowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof
v. eeks successively, in The Kepi
•t newspaper published in Bolfast,
t.at ail persons interested ma\ 'i
bate Court to be held at Belfast,
of September next, and show
iiey have, why the said account
mlowed.
JAMES El!
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Lio \

j

j
[

[

j

s

A

'i

|

j

)
!

EDO SS.—In Court of Proton

fast, on* the llth day ot
Harry E. Bangs, admlnistratoi ".j
Leonard A. t.mdeeu, late

ot

l’i

,'ounty, deceased, having presentinal taccount of administration
allowance.

or

)i

|
j)
|/
1

Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively, in I he Ki-pu
ii newspaper publish- d in Bellaty. that all persons nrtere.-le«i n

Probate Court, to be held

\
jj

at

ilay of September next, and slu-w
| they liave, wiry the said aceo
allowed.

l>t

A

true

copy,

JAMES ElB!
Attest:
ARTHUR W. Ef<» !

II7 A EDO SS,—In Court of Prob
?? last, on the llth day of Aug
P. Mitchell. Curtis B. Mitcln il
Sawyer, executors of the las: v
Mitchell, late <»» Unity, in said (
liaving presented their second
Df administration of said estate :

;

j

!
|

\

j

t>

At a Probate Court held at Beltast. within and
for the Ccuntyof Waido, on the 11th day of
4 LBION K. JACKSON of Aurora, Iowa, guarA diaii of Roseau May Jackson, minor child
of Emma Jackson, late of Belfast, in said Couna peti
ty < f Waldo, deceased, having presented
tion praying for a license to sell and convey
certain reai estate described in said petition and
for the purposes therein named.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
in
order to be published three weeks
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
ar
a
Probate
at
at be Hast, that they may app<
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
A. 1). 1914,
County,on the Ktli day of September show
cause,
at ten of the clock before noon, and
if any they have.why the prayer of said petition
er snouid not be granted,

successively

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

A true copy.

Attest:
W. Leonard,

Arthur

Register.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, wltnln and
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
August, a. D. 1914.
UCY P. MITCHELL, Curtis B. Mitchell and
j Alice Verne Sawyer, executors ol the estate
of Curtis E .Mitchell, late of Unity, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying for a distribution ot said estate
among the persons to whom the same belongs
according to la w.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot tins
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said
County, on the 8tn day of September, a.I>. 1914,
the clock before noon, and show,
at ten of
cause, if any they have, why Lie prayer of said
should
not he granted.
petitioner
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur w. Leonard. Register.

I

SS.—In Court of Probate, field at Belthe Uth day of August. 1914.
George F; Harriman, executor on the estate of
Mary A. Harriman, late of Belfast, in said Counand final
ty, deceased, having presented his first
accouut of administration of said estate for alfast,
WALDO

on

lowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
tliat ali persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be lie la at. Belfast, on the 8th day
of September next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
JAMES LIliHY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Hegister.
The subISTKATIUX’S NOTICE.
scrlber hereby gives notice that she lias
of the esbeen duly appointed admimstratiix
tate of
LUCY ANN THOMTSON, late ol Searsmout,
and given
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
having
bonds as the law dlrec s. All persontdeceased
demands agalust the estate of said
lor
settlement,
same
the
to
are desired
present
make
and all Indebted thereto are requested to

ADMIN

payment immediately.

E[(A

Bearsmont. Me., August 11,1814.

clajjKi

Ordered, that notice thereot
weeks successively in The Kepub:
newspaper published in Beltast,
th'ii

.il

iii‘imiik

bate Court,

to

ii.tci

he

siftl

held

at

mn\

Bella-'

clay ol September next, and -h""
they have, why the said account

I nllowed.

JAMES 1.11
A true copy. Attest:
AKTHl It W. LEO "

IT7 A 1.1)0 SS—111 Court Of Proha:
V? fast, on the lit!, day ol
Wilson Ellis, administrator
Millie Wilson Ellis.late ol Hel»;M
!;
Ly, deceased, having presented
iccount of administration of s;u>:
lOwance.
!•«

Ordered, that notice thereof
weeks successively, in The K»i»i
a newspaper published m Belfast,
that all persons imerested may

Date Court, to be held at Bellas!.
)f September next, and show « ii;have, why the said account shooi n
JAMES
L>d.
A true copy. Attest:
LfcN a
A in n t: it W
p
117 ALDO SS.—Ill Court o! Probai
fast, on the 11th dav of \uli
iam W. Clark, administrator on
John L. Maxwell, late of Mm
i;
['omity, deceased, having pres.
inai account of administration
or allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively, in lie Kepm
Belta".
a newspaper published in
m
tv. that ail persons iuteiested
Probate Court, to he held at E<sh"!
and
next,
of
Sept.-mher
Jay
Lliey have, why the said account

W

allOWe“-

X EC UT BICES'

1

/

i!

[

J
!
j
>,
1

j

JAMKS1.1KI

A true copy. Attest:
AUTHt U W.

ty

\

J EON

NOTICE.

1!

hereby give notice that theylast
appointed executrices of the
ament of

HaTTIE EDGECOMB THOM.\w

lie l last,
in the County of Waldo, decease:
having demands against tlieestm"■>
ceased are esired to present the
m<
nient, and all indebted thereto I
to
immediately
make payment
[on, Belfast, Me., our authorize' »g;1
EDITH li
bJ
ETHEL E. Lit'
Medford, Mass., July 14, 1914
4 DM1NIS1 KATKIX’8 NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that
ot tm
July appointed administratrix
ol
VIOLA J. PATTERSON, late
in the County of Waldo, deceased
1 hm
bonds as the law directs, and

A

Belt,
Gertrude P. Bowker of said
and attorney upon whom a demand
made.
be
notice
may
of
anv
vice
All persons bavin* demands againsam deceased are desired to prese
t lit»
for settlement and ah indebted
quested to ryake payment immedmiH).

Roxburv, Mass., August 11,1914-

l

j

^fMain^y Artillery.
Bedment

That

Narrowly Escaped

AFight'nfi Annihilation in

1864.

othered in Odd FellowB’ hall.
There K',,,rulay> Aug. 21st, the survivArtillery, a
Hanip!'’n'T.';rst Maine Heavy
lost more of
t,|eli lt i- said to have
tegim,,ltrle charge at the battle of
it5 n,, 'i ,-re than any other Maine regit|le loss of a big majoriPeters 'Iirj.
jieiit.iU. m.„. Twelve hundred First
°f "a ar‘ were ordered to charge
l!
jjainc
nistworks. It was'certain

Jsof

•Men •■Ullkm.j

■

H•|W'advanced

for I
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is pleasant.
Drops and Soothing Syrups.
goric,
It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other NarIt destroys Worms ami allays Fevercotic substance.
It relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, all
ishness.
It regulates the
Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

the buland before the command
over 700 of the boys
|rt
" 'was given
to ratf’
fa]|en. The First Maine was
the Eighteenth
as
jnblH'
iKn,,wn
uti?'11" 1’tantry and later became the
Heavy. The murderous asMa!,l‘v
f:tf'
fslnirg occurred 60 years ago
ist June.
\ mlrew S. Sawyer of Banthy
it this meeting and there
;<ttendance of veterans, with
got :
*»f'
members of Hampden
the Women’s
tntir
r ,„rSi including
Fa:
orps, a committee of which
f!,i
entertainment for
the

across

‘.'“.-'I'j

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

The Kind You Have

g(E’:

terana.
a h i 11, a

...

-ievenson

>la

re’i

Shaw of Portland
address of welcome, and
H.

of the incidents of the
is a native of Hampden,
the stirring patriotism
at the time of Lincoln’s
n
war, he said, was the
/lean form of government,

nations of Europe were

he

and divide our territory,
iiers firoved that this re-

i

;n

’.ire.

in1

aruunu

i

ii“

wauo

ui

me

|

of the battles in j
! Maine took part, namely, |
Road,
'oydton Plank
n.
Squirrel Level Road,
Welden
Road,
plains,
Spotsylvania, North Ann,
Lee, Totopotomy Creek,
Petersburg, Weldon R. R.,
names

S

I
I

I
i

Strawberry Plains.

..

followsrWilliam
a.pden, president; William
r- sident; Rev. S. C. Whitchaplain; C. J. House,
rary-treasurer; executive
i T. Hall, Bangor; Meland Goff M. Blagdon.
provided by the Women’s
-e'ps, and a camp fire was
rnoon, when stories of
camp were told and re.m l patriotic music was
filed by the Carmel Mili11. Homestead, leader.
P House read the necro-

|

vted

j!
!

[
|
;

as

First Maine Heavy Artillery
ugust 21, 1913:
.-l.ua L Fisher (Jo A, died in

October 28, 1913.
Warren A Huntress, Co A, died
December, 1913.
R Morrill, Co A, died in Brewcl) 8. 1914.
m
1) Raymond, Co A, died in
April 10, 1914.
aid
Burr, Co B, died in Brew.Miber 29, 1913.
Curtis, Co B, died in Milo,
>. 1914.
oes F Osgood, Co C, died in Hiram,
i.
b 1914.
\ Rodick, Co C, died in Eden,
ry 19, 1914.
Stanley, Co C, died in Holden,
ui

|
r

y\
r.

|
•;

I
L
Si;...-

|

e,

1914.
rge E Johnson, Co D, died in
Maine, March 6, 1914.
a
F Ball, Co E, died in Exeter,
29. 1913.
Albert VV Chapin, Co E, died in
March 24. 1914.
am H. Smart, Co E, died in
January 10, 1914.
Freed, Co F, died in Levant,

j,
>

••

hi:

]
E.

’Maine vu

N

a

ktiur.

|

Batchelder, Co F, died in

..ass.
> Sawyer, Co F, died in Hampugust 28, 1913.
orge P Clark, Co G, died in
bruary 9, 1914.
r< o Condon, Co G, died in Surry
•*. 1914.
•Ws VV. Fogg, Co G, died in
January 18, 1914.
rd M. Gilley, Co G, died in
February 21, 1914.
-i
M. Gowdy, Co G, died in
I
.July 8, 1914.
F Lathrop, Co G, died in
Maine, 1914.
Libbv, Co G, died in Pittsfield

-•'

3h:r--

I

*?
^

1914.'

-,

Page Co H, died in Milbridge, I
21, 1914.
man P Smith, Co H, died inBan> 16. 1914.
ri L Willey, Co H, died in
April 26, 1914.
n o Averill, Co I. died in Oro.0,1914.
lore 11 Graffam, Co I, died in
June 9, 1914.
m
Farley, Co K, died in Dennys... January 18, 1914.
"rge 11 Hay war 4, Co K, died in
l ine, September 2, 1913
-rd B Kilby, Co K, died in
November 6, 1913.
u
I) Smith, Co K, died in Bosanuary, 1914.
W atson, Co K, died in Port8, 1913.
ioifus E Paterson, Co L, died in
.Maine, October 6, 1913.
a-

;

«r>

W

r;

V\

s

v

M

u

|
j

S
,or:' ;

AND DIZZINESS
It is
is never a disease.
lorn.
Applications, powis that drug the headache
are treating the symptoms,

;

always a useless proceedharmful.
n he is associated with some

the result of nern and will continue as long
who is overworked allows
to continue.
It rapidly diss

u-uaily

IBEADCH

restand the proper tonic

1

b.austion, the cause of such
! dizziness, results from a

1

with which the reof tire blood is unable to
host
tonic for such a
The
lir. Williams’ Pink Pills,
build up the blood and
i- nerves.
With this treat's the overwork,
worry, or
.s caused the nervous break-: misted in, the headaches, diz.usness and irritability tljat
neurasthenia rapidly dis'■

''f'"

nerves

1'

,1

Tuar,

Dover Personals.
the town if it does so.
The committee appointed by the NorthMiss Dorothy McKechnie of Burnham
port Cottage Owners Association to
Annual Meeting of the Wesleyan Grove look after suitable golf links for the as- has been a guest of her cousin, Miss
The reunion of the 19th Maine TtegiCampmeeting Association.
Important sociation has been at work and it is prob- Marian McKechnie, recently.
mental association was held in Clinton
able that land on the North Shove, own- j
Matters Discussed.
Mrs. Carter B. Keene, who has been a
connection
we
print
ed by Isaac and Henry Hills, will be used 1
yesterday and in this
of Mrs. Frank E. Guernsey for
from
the
Boston
Globe.
J
I
for this purpose. It comprises some 75 guest
the following sketch of the regiment,
returned to Washington
two weeks,
with hill and dale, brooks and
acres,
Northof
Water30.
The
Adams
Silas
Me.,
BAYSIDE,
Aug.
written by Capt.
and meadow, mak- Monday.
knolls,
woody
places
AsGrove
port
Wesleyan
Campmeeting
ville for the Kennebec Journal:
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer C. McKechnie and
sociation, at its annual meeting, spent ing an ideal course.
THE 19TH MAINE REGIMENT.
the afternoon of Wednesday in debating
Mr. and Mrs. Caleb H. Cushing were in
FAMILY GATHERINGS.
As time in its rapid flight, measuring its relations with the owners and occuLewiston Tuesday to hear Col. Theodore
j
its increasing distance between the date
Roosevelt
making the trip in the
pants of cottages, and particularly those
Oxton. Fifty members of the Oxton McKechniespeak,
of the Civil War and the present, we of the new
car.
Owners’
Association,
Cottage
19th
at
the
were
are
forof
our
present Aug.
find the masses
people
formed for the purpose of improving the family
Oakland Park.
Miss Margaret K. Hoxie, who had
getting about that great event that place by the inauguration of electric 26th annual reunion at address
an
included
from
center
to
cirThe
by Mrs. been visiting relatives in Searsport and
this
stirred
program
country
the better care of
streets,
lights,
Beulah S. Oxton, president of the Knox Brownville since leaving the Maine Gencumference and brought millions of men sewers and other
public improvements.
W. C. T. U., and songs and reci- eral
into the field, armed and equipped, and The
hospital, returned home last Thursmeeting closed without adopting county
much improved in health.— Piscataduring the four years of conflict the any change of policy or making any tations by Ruth and FrederickE.Sylvester.
day
C.
Oxton
These officers were elected:
world saw the most severe fighting and advance as to financial
policy. Presi- of Rockville, president; John Oxton of quis Observer.
the severest losses ever known in the dent Oscar S. Smith
d, and at West
presid
a
are
we
Rockport, vice president^ Mrs.
world’s history. As
people
the opening invited cottage owners to
drifting away from those eventful times participate in the business proceedings Beulah S. Oxton of Rockland, secretary.
showed
three
The necrology report
as only a remarkable chapter in our hisby joining in discussions. A deficit of deaths.
tory. In a retrospective view, in turn- $409.65 was reported.
Upham. The annual reunion of the
ing back the pages of history, let us reA call was made for a report relating
at Oakland Park Aug.20th
view the history of the 19th Maine Regi- to certain
for help from cot- Upham family
promises
about 50 members.
ment, one which was raised in Knox, tage owners in indefinite amounts, but was attended by
David
Lincoln, Waldo, Sagadahoc, Kennebec there was no report from the trustees The following officers were chosen;
Upham of Rockport, president and chapand Somerset counties. The organizaor any other business of
this
regarding
lain; Isaac Upham of Rockport, vice
tion consisted of 39 officers and 969 men the
year, and it was developed that no
William Paul of Rockport,
and rendezvoused at Bath the first days notice has been
Tells How
E. Pinkham’s
the cottagers as to president;
given
of Rockland,
in August, 1862. The coming together | the amount needed, and no solicitations orator; Mrs. Carl E. Morse
secretary; Miss Theresa Paul of RockReof this homogeneous company of young made.
port, treasurer; Mrs. William Paul, Mrs.
men from all walks and trades of life |
James E. Kelley of Somerville, Mass., Weston
and
Mrs.
Her
stored
Lou
Wall,
Upham
had to be moulded into a regiment, or a chairman of the committee on the proexecutive committee.
fighting machine, that could quickly be ject of a village corporation, reported Ethel Spear,
ter’s Health.
delivered
were
by Rev. J. F.
put to the battle front in a few days. that he had made a detailed investiga- Speeches Isaac U
pham and David UpThey were young men. Yes, the aver- j; tion or such corporations ana naa iouna Thurston,
ham.
Plover, Iowa.— “From a small child
age age was twenty and one-half years; that they were not usually a success.
Shibles. The Shibles family held its
my 13 year old daughter had female
the younger being 17 and the older 35 The committee was continued, however.
at Oakweakness. I spoke
Every day a j Rev. A. E. Morris of Orono moved 26th annual reunion Aug. 19th
HA
AA1~
years, very few above 30.
auv
ianu
to three doctors
new company would be formed, and the
that the new Cottage Owners’ Associa- Skinner of New Rochelle, N. Y., had
about it and they did
boys who came to camp in their latest j tion be requested to furnish the Wesleyan
inwhich
of
the
entertainment,
not help her any.
style of garment, and others in working- Association with a list of its officers and charge
Theresa
Miss
solos
Paul,
cluded
by
piano
clothes, were obliged to exchange them a declaration of its purposes. He said,
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
vocal solos by Mrs. "Skinner and Miss
for the army blue of the most unique in
that the new association had
part,
Vegetable Comreadings
Florian
by Mrs. Mary
Wheeler,
as
soon
As
fit.
they come
of
the
pattern and sublime
the
campgrounds
upon
pound had been of
Cooper, violin solos by Miss Martha
had learned some of the rudiments of
meeting association and solicited funds
great benefit to me,
tactics they made ready to go to for a carnival for which they had no per- Gregory and a suffragette speech by ]
Casey’s An
The
A mr.iat
9K
1 k£9
fhp rpcri- !
Mrs. Skinner as Mrs. Pankhurst.
so I decided to have
and now the association was inmit,
Granelected:
were
officers
her give it a trial.
ment was formally mustered into the U. formed that their action in soliciting following
of
Shibles
Rockport, president;
She has taken five
S. service. Two days later the regiment would result in no good to the Wesleyan ville
Herbert Clough of Rockport, vice presileft the old campground early in the I Association.
bottles of the VegeMr. Morris also ridiculed
of
Shibles
Theresa
Miss
Rockport,
at
dent;
morning and marched to the depot
table Compound acthe greased pig, greased pole and other
secretary-treasurer.
Bath and boarded the train for WashingHe said that as the new organito directions on the bottle and
sports.
cording
from
of
Thousands
people
ton, D. C.
zation had declared it had no connection
She was
she is cured of this trouble.
Burrows. The fourth annual reunion
the city and surrounding towns met with the Wesleyan Grove Association,
the Burrows family was held Aug.
all run down when she started taking
them thus early to shake hands and give the latter should stand m defense of its of
19th at Oakland Park. The president,
the Compound and her periods did not
the parting blessing to tneir relatives and
rights.
Samuel Burrows, has died since the last
She was so poorly and
come right.
friends. Many blessings were bestowed
the
Wessaid
that
Rev. Mr. Phelan
reunion, and L. L. Mank of Waldoboro weak that I often had to help her dress
were
had come to the partupon them for the last time. Many
Association,
were elected:
officers
leyan
These
battlepresided.
now she is regular and is
left buried and unburied on many
ing of the ways, a place where it could Rufus E. Burrows of Thomaston, presi- herself, but
fields.
Many died in rebel prisons, while no longer do business, and he appealed
growing strong and healthy.” Mrs.
Fitch of Rockland, vice
Henry
died
in
dent;
and
wounds
others suffered by
Martin Helvig, Plover, Iowa.
to the members of the new association
L. L. Mank, secretary-treashospitals. The regiment arrived in Wash- who were present, many of them his president;
Mrs. S. A. Parker of Belfast, Mr.
urer;
and
marched
D
Hundreds of such letters expressing
29,
C., August
ington,
friends, to stand by the old one. He and Mrs. 0. R. Keizer of Rockland, Mrs.
for the good Lydia E. Pinkover the long bridge to Arlington and j moved that the trustees confer with the
gratitude
of
Mass.,
Wollaston,
Andrews
Frank
there thev plainly heard the battle rag- town authorities to take charge of the
ham’s Vegetable Compound has accomRufus
of
Burrows
Rockland,
Jackson
ing at Bull Run and Chantilly, the mighty streets and sewers.
plished are constantly being received,
Burrows of Thomaston, George Carter
j
explosions from the artillery and volleys
David H. Tribou, U. S. N., of Rockland, Stephen Burrows of Waldothe reliability of this grand old
Chaplain
proving
much
not
carry
of musketry and it did
“I have heard just such motions boro and C. I. Burrows of Rockland, exsaid;
remedy.
The
!
hearts.
regi- before and nothing came of them. Next
joy to their patriotic
ecutive committee. Oakland was again
ment marched up the hill and then it
You are a
If you are ill do not drag along and
as the reunion place.
year you will be insolvenr.
marched down again, across Long bridge corporation, and can sue and be sued. selected
continue to suffer day in and day out but
over to the east branch into the forts,
When you come to sell the society cothundred were
at once take Lydia E. Pinkham’s VegeOne
Calderwood.
remaining there until Sept. 29, drilling on tages, the churches which own them, and
table Compound, a woman’s remedy for
present Aug. 19th at the 18th annual reheavy artillery. Our next move, Sept. | not ihe association, will get the money, union
of the Calderwood family at Penwoman’s ills.
30, was to Boliver Heights at Harper’s as provided in the charter.” Speaking of (fbscot View
Grange hall, Glen Cove.
If yon want special advice write to
Ferry and was assigned to the 1st Brig- j the ridiculed carnival of sports, he said Included were three octogenarians, B. C.
E. Pinkhaui Medicine Co. (confiade, 2d Division, 2d A. C. On Oct. 30th “you can’t work two captains on one Calderwood of Bath, E. B. Calderwood
Lydia
the Corps started from here and march- I
ship. Why don’t you and the other as- of Warren and John Calderwood of Union. dential) Lynn, Mass.- Your letter will
ed down the Loudon Valley, reaching! sociation get together and handle this
be opened, read and answered by a
The following officers were elected; B.
Falmouth, opposite Fredericksburg,Nov. , whole property. Suppose there is another C. Calderwood,
president; E. B. Calder- woman and held in strict confidence.
17th. Dec. 11 the regiment crossed the j association, why can’t we combine to
wood, John Calderwood and Fremont
river on a pontoon bridge, taking part in
There is no need of
preserve this place.
Beverage of North Haven and 0. B.
the battle of Dec. 13, 1862. After that friction in the matter.
1 want you outWooster of Camden, vice presidents; F.
defeat the regiment camped on the east siders
feel as I do.”
to
are
there
any)
(if
H. Calderwood of Vinal Heaven, secreside of the river near Falmouth. During
J. A. Clement of Searsport, a coitage tary; 0. B. Wooster, treasurer; Mr. and
the
regiof
Chancellorsville
battle
the
owner for over 40 years, who has paid Mrs. Frank Beverage jf North Haven,
ment was guarding the telegraph wire taxes annually, asked what he and other
The committee
executive committee.
the
of
army.
,The
two
the
wings
“Don’t you in
uniting
had got out of it.
charge of the reunion was Mrs. Alfred
June cottagers
Falmouth
from
moved
in
to
our
regiment
anything
think we’re entitled
Ames and Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Wooster
14th and marched to Gettysburg, Pa.,and
which we have paid you for ?” of Camden. The next annual renuion
the 2d property
was engaged in that contest July
to
deprive
"If
attempt
you
he asked.
will be held in North Haven.
and 3d,and was in the center of Pickett’s us of our rights you will have the greatcharge, losing during the two days 220 est lawsuit ever seen around here.”
Starrett and Spear. The 23rd an- ▼
out of 440 men. At Bristow station, Oct.
Mr. Kelley and Chaplain Tribou both nual reunion of the Starrett and Spear ♦
was
heavily
engaged
the
that the town of
regiment
14th,
expressed the opinion take
families, held at Reunion Grove, War- ♦
and helped to defeat the enemy. At the
over all the
the
would not
ren, Aug. 20th, was the largest of
under General Northport
the
of
campaign
opening
streets and sewers, although they might season in Knox county, nearly 200 being ♦
Grant, May 4, 1864, the regiment went take over some of the best.
present. Dr. Joseph Starrett of Bangor
into that battle with 576 men and were
In reply to a question from Chaplain
and these officers were elected:
engaged in the battles of the Wilderness, Tribou on a long mooted question, lawyer presided
Ellis Spear,Jr., of Boston, president; Dr.
♦
Anna
No.
River,
Totopotcan give
Spottsylvania,
Kelley said, “This association
Joseph Starrett and L. F. Kalloch of ♦
omy, L/Oia narour, reiciouuiR,
kind of deed that its officers have a Warren, vice presidents; Mrs. Henry V.
any
lem, Plank Road, Deep Bottom, Badey’s mind to, and it wiil be perfectly good.” Starrett of Warren, secretary-treasurer; ♦
Creek, Ream’s Station and Hatch’s Run,
Mr. Phelan: “I hail as my friends the Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Hills, Mr. and Mrs.
♦
576 men killed, wounded and missing, members of the new association, and I Joshua E. Starrett, Mr. and Mrs. A. P.
in
with
A
\T
HI
*
the exact number they started
^
-j
believe it w m uc ui
oietneii, ini, anu mx•
havNovember
in
six months before, and
should join them in trying to get the town Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Kaler and Mrs.
from
returned
men
from
and severs. I
ing 150 muskets
to take over our streets
Susan Starrett, executive committee;
shopitals and recruits.
commend the carnival of last week, and Gen. Elis Spear of Washington, D. C.,
the
1864-65
of
winter
the
regibetter
or
cleaner
During
that I never saw
necrologist. Tne necrology report for
The declare
ment camped near Hatcher’s R,un.
than those in the park in front of the past year noted the death of Lewis
I. W. sports
with
Col.
1865
ot
opened
campaign
the hotel.”
F. Starrett, former clerk of courts and
Starbird in command and the regiment
association.
of the
Franklin Burnham of Reading, an ex-president
J.
over
had the honor of saving the bridge
Mass proprietor of the Northport Inn, Speeches were made by Gen. Spear,
as
known
high
the Appomattox river,
and an officer of the new association, Rev. D. T. Burgh, Henry Crawford of
bridge, enabling the Army to cross, was invited to address the meeting, and Florida, H. E. Edwards of Jackson,
final
and
off
Lee's
Army
town of Northport
which headed
said, in part: "The
Mich., and Sidney Vinal of Boston.
was soon mustertake over the streets and sewcapture. The regiment
ed out returning to Augusta and paid off ers unless it is demanded by some body
CAMDEN PERSONALS,
During the two years and with a membership of monied men—like
June 6, 1865.
10 month’s service, they had received 278 the Cottage Owners’ Association, whose
Gnnnell went to NorthFlorence
Miss
men by transfer from 4th, Me. Reg.,
members pay two-thirds of the total tax- port on Saturday
from
58
guard company, es of the town. I am speaking for myonly 76 reported,
Mrs. Josephine Knight of Searsmont
and recruits enough to make up 1950 men, self and not for the association. We is visiting her sister, Mrs. David Arey.
war.
the
rolls
their
during
and
we
are
to
borne upon
going
Rev. and Mrs. William H. Dunnack
want better streets
The regiment was allowed to inscrbe the have them.
and daughter Eula, of East Greenwich,
instruct
the
to
trustees
following named battles upon her flag:
The resolution
R. I. are in town for a few weeks.
Fiedericksburg, Chancellorsville, Hay- to deal with the town in this matter was
Rev. and Mrs. Wesley Wiggin of
market, Gettysburg, Bristoe Station,
Mass., are visiting Mr. and

The 19th Maine
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will’never

officers
P^TbefO.following
S. Smith of Bangor,

were

Rev

Rev!

A. E. Morris, vice

elected:

president;
president; Rev.

Thomas Whitehead, secretary; T.
Thompson of Bangor, treasurer; 0.
Smith, campmeeting leader for 1915;
S. Smith, L. Brawn of Bangor and
T. Crawford, trustees-at-large.

F.
S.
0.

M.

Ira M. Cobe, president of the recently
organized Cottage Owners Association,
was interviewed on the proposition for
the town of Northport to take over the

and said: "I feel
the Cottage
justified in saying isthat
favorable to the
Owners association
town of Northport accepting the gift
the roads and sewers, and that
to 10f
10 Elm street, Belfast, for aale or will rent
I the Association of which I am president
E.
C.
PERKINS,
desirable party.
will do all in its power to aid and assist
R. F. D. 6, Belfast.
38tf
Tel. 72-14.

streets and

1

sewers

Beverly,

Mrs. Fred A. Hanson, Mountain Street.
Miss Ruth Sargent of Lawrence, Mass

and Miss Sabra Dyer of Belfast are
Elm
guests of Mrs. J. H. Montgomery,
Street.
Rev. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Berry spent
a few days last week with Mrs. Beale,
Mr. Berry’s mother. Mr. Berry is the
Civic
superintendent of the Christian
League and has an office at Waterville.

B. Ayer, who is spending the
her cottage at Northport, was
also at her mother’s during her brother’s
Mrs. Berry Beale, who is in her
stay
the oldest
ninety-fifth year, is probably
resident of Camden. With her husband,
Colonel Nicholas Berry she came to
Camden in 1841. The four of her nine
children now living were with Mrs. Beale
last eek.—Camden Herald.
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ROCKLAND PERSONALS.
B.

L.

Mrs.

Linnekin,

who has been

visiting her sister in Belfast,has returned

city.

to this

Mrs. Jennie Laiscell is spending a few
days in Belfast, guest of her cousin, Mrs.
Alonzo Beckwith.

Parker Cooper of Jefferson was the
guestWednesday of his aunt, Mrs. R.W.
Messer. Mr. Cooper was on his way to

A smaller percentage of the farms of
Maine are mortgaged than is the case in
Washington, Oregon and California, the
States where almost 30,000 sons and
daughters of Maine have gone to live
and, presumably, to better their financial
condition. What is m ire, while there
has been a slight increase in the number
of farms in Maine morig iged in the last
20 years the percentage of increase has
been more than twice greater in Oregon,
almost four times greater in Washington
and exactly four times greater in California.
In Maine 26.6 per cent of the farms
were mortgaged when the last statistics
At the same time 34.1
were gathered.
farms in Washington;
per cent of the
the
farms in Oregon and
33.7 per cent of
farms in California
the
of
40.5 per cent
Twenty years before
were mortgaged.
22 1 per cent of the Maine farms; 26.8
in Washington;
per cent of the farms
23.4 per cent of the farms in Oregon and
32.5 per cent of the farms in California,
were mortgaged. This seems to indicate
that Maine farmers are getting ahead a3
as their Drothers who went West.

ClTV

—

MAINE FARMERS VS. WESTERN
FARMERS.

—

VOWK

...

Students of economics have repeatedly
warned that some day the fertility of the
earth will be exhausted and the human
race perish for lack of food.
Attention
is being given by constructive thinkers,
to
the
of
however,
problem finding somewhere an inexhaustible store of fertilizer
with which to restore plant food to the
soil. According to an article in the September Popular Mechanics Magazine, the
latest suggestion is that the Sargasso
Sea, that strange marine meadow of interlaced sea plants covering a vast area
in mid-Atlantic between the Antilles, the
Azotes, and Cape Verde, may be made to
renew the vitality of the farm lands of
all the world.
The algae and various other forms of
water vegetation which abound in the
Sargasso Sea are rich in nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potassium and magnesium
sulphate, essential constituents of plant
life. Besides this the seaweeds contain
sodium, chlorine, iodine, and other materials beneficial to certain crops, and cellulose in quantiti s estimated to be greater than that obtained from the combined
forests of Scandinavia, Russia, and Canada. All these salts and substances have
been washed into the sea from the land,
the volume of such waste increasing annually and rapidly.
Seaweed is not an untried fertilizer for
farm lands, and even when crudely used
has proved of value. Gathered along the
coast as it is washed ashore, piled in
heans. allowed to rot. and then Dlowed
into the soil, it is utilized in many lands.
The recent development on a commercial
scale of the kelp industry, based on the
extraction of potash and iodine from sea
plants, has aroused further interest in the
fertilizing possibilities of the sea and its
products. An insuht into these possibilities is given by the yield of potassium.
In case of the’ Pacific Ocean seaweeds,
each ton of air-dried kelp gives up a minimum of 500 lb. of pure potash salts and
3 lb. of iodine, besides other by-products.

—
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TO HAKE THE OCEAN FERTILIZE
THE LAND.

Lydia
Vegetable Compound
Daugh-

fORSALE OR TO LET.

generating
Mto|f,0rion«
minute.

1 .*•' J1

MOTHER OF
SCHOOL GIRL

;

■

In Use For Over 30 Years.

Northport Campground.

Mine Run, Morton’s Ford, Wilderness,
Williams Medicine Company,
North Anna, Totopotomy,
Spotsylvania,
t-i'ly, X. Y., will send free on re- Cold Harbor, Petersburg, Jerusalem,
ii‘
home
r'!
ipful little book on the
Plank Road, Deep Bottom, Strawberry
I)r. Wil—
nervous disorders.
if i'iiikI Pills
Plains, Ream’s Station, Boydlon Road,
at
obtainable
are
any Hatcher’s Run, Crow House and High
Bridge. And of the 1038 men and officers
who made up the 19th Maine Regiment
1,1
opeed Boat Goes Mile in 66 only about 150 are alive today. Of the 38
officers who went out with the regiment
Seconds.
only one is alive today—Col. J. W.
:^ "'astcat time ever made in Ameri- Spaulding of Boston.
trg by
f
any sort of craft was made
l) b
1914, by the hydroplane “Kiton tbe Illinois River at
Ujf; '!l"‘in. A measured mile was cover6 sac., or at tbe rate of
fc;
Business keeping me from Belfast the greatnit f,8 ar> hour. This tiny vessel, er part of the time I offer my residence. No.

s„!

»jHBb5uSSELsMHg|315^

Of the Week

to

Hampden,

uv.pden.
r ice

11 [PMIf

1

Pope Pius X> d,ed after a brief Mines* in Rome, his death being attributed to worry over the widespread European war. The
capital of Belgium was transferred to Antwerp from Brussels, and the former capital was reported as being captured by the
Germans. The French continued the invasion of Alsace-Lorraine, capturing the city of Muelbausen, afterward abandoning it,
but taking it again. Japan, through Count Okuma, served an ultimatum on the kaiser demanding that Germany cease activities in the far east. Thousands of English troops joined the French in fighting in Belgium, British artillery being particularly active in the effort to turn
the Germans back. The governments interested continued a censorship that prevented definite news from reaching the world.
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Freedom.
Mrs. George Merchant and mother,
Mrs. David Laughton of Union, and Mrs.
Julia Robinson of Iowa, have returned
from a visit in Belfast.—Courier-Gazette.

PORTLAND

PERSONALS.

Mrs. John Mace of Dean street, who
has been ill for the past week, is conva-

lescing.

Miss Cora Edgerly is spending the week
in Belfast, the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Elwm Jordon.
Miss Edgerly is now
located at the Trelawny, having taken a
suite there last month.

|
j

rapidly

Charles 0. Furbush, former editor of
the Machias Republican, who has resided
for the past few years in Bangor and has
spent much of his time in New York, arrived yesterday in the city, where he is a
guest in the family of his son, A. Chesley
Furbush, 346 Dan forth street.—Evening
Express, Aug. 20th.

Our “Home=Readers’ Bargain”
DON’T

MISS

IT

By special arrangement with the publishers of McCall’s Magazine, the recognized
Fashion Authority ol more than 1,200.000 women,

we are

able to ofter you the

following extraordinary limited bargain;
The Republican Journal (weekly) one year
McCall’s Magazine (monthly) one year
Any 15c McCall Pattern FREE

All for
The

only $2.10

Republican Journal

duction.

It is

a

needs

no

intro-

clean, wholesome, up-to-

newspaper—the kind that you
welcome in your home.
McCall's Magazine is without a superior
as a guide in correct dress and household
matters and is already known to many of

the-minute

readers. Size 8x11 in.—84 to 136
pages monthly. Every number contains
over 50 advance designs of McCall Patterns—celebrated for style, fit, simplicity

our

andeconomy—besides entertaining stories,
money-saving and labor-saving ideas on
Dress, Housekeeping. Cooking, etc., end
helpful information on Fancy-Work, Etiquefte, Beauty, Children, Health, etc., for
all home-loving women. For style, for
ideas,lor pleasure,for profit—read McCall’s
CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
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The Republican Journal,
Belfast. Maine*
Gentlemen: Enclosed find $2.10 fao
which please send McCall's Magazine
and The Republican Journal, each one
full year to
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Town

R. F. D.

or
or

State.

^

Box No.

^

Street

or

I understand this entitles
to select any McCall Pattern
free from the first copy of McCall’s
I receive and that I am to send postal ;card, giving size and number
of free pattern direct to McCall Co.
FREE.
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The News of Brooks.

Miss Helen Morrill of Ameebury, Min,
formerly of Searsport, who has been the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Sargent fdr the past
The Searsport spool mill shut down Aug. week, haa gone to Belfast to visit friends.

SEARSPORT.

18th.

Capt. C. N. Meyers returned

to

Boston Aug.

20th.
Lester Whittier of
friends in town.

Pittsfield

is

visiting

for a
Miss May Snow of Boston is in town
few weeks’ stay.
is
Lawrence Wood of DorcheBter, Mssb..
spending his vacation in town.
is
Miss Rilla A. Carton of Cambridge, Mass.,
in town.
vacation
her
spending
Antonio Croce and children, Valerie
Mrs.

and Carl,

are

visiting relatives in Biddeford.

guest

street.
vacation
week.

his
Nichols, who has been spending
last
in town, returned to Lynn, Mass.,

of Somerand Mrs. Frank E. Peterson
J. F. Peterson
ville, Mass., are visiting Capt.
at Park.
N. Y is
Master James Murphy of Brooklyn,
of Miss Alice G. Kane, Swanville
a guest
Mr.

avenue,
to Wilton,
M. A. Cook of Dexter has gone
illness of his
called there by the serious
father.
of Boston
Mrs. Allard and daughter Beatrice
of Mr. and Mrs. J. C
were week-end guests
Stowers.
is
Miss Elsie Mallory of Dorchester. Mass.,
Miss Florence Colcord on Bay
of
guest
the.
View Place.
who has been
H. F. Hill of Methuen, Mass.,
Mrs. Loomis Lames, has
a guest of Mr, and
returned home.
been visiting in
Lester Rundlett, who has
in Watertown,
town, returned to his home
Sunday.
Mass.,
at the
Barge Herndon finished discharging
sailed for
Penobscot Coal wharf Aug. 24th and

Perth Amboy.
Warren
Mrs. Homer Burgess of
Mrs. C. N. Meyers,
guests of Capt. and
Aug. 24th and 25lh.
son Arthur.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J.Kane and
Alice G.
of New York are guests of Miss
Mr. and

were

Jr.,

Kane, Swanville avenue.
and Mrs. Edward C. Atwood and daugnare guests of Mr.
ter Evelyn of Daytona, Fla.,
and Mrs. J. C. Stowers.
Maine
Wallace Peterson, engineer on the
Central R. R., spent Sunday with his father,
Capt. J. F. Peterson, at Park.
at the
John Light, who has been employed
to WinterA. A. C. cooperage plant, has gone
port, where he has employment.
arrived
Miss Lewene A. Nichols of Boston
and is with her mother, Mrs.
Dr.

Sunday morning

Charles M. Nichols,

on

The stesmship Freids arrived Aug. 24th from
Sabine Pass with 3,000 tons of sulphur for the
Greet Northern Paper Co. at Millinocket, to be
at
discharged at the Penobecot Coal wharf
Mack's Point.
/
Dr.
Trenkle of Pontiac, Mich., and

Equipment

Water street.

been
and Mrs. E. B. Billings, who have
on Main
spending the summer at their cottage
street, returned to Lynn, Mass., Sunday.
Charles S. Shute, Shepard Shute and John
Mr.

on

Main street.

of the warmest days of
the thermometer standing at 84
with a strong
in the shade. Sunday was cooler
southwest wind and cloudy.
Saturday

was one

the summer,

Mass.,

Sold by W. A. HALL, Belfast, Maine.

STOCKTON

Provided You Buy

a

fnr Rnatnn

pn roll

tp

home, after being the guest of her sister, Mrs. Sarah Snell, for a fortnight in her
native town.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W, Dolloff, with two daughters, Virginia and Annie, of Boston motored
through in one day to visit Mr. and Mrs. B. B.
Sanborn, Church street, and Mr. and Mrs. J.N.
Treat, West Main street.

The Clements Keumon.

Fountain Pen Here
(Only

one

new

Pen taken in exchange for

pen

Kelsey Clement, Mrs. Lora A. Chase, Monroe;

purchased.)

ever

known.

Exchange your old Pen NOW, DON’T
WAIT.

OLD CORNER DRUG SI ORE
ESTABLISHED 1860.

Main and

High Sts., Belfast

and Mrs. E. C. Clement, Mr. and Mra. G.
Clement, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Clark, Mrs.
G. L. Clark, Mra. W. S. Clark, Sheiman, Roderick and Edith Clark, Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
Clement, Mr. and Mra. C. C. Clement, Mr. and
Clement, S. Ritchie, Jesse
Mra. Harold
Ritchie, Mra. C. W. Nealey, Mrs. Fred Nealey,
Conant*
Guy Nealey, Vereta Nealey, Barbara
Barbara, Norris, Doris, Helen and EdMr.

Every (Jrocker "Ink Tite” Pen is guarteed to be a FAR BETTER PEN than you
have

extended the family
also to Northern
of hall. It was voted to

were

hospitality,

W. O. Clement, Everett Clement, Milo; Mr.
and Mrs. Horace Croxford, Laura and Lillian
Ridley, East Dixmont; Mrs. Ethel Luce, Freeman Luce, Mrs. Helen Nealey, South Newburg;
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Clement, Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Clement, Isabelle, Ira, Kermit and

“INK-TITE”

each

thanks

H.

j

j

Frank,

Edna Harquail, Avia Harmond Clement,
quail, Mr. and Mra. C. H. Libby. Lawis Libby
Mra.

cf Winterport.

which

to her

Seven

Light Grange for use
hold the next reunion at Monroe. There were
fifty-five present, the smallest number since
the reunion was started 21 years ago. Those
present were Mi. and Mrs. Guy Tucker, Lynn,
Mass.; Mrs. George English, Lucile and Sherman English, Mattapan, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs,

Crocker

Sunday

bropka lor man;

a

Mrs. Susan Lord of this
Miss Stevens is

lew weeks.

a

vn
stu

Mrs. Silas Adams of Portland, accompanied

by

her

paternal

aunt, Miss Melvina A Patter-

Washington, D, C., left last Thursday
in her automobile for her home after being the
Many
guest of relatives in town for a week.
old friends cordially greet these ladies in
Stockton, wishing that their visit might be
Bon

of

prolonged.
Last Saturday Dr. Herman G. Hichborn, his
R.
son, Dr. H. Everett Hichborn and Harry
Hichborn, Stockt.n's postmaster, went by automobile to Damariscotta to spend Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. James Blanchard, who are

■

her

children

gravuateu,

eacu

m

said

Mr.

Frank De Shorn

Boston, accompanied

Main street, has taken the second floor of the
Crooker house. Middle street, and is
there entertaining Miss Irene Otto and Frank
This is
McKinney, both of Fitchburg, Mass.
of
the first visit of these people to this part
with
the country, and they are much pleased
the surroundings and the captivating scenery.

From Cape Jellison piers, the following shipping report was telephoned Monday evening:
Aug. 17th, sch John R. Penrose, arrived, light,
of
to load lumber. Aug. 19th, steamer City
Philadelphia, arrived, loaded and sailed with
steamer Millinpaper for Boston. Aug. 20th,
ockett arrived with general cargo from New
York, and schooner Margaret M. Ford sailed,
steamer
light, for Windsor, N. S. Aug. 22d,
Millinockett sailed with paper for Philadelphia
of
and New York. Aug. 24th, Bteamer City
and
Philadelphia arrived, light, loaded paper
S>
sailed at night for Boston, and sch. Emma
arrived, light, to load lumber; and sch.

Briggs

Edna L. Pearce to load edgings.

Capt. and Mra. Ralph Morae, West iMain
street, quietly and informally observed the

as

smart

as

they

are

fine.

extension and

an

house

Mr. Web-

accommodate his

to

ioi

Mrs. He.en Wells of Boston is spending th<
with her Bister, Mrs. Merton Fogg, a
the farm.

summer

Mrs. Mittie Gowen, Frank Lane, wife am
child passed the week-end at Bayside, havinj
most

enjoyable

-TlfT-Tirr-—nlf

■•

I.

along nicely in their temporary quarters, it bting practically camping out.

a

Flour^^^^l

improvements

Altnon Hustus and wife, who lost their houst
by lire a few weeks ago, have used a corner ol
the barn to live in during the hot weather
Mr. Hustus has bought the place and buildings
of Sidney Tibbetts adjoining his and wil

time.

A. Carpenter and wife returned home Sat
urday from their cottage, where they ha<
been rusticating the past two weeks.
E

|

J ■-

■»

■
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I dvance in j
1 Coal Prices]
On and after

lowing prices

and Mrs. Sylvester have just returnet
from a very pleasant outing spent with thei
son, W. M, Wiggin, and family, at Bayside.

the foi-

September 1, 1914,

2

Auburn is making a shor
visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wallaci
Estes, and with her mother and sister, Mis;
Arline, spent some days in Belfast with Mrs
Inez White.
Miss Lila Estes of

Elmer
Mrs.

Roberts and wife

Tripp

for

erts has been
is

hoped

the

a

time

at

are

boarding witl

her farm.

Mrs. Rob

r

time, and i
quiet country life will greatlj

an

invalid for

some

8.25

Coke,

7.50

1

8.25
7.00

prices subject to a discount of 25c
paid within 30 days from da:,
of delivery. Tel. 38.
per ton if

Charlie Ryder and family are greatly enjoy
ing their new Ford auto. Among their num
erous little pleasure trips recently was a pic

head clerk lor some years, until
a
partner in his mother's innic day at Bayside, Charlie Jenkins and wiL
creasing business, in which he found his
them.
life-work, continuing at that stand until the j accompanying
On
Bun Jay last w .s the 72nd birthday of oui
final call reached his waiting ears.
April 7, 1860, he married Miss Katharine old neighbor, Capt. Stanley Perkins, and th€
Panno of Cape Jellison, who survives him. day was celebrated in a befitting manner at the
home of the daughter, Mrs. Bert Wentworth,
Three children were given to them, cne, a son
in early
where all the relatives gathered.
passing away in infancy, a daughter
ing their

Egg,
Stove,
Pea,
Above

benefit her.

he became

$8.50

Chestnut,

u

|j§;!

f
I'

will be in effect:

Mr.

Hampden
public school teacher. Several terms were
taught, when clerking appealed to his youthful fancy while visiting his mother, and he
began in the store of the late Capt. Henry
McGilvery about 18£6. Very soon he entered
the employ of Robert^ and Hichborn, remain-

o

CONSUMERS FUEL COMPANY
39 Water Street,

j

t

another in young womanhood,
childhood
who had assisted her father in his millinery

Belfast, SVe.

=z>||cczoiz51|'o].'cfr=z'.,..

im

1

jorfiz

and

Mr. and Mrs.Cheney Higgins came from Bayside in their auto last Sunday to attend church
The
de| here, bringing as guests for the day, Edwiq
department, becoming a partner.
cease of this beloved daughter Jennie on May
Walker and wife, formerly of this town, hut
1, 1897, was a crushing blow from which neith- now living on Swan Lake avenue, Belfast. Mr.
There was a
er parent ever fully recovered.
Higgins has put his auto and cottage at the
perceptible break in the physical endurance of disposal of neighbors an friends during the
this devoted father and mother, symptoms of season as usual and a large number have enthe fatal sickness soon appearing in the strick- joyed the hospitality of the little cottage on
A man of strong feelings, the
en father's system.
beach, overlooking one of the mo t beautiundoubted integrity, great industry and pe- ful views to be L und in any country. Among
culiar temperament, he was always a loyal cit- the guests from other places who have been
izen and kind neighbor, appreciative of favors brought to our little village for a day’s outing
shown him or his family to the fullest degree.
recently, were Mrs. H. B. Dunbar, Mrs. May
He had taken a great interest in schools in his
Dunbar, and Miss Madge Dunbar of Bangor,
younger years and long served his town as Frank Hogan and wife of Thorndike, Howard
treasurer, his extreme exactitude and especial ! Ham of Fairfield, and Henry Brown of Baymathematical faculty particularly fitting him side.
for such duties. In religion he was a Univer- j
salist, and had requested that Rev. A. A%
Beware of Ointments for
Smith attend his funeral, which he did, the

being held at his late home on Aug.
18th, with many words of consolation for the
bereaved wife left alone in her poor health,
and expressions of appreciation of the great
honesty of the deceased uttered by this minister from Bangor, long the Universalist pastor in Belfast and' Stockton. The community
services

extends deepest sympathy to Mrs. Lambert in
her great loneliness, she bei ig the last of her
family as well as her father's, and to the two
half brothers, Mr. William Lambert and Mr.
Nathaniel Lambert of Bangor, and the halfsister, Mrs. Marion Booner of Levant, We
know Our Father in Heaven watches over all
Hi3 children in love !
“And we know when the silver cord is loosed
And the veil is rent away,
Not long nor dark will the passage be.
To the realms of endless day,”
••For the eyes that shut in the closing hour,
Will open the next in bliss;
And the welcome will sound from the spirit

world
Ere the farewell is hushed in this.”

Haines and Hon. John A. Peters spoke
large and enthusiastic audience at Hall StGeorge last Wednesday evening. Hon. L C.
Morse, chairman of the Republican town committee, presided. Mr. Peters talked mostly on
national lines, after which Gov. Haines spoke
Gov.

to

a

by his sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs. John
Lowell, his brother, Mr. Lowell, and her
d aughter by her first marriage, Miss Annie
in
May Stevens, of ,Dorchester, Mass., were
on State matters, taking up some of the misthe village last Saturoay from Farmington,
leading articles published in the Democratic
driving over by au t<nu bile to call upon Capt. papers. Both gentlemen had the close attenthe
and
and Mrs.L.M. Partridge, Church street,
tion of their audience and were frequently inMisses Lizzie b., Evelyn L. and Ethel Colcord, terrupted with applause. Saturday evening a
few
East Main street. They remained only a
good sized audience assembled at Hall St.
hours.
George to listen to Hon. William R. Pattangall,
Democratic candidate for Congress from this
Mis. Grace C. King ol Springfield, Mass.,
and
who has been, with her son, the guest for some district. Hon. A. J. Skidmore presided,
Gov.
weeks of her father, Herbert Clifford, West after a short speech in which he critisized

so-called

be

to ,his already nice
increasing family.

finding the out flowing mother-love awaiting
the arrival. Josiah, being ambitious for an
education, early worked in a saw mill to accumulate the necessary means for attending
Academy, and fitting himself for a

ummering there, with guests. The gentlemen
will return early the present week in Mr. LIBERTY.
of

to

ber is musing

Tell

^^^^^\Villiam

Mrs. Joseph Webber has made her husbanc

iuu.

s

Mr, Blanchard’s fine motor-boat.

I

here.

nappy with the presentof a nice baby boy. Tnt
last uelore, several years ago, was a pair ol
twin girls mat are tine ones to look at, and art

dry
began sewing, and in time opened
fancy-goods business, to which millinery was
There she established a home to
soon added.

Julia (Staples) Treat of Newtonville,

after the work.

annual reunion of the Clements
Northern Light Grange hall,
family
White’s Corner, Aug. 20, 1914. The forenoon
was passed in a social manner. After the bountiful dinner the president, Harvard R. Clements
called the reunion to order, followed by singing
America, and prayer by chaplain, pro tern, Lora
The records of the previous reunion
A. Chase.
were read and adopted. A cordial address of welcome’was given by Mrs. Edna C. Harquail, to
which Mrs.Carrie E. Croxfordof East Dixmont

II'

M

as a stone mason.

large congregation greeted Rev. W. S
Carne last Sunday on his teturn from his va
cation, iliis '1 liursday eveiiing will be of spec
iai interest to »,he members of the church, ai
matters of especial interest will be present
ed. Meat Sunday, if pleasant, there will be t
crowd at the church as it is Mr. Carne’s Iasi

and

a

Mrs.

tendance is requested next Saturday evening,
when the third and fourth degrees will be conferred. Ice cream and cake will be served

held at

Your grocer will have it. Good grocers like

-\

Tuns Denial College, Boston.

dent at

SPRINGS,

street.

Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, met in
regular session Saturday evening, Aug. 22d,
with a large attendance. After the usual
business meeting the grange passed to .the
first degree and two candidates were instructed in the first and second degrees. A full at-

was

\I

A

an en-

The 21st

his traue

at

will visit

iage tor

I

Grange, Swanville, ia to give
tertainment in the near future.

working

Makes Cakes Like This!

Frank W. Stevens, his aon, Caleb F. Stevem
and daughter, Marian C. Stevens, of Reading

|

Votes of

Old Fountain Pen
|

He spent much of his time in
years,

^but

Comet

r

Deacon Hiram,Patlee of Monroe died at hi
Sunday morning. He was ai
old man and had been failing for a long tim<
home there last

sixtieth anniversary of their marriage last
Thursday, August twentieth, their many
friends gladlv calling to offer congratulations
Rev, Ashley A. Smith, called to town to speak and numerous good wishes. The changing
Capt. C. F. Carver, a well known deep-watreto
at the funeral of the late J. G. Lambert,
er shipmaster of Searsport, died last Tuesday
years have brought sunshine and shadow
their lives since this (then young) sea captain
in Waverly, Mass., after an illness of two turned Monday afternoon to Bangor.
Nathaniel Lambert of Bangor arrived Mon- of tv. enty-three. and his bride of eighteen
years. The funeral will be held at the residence
of his son-in law, C. O. Sawyer, Water street, day to attend the burial service of his half- embarked upon the matrimonial voyage;
this, Thursday, afternoon at 2o’clock.
| naught has dimmed the guiding star of Faith,
brother, the late Jusiah G. Lambert.
! and together they still walk the path of conNews has been received of the death in CanMrs. Izah T. H. Sanborn of Bangor is the
stant usefulness, true citizenship and social
Westbrook
a
native
Seminary
C.
former
of
Edward
of
her
Bassick,
Col.,
yon City,
guest
beloved and respected by the
Church
the
companionship,
Hichborn,
in
Colorado
Faustina
been
who
has
Miss
of Searsport,
classmate,
entire community. Many happy returns of
past 35 years. He followed the sea in his street.
j this August anniversary bless this pair, is the
younger days with the late Capt. Frank CochMr. and Mrs. William Lambert of Bangor
The
heartfelt wish of Stockton residents.
ran in the barks Aberdeen and Carrie Wyman
here
called
by
last
in
town
Saturday,
arrived
late J. W. Thompson married Capt. and Mrs.
before going West. His age was 77 years.
J.
G.
his
half-brother,
of
condition
the critical
Morse, the second couple upon the long list of
Mrs. C. N. Meyers gave an informal recepLambert.
solemnized by that popular gentlemarriages
tion on Monday evening, Aug. 24th, in honor
Mrs. Eben Gould and son Sheldon of Dor- man in this and adjoining towns.
of her guest, Mrs. Bessie Merithew Burgess
Leander
Mrs.
her
mother,
chester, Mass., with
Obituary. Mr. Josiah Grant Lambert, the
of Warren. Those present were Mrs. Fred Catiin of Boston, are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
oldest merchant in town, after a strange linSmith, Mrs. Albert Colson, Mrs. Joseph Sweet- James N. Treat, West Main street.
gering illness ol several years duration, passed
ser, Mrs. Jpmes Parse, Mrs. William Parse and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Me Mann have leased
into the “Bright Beyond” on Sunday, August
Miss Eleanora Quimby.
Fort
of
shore
the
on
the Sanborn log-house
16, 1914, having been away from his business
Do not forget the entertainment to be given Point Cove for two weeks, where they are enplace but two weeks and confined to the bed
at the Cong’l church tomorrow night, Aug.
tertaining friends from New York.
only two days. Mr. Lambert was born in Monin
York
of
New
Marian
Clark
Bertha
28th by
Mrs. Helen Farnham of Sidney arrived Aug- roe, Sept. 12, 1835, the eldest of the family of
Aunt
of
her comedy sketch “The Rejuvenation
ust 11th to visit her relatives, Master Albion Nathaniel Lambert and Jane Grant Lambert.
Mary.” Miss Marguerite E. Butman will have P, Goodhue and his daughter, Mrs. Carrie A.
After three sons were given this couple, the
charge of the musical program. Admission,
Gardner, Middle street, for an indefinite time. mother, a woman of rare energy, industry and
25 cents; reserved teats, 35 cents; on sale at
Walter F. Kimball of Brookline, Mass, ar- business acumen, determined to struggle alone
Mrs. C, E. Adams’ store.
rived Saturday morning to join his wife and for the competency the husband never sedaughter at the home of hi* sisters-in-law, cured, and returned to her father, the late JoNEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Misses Lillian A. and Mabel F. Simmons, School siah Grant of Prospect, now Stockton Springs,

in this section for

FOR YOUR

<

•

our new patterns.

spen

Gran

week-end with her brother, Percy
of this village.

WOOD & BISHOP CO, Bangor, Me. "iSsf

coal is for the U. S. cruisers Tennessee and
North Carolina.

Helen Clements; song, Isabelle and
Clement; recitations, Doris Clement; piano
solo, Barbara Conant, who was encored; recitations, Ethel Luce, Ira Clement, Kelsey Clement,
Kermit Clement, Avis Harquail and Maud
Clement; remarks by Mr. and Mrs. Guy Tucker,
G. H. Clement, Elvia Clement, Harold Clement
and Maria Clark. Brief memorial services were
held for Mrs. Anna White, Alfred B. Clement
and Jane Clements, who have passed on since
the last reunion. Then followed remarks on
genealogj by historian, Frank P. Clement also
bythe genealogist, C. C. Clement, and others.

$1.00

Eugene Grant and wife of Frankfort
the

Ask the Clarion dealer

about

Capt. Isaac Carver of the U. S. collier Vulcan arrived Saturday from Norfolk, Va.,Capt.
Shurtliff taking command of the collier on her
The
voyage to England with coal and return.

ents and

YOU

M isses Ethel and Anna^Cochrane of Frank
fort have been visiting the family of Perc;
Grant.

etc., make cooking a pleasure.
Complete control of
fire and oven is assured.

Steamer Carolyn, Capt.Calboun, arrived Aug.
21st from Newport News with 3,800 tons .of
coal to the Penobscot Coal and Wharf Co., at
Mack’s Point, She finished discharging Aug.
23rd and sailed for Norfolk.

Ira

WE’LL PAY

way.

attachments, ash chutes,

on a visit to his old home and is stopping
Mr,
the Brookside on Steamboat avenue.
Carr has been in the mining business in Colorado for the past thirty years.

cheerfully responded.
The following program was presented: Piano
solo, Lucile English; recitations, Isabelle Clem-

FOUNTAIN PEN

Mr. Dow reports some early sales for hi
Rice Potato Diggers.
He baa a carload on th<

Our special constructions
in* fire box fixtures, oven
dampers,glass oven doors,gas

day

Mr.

Sargent

line.

ient and economical.

Henry

W. J. Garvey and Mrs. Mary Garvey of
Troy, N. Y., who have been guests of Mrs.
Elia S.Dolliver on Main street, left by auto last
week for Boston.
Robert J. Carr of Victor, Col., arrived ThursDr.

Robertson bss been selling earlj
for table use.

Road Commissioner Stanley J. Roberts ii
busy pushing the State Road towards the Knoi

completely up-to-date, comprising everything needed to
makeClarion operation conven-

Mr. and Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn, East Main
Star Grange, Troy, held a meeting I street, gave a very enjoyable four-table auca large attendance,
tion bridge party on the evening of August
Croce left Saturday on a week’s fishing trip last Saturday evening with
There was one application for membership. 18th, several beside the players being present.
down the bay in the power boat Defiance.
The program included readings by Mrs. Dodge Ice cream and cake were served to close a very
Steamer Pennsylvanian, Capt. Joseph F.
and Miss Laura Pratt, a piano duet by the pleasant social function.
Nichols, from Honolulu for Philadelphia, pass-, Misses Estes, ard a fine leciure by E. H. LibMrs. Harry E. Winslow of Quincy, Mass.,
ed through the Panama canal Aug, 17th.
on
by, county Deputy and State Secretary,
accompanied by her sister, Miss Esther Ellis
was
“The Betterment of the Grange," followed by
W. F. Runnells of Newburyport, Mass.,
of Boston, arrived Saturday by steamer to reMr. and Mrs. a social hour with ice cream and cake.
a week-end guest of his parents,
main a few weeks with their parents, Mr. and
road.
the
Wr. T. C. Runnells, ou Mount Ephraim
Mrs. Simeon F. Ellis, Church street. Stock;
Dirigo Grange, Freedom, has adopted
resolutions of respect:
ton’s welcome !
Mr. and Mrs. J. P Curtis and son William, following
1
Whereas, the intimate relations so long held
in town,
Miss Agnes Wescott of Everett, Mass., arwho have been spending the summer
deceased sister with the members of
Sun- by our
to visit her maternal uncle
returned to their home in Everett, Mass.,
this grange makes it appropriate to place on rived last Friday
record our appreciation of her as a valued and family, Capt. and Mrs. L. M. Partridge,
day.
member of our Order; therefore, be it
and daughter, Miss Leora. Miss Wescott was
F. C. Whitcomb had a severe attack of*indiResolved, by Dirigo Grange, that while we born in our
village, one of the children of the
will of God we do riot
the
to be at
able
was
but
in
submission
accept
gestion last Saturday,
late Mr. and Mis. William Wescott, who movmourn the less our sister who has been called
though
quite
his place of business Monday,
from us.
ed to Castine.
weak.
Resolved, That by the death of our sister,
Mr. and Mrs. James N. Treat, family and
this Grange has lost a sister
Rebecca
Warren,
been
John Doane of Kansas City, who has
who was ever faithful and had a deep interest
guttts ai d ileir daughter and husband, Mr
is in the welfare of our order, an honest sister,
visiting his nephew, Capt. W. R. Gilkey,
and Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn, with their two
at Isle au whose merits endeared her not only to the
spending a few days with relatives
children, drove in the Treat automobile Sunmembers of this Grange but her friends as
Haut.
well. The brothers and sisters can look back
day morning to the Sanborn log cabin, to rethat has been
main until Monday at this charmingly located
Amos D Carver of New York arrived Sun- at Sister Warrea’s life as one
well spent.
lodge on Fort Point Cove.
day and is with nis family, who are spending
Dear sister, thou hast left us, all stricken with
the summer at the J. C. Nickels homestead on
After a beautiful Wednesday and Thursday
sorrow an
pain.
Main street.
But what to us is an earthly loss to thee is a Friday opened with an all-day rainstorm whicn
heavenly gain.
a sumbrought much benefit to the languishing garMaster Gordon Htaley, who has been
H. G. Curtis on Enter in thou faithful servant to the glories dens! Saturday and Sunday were Lovely days.
mer visitor of Capt. and Mrs.
thou hast w >n,
in DorThus August seems to be endeavoring to comW'ater street, has returned to his home
And we will strive to meet thee when our work
on earth is done.
pensate for the disagreeable fog and mistiness
chester, Mass.
That our charter be draped for which enveloped us earlier in the month.
Resolved.
dear
Miss Maiy A. Crosby of Methuen, Mass,,who
thirty days in token of our respect for our be
Mr. H. L. Hopkins and son, Georg eH„ with
Eames
has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Loomis
sister, and that a copy of these resolutions
Ralph Morse and Mr. Josiah Colson as j
Capt.
ones and to The Republirebereaved
sent
to
the
three
weeks,
the
past
on Reservoir street
motored to Lewiston, Aug. 18th to hear
can Journal, Bangor Commercial and Waldo
guests,
turned home Friday.
County Herald for publication.
Roosevelt speak. They found a big crowd,
Susan J. FLYE,
one
) Committee
Charles S. Shute will sell cheap for cash
1 on
plenty of enthusiasm, and listened to a ringJda B. Vose.
table ;
six-horse power gasoline engine and saw
Annie J. Libby. \ Resolutions.
ing address by the wondrous American, TheomaFreedom, Maine, Aug. 22, 1914.
dore Roosevelt ! No one regretted the long
attached and one Little Giant threshing
ride.
chine. See his advt.

and Mrs. Oscar Saunders and daughters
in
Esther and Edith of Lowell, Mass., were
L. M.
town last week, guests of Mr. and Mrs.

Watson
sweet corn

is

at

was in town
Rev. John Saunders of Dover
L. M. Sargent.
last week visiting Mr. and Mrs.
is the
Miss Marian Ward of Everett, Mass.,
Leach
of her uncle, Michael Ward, on

Amos

Clarion

Haines' remarks Wednesday evening, introduced Mr. Pattangall, who alter discussing at
some length Gov. Haines administration, took
up national affairs and told us what a wonderful President the people had and what the
Democratic Congress had accomplished in getting so many important bills passed for the
benefit of all the people. He was frequently
applauded, but it was noticed that some of the
Democrats did not join in the applause as they
forgotten the way in which he came
before the people as the Democratic candidate
for Congress in the last election.

have not

Catarrh that Contain

AMERICAN

shut.the gates of the Dover Straits.
And north where the tides run free.
Cheek by jowl, our watchdogs prowl,
Gray hulks in a grayer sea.
And the prayer that England prays tonight
To the lord of our deBtiny,
As the foam of our plunging prow is white.
We have Btood for peace and we war for right,
God give us victory.
—James Bernard Fagen, in the London Daily

We have

Telegraph.

UNITY, MAINE,
September 15 and 16, 19!
TROTTING

|

Entries close Sept. 10. at 11 p.
Sept. 8, 1914,

>

No

SS

|

Eagle,

...

17. Sld, stm Penobscot, Norfolk; 18. sld, barge Rahn, Perth Amboy; 20, ar,
Boston
itms Carolyn, Baltimore; Mohawk,
Balti(and sld eastward); 23, sld, stm Carolyn, sld,
more; 24, ar, stm Frieda, Sabine, Texas;
Portbarge Herndon, Philadelphia; stm Frieda,

Searsport, Aug

22. aid. stm Miliinocket, New

Philadelphia; 24, ar, stm City of
Philadelphia, Boston; sch Edward L Bearce,

Calais, Aug 22. Sld, sch Pendleton Sisters,
Delaware Breakwater.
B Clark,
St George, Me, Aug 22. Ar, sch C
New York.
Portland, Aug 25. Sld, schs F C Pendleton
Hantsport, N S), New York.

(from

FOREIGN PJRTS.

V B
St John. N B, Aug 14. Ar, schs M
15,
Chase, New York; J Arthur Lord, Boston;
York.
ar, Lucia Porter, New

m.
no

Records
bar.

inn

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, I P. M.
No. I.

|
|

RACES

$600.00 in Purses.

f

|

PACING

and

2.

No. 5.
No. 6.
No. 7.

.P
2.22 Class, Trot and Pace
Pu
2.50 Class, Trot and Pace
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 10 A ft.
P
2.18 Class, Trot or Pace.
2.29 Class, Trot or Pace.
Green Horse Race, Trot or Pace, one-half miie- Pi

E. T. REYNOLDS, Stcreiary, l

2w35

Stickney.

BO f IN

In

r

i
S

Chelsea, M

Joseph Wingate Stickney,
aged nearly 81 years,
Wentworth.' In Brewer,

In Portland, August 12, to Mr. and i
Carter
I
Mrs. L. Barton Carter, a son, Lawrence Earl.
A. Wentworth,
1 Elizabeth
Cunningham. In Bucksport, August 6, to months and 21
days.
a
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Cunningham,
Crockett. In Pulpit Harbor, August 4, to
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Crockett, a daughter, Beu-

j

,.

^Stockton,
Aug
and

|
);

1

New York, Aug 20. Ar. schs Etna, Machias;
Eiarry W Haynes, Stockton; Edith McIntyre,
tiallowell via Bridgeport; 22, sld, schs Celia F,
Port Reading for Charlottetown, I* E 1; Abby
J Walker, South Amboy for Vinalhaven; 23, ar.
ich N E Ayer, Bangor; sld, sch Frontenac,
Port Tampa; 24, ar, schs William Jones, StockB Gibson, Bangor;
,on; Susie P Oliver, do; Ida
Jarrie A Bucknam, do; Abbie Bowker, Long
N B.
St
Condon.
John,
Jove; Flora
Ar, sch Joseph W Fordney,
Boston. Aug 19
Baltimore; 20, ar. sch A F Kindberg. Bangor;
sch Nat
il, ar, sch Mineola, Bangor; 22, sld.
(leader, Stockton Springs; 24, ar, sch Theoline,
RockR
Budwell.
J
schs
lacksonville; -25, sld,
and; Charlie and Willie, do; Rodney Parker,
Vlaitiand, N S; R L Tay, Bangor; Minneola, do;
Jatawamteak, Rockland.
Philadelphia, Aug 21. Ar, sch Mary L CrosV Stoddard, Bangor;
>y, St John, N B; stm L
and
!4, cld, sch Mark Pendleton, Lewes, Del,
savannah; 26, ar, stm Miliinocket, Stocktun.
Setzer,
Baltimore. Aug 19. Ar, sch Percy
New York.
Norfolk, Aug 21. Cld, ech Mary E Palmer
New England
Bangor; 24, ar, stm F J Lisman,
E
sorts (and sld for Bangor); sld, sch Mary
Palmer, Bangor.
M
Lila
sch
18.
bid,
S
C, Aug
Georgetown,
Willey, New York.
Cld, schs Celia P,
Port Reading, Aug 21
Jharlottetown; Chas H Klinck, Stunington,
Sld, sch Irene E Meservey,
Bangor, Aug 20
New York; 21, sld, sch Itaska, Boston; 22, eld,
A
ichs Charles
Campbell, Philadelphia; Annie
L
P Chase, New York; 24, ar, schs Horatio
Baker, Portland; Damietta & Joanna, do; sld,
Stancliif,
Gilbert
sch
ar,
Boston;
26,
ich
Boston.

AGRICULTURAL FAIR

|

Mercury

PORTS.

[
\

mercury will surely destroy the sense of
smell and completely derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous surfaces. Such articles should never be used except on prescriptions from reputable physicians
as the damage they will do is ten fold to the
good you can possibly derive from them. Hall'9
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
contains.no mercury, and is
& Co., Toledo, O
taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system. In buying
Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine. It is taken internally and made in Toledo,
3hio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials from
Price 75c per bottle.
Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

SHIP NEWS.

UNITY PARK ASSOCIATION

>

as

York

The Hour.

r

lah Mills.:
Darling. In Belfast. August 17, to Dr. and |
Mrs John B. Darling, a son, John Scott.
Leach. In Orland, August 10, to (Mr. and I

Mrs. Eugene R. Leach, a son.
Webber. In Belfast, August 20, to Dr. and
Mrs. Ernest S. Webber, a son, Phillip.
Witham. In Castine, August 11, to Mr. and
Mrs. Grover C. Witham, a son.

BELFAST

PRICE

|
>

<

Corrected Weekly for T
PRODUCE

MARKET.

AppleStper Dhl,1.50r2.60 Hay

7 Hide-.
dried, per lb.,
2 75a3 CO Lam
Beans, pea,
3 50jLaint
Beans, Y. E.,
| Butter,
28a32i M u t r
| Beef, sides,
9a IT Oats.
9lPota'
Beet,forequarters,
MARRIED
60 Hour
Barley, bu,
22 Straw
Cheese,
25 Turk*.
Chicken,
Adams Nickerson. In Brewer, August 19, !
I8Tallo>
Calf Skins,
Frederick Eugene Adams of Bangor and Helen Duck.
20 Veal,
;
Pearl Nickerson of Brewer.
30 Wool.
Eggs,
7,
by j
Hall-Douglass. In Jackson, August
18 Woo
Fowl,
Rev. Frank S DollifT. Rodney Hall and ;Miss j
18 Wood.
Geese,
j
Gladys Grace Douglass, both of Monroe.
j
retail price.
Whitcomb-Wilton. In Waldo. August 20
W hitcomb
H.
Ralph
Lime
Edward
Evans,
18
Esq.,
Beef, Corned,
by
and Lillian Gertrude Wilton, both of Waldo.
j Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a22 Uat
8,
In
Rockland.
Augustl
WrOODCOCK-DYER
103 On.*
Corn,
Woodcock of Rockland and Miss Cracked Corn,
Arthur L
98,011. kSusan G. Dyer of Vinalhaven.
98 Polio
| Corn Meal.
22 Pork,
Cheese,
1 85 Blast
Cotton Seed,
DIED
10 By e
Codfish, dry,
18 Short
Cranberries,
Bassick. In Canyon City, Col., Eiiwaril C*
Clover
20a22
Seed,
Sugar
Bassick. formerly of Searspdft, aged 77 years, |
75 Salt,
6
00a6
Flour,
11,
i
August
Bates. In South Brooksville,
3 50 Swe,
months.
1 H. G. Seed,
Wesley Bates, aged 71 years and 8
16 V h
Lard
Colomy. In Bucksport, August 8, Llewellyn |
E. Colomy, aged 51 years, 5 months and 7 days. |
Crosby. In Baltimore, August 19, Mrs. HanNotice of First Meeting
nah Adeline Sever, widow of Wilson Crosby,
In the District Court of the
formerly of Bangor.
the District of Maine.
Farnham. In West Brooksville, August 14,
Otis tarnIn the matter of Bhilemon »
Roy Donald, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. Pitcher, Bankrupt. \
ham, aged 1 year and 10 months.
GRAY, In Orland, August 17, Rufus E. Gray,
To the creditors of Philem
Northpoit, in the Count.'
agfrd 56 years.
Joy. In Ellsworth, August 19, Capt. Henry
District aforesaid, a bankr
J. Joy, aged 71 years, 11 months and 17 days.
is hereby given that
Notice
H.
James
14,
Killman. In Prospect, August
of August, A. D. 1914, the
Killman, aged 90 years, 7 months and 14 days. Pitcher was duly adjudicate*
E.
Mank. In Belfast, August 19, Everett
that the first meeting of
Mank. aged 42 years, 11 months and 19 days.
be held at the office of Dunt
McAULIFFE. In Belfast, August 25, Edgar
M
Mcings Bank Building, Belfast.
C.f son of John H. and Nettie A. Rollerson
of September, A. I). 191*
day
6
and
months
days.
11
Auliffe, aged
in the forenoon, at which time
Patterson. In Belfast, August 26, Ralph
ors may attend, prove their
Hart PatElmer, son of George W. and Clara
Trustee,| examine the Bankruj
15 days.
terson, aged 4 months and
other business as may pr«
In Belfast, gAugust 21. Omer such
Pumroy.
fore said meeting.
9 months and
Dewey Pumroy, aged 12 years,
^
>

Pumroy.
roy, aged 18

In Belfast, August 24, Ira Pumyears, 8 months and 1 day.

Referee

in

h"’k

Bangor, Maine, August 25, 19*4

